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ABSTRACT 

"Microsco~ic Cybernetics": Mathematid Logic, Automata Theorv, and the 
Formalization of Biolopical Phenomena, 193649'70 

by Tara Helen Abraham 
Ph.D. 2000 

Institute for the History and Philosophy of Science and Technology 
University of Toronto 

This thesis highlights the intellectual origins of theoretical studies of biological 

phenomena based on automata theory and mathematical logic. The study spans the period 

from the groundbreaking work of mathematician AIan Turing (19 12-1954), who in 1936 

developed a "logical machine" for the process of mathematical computation, through to the 

work of Stuart Kauffman (b. 1939), who, circa 1970, developed a mode1 of genetic regulation 

in cells using mathematical logic. It is argued that automata theory and methods of logic 

offered a way of simpliQing cornplex biological phenomena into logical, discrete terms, 

while at the same time characteiizing these processes as complex, dynamic, and interactive. 

Automata theory amse out of the cybemetics movement, which involved making 

analogies between organisms and machines. "Automata" in this sense were abstract, logicai 

systems, or "theoretical machines", with a finite size, a finite number of intemal States, and 

certain specified inputs and outputs. The hinctioning of an automaton was govemed by the 

rules of mathematical logic, embodied in an "algorithm" or program. The algorithm was 

rigorous, exhaustive, and unambiguous, and a central point in automata theory was that 

simple mies could Iead to complex behaviour. This thesis demonstrates that the "algorithm" 

concept proved to be a powefil conceptual tooi for many scientists who developed models 

of complex biological phenomena It will be shown that these applications of automata 



theory to biological phenomena were consistent with many of the philosophical 

assumptions of many theoretical biologists of the penod. 

Chapter One examines Alan Turing's conception of the Turing machine, highlighting 

the role of mathematical logic in its hnctioning. Turing presented "computation" as a 

process that could be canied out in a finite number of logically defined, discrete steps. 

Chapter Two illustrates that a community of mathematical biologists in Chicago, who 

formalized biological phenomena, provided an important intellectual space for Warren 

McCulloch and Walter Pitts, who in 1943 developed a model of neural activity based on the 

principles of Boolean logic. Chapter Three examines the work of John von Neumann. 

Influenced by Turing's work and the McCulloch-Pitts model, von Neumann developed a 

general theory of automata that addressed, in logical terms, the complexity of biological self- 

reproduction. Chapter Four focuses on the work of Michael Apter, who made strong 

arguments for the value of automata theory in modeling the process of biological 

development. Chapter Five further explores the connections between automata theory and 

theoretical studies of biological phenomena, highlighting the work of Stuart Kauffman, who, 

in collaboration with Warren McCulloch, developed a logical model of genetic networks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

'The important thing in the rnathematical method is to 
abstract From a very complex goup of phenomena its 
essentiai features and thereby sirnplifj the problem. . ., 
We thus see ihat the complexity of biological phenomena 
is rather an argument for the use of mathematical models 
than against it." 

-Nicolas Rashevsb, "Foundations of 
mathematical biophysics," Phiiosophy of Science 
(1934) 1: 176-196, p. 178. 

'The basic point is hat in the transition fiom the zygote 
to the adult the 'information' is not merely k ing  
transcribed and transtated but is operating as instructions 
- if you want to put it in fancy jargon, as 'algorîthms'." 

-Conrad H. Waddington, "The basic ideas of 
biology," in C.H. Waddington (ed.) Toward3 a 
Theoreticai Biology, Volume I: Prolegomma, 
Edinburgh: University of Edinburgh Press, 1968, 
pp. 1-41, p. 8. 

In late sumrner, 1966, a group of biologists, physicists, mathematical biologists, and chemists 

gathered at the Villa Serbelloni, on the shores of Lake Como, in Bellagio, M y .  Sponsored 

by the Rockefeller foundation and the International Union of Biological Sciences, and 

organized by the erninent biologist Conrad Hal Waddington (1905-1975), the meeting was to 

set out a framework of concepts and methods for the development of a "theoretical biology". 

At the time, a unified discipline "theoretical biology" was essentially non-existent. Although 

there were few departments devored to the subject at universities, various scientists from 

mathematics, biology, and cornputer science had what one could cal1 "theoretical" 

approaches to biologicai phenomena. As the goal of the meeting was to set out preliminary 



observations and a frarnework for theoretical biology, the papes from the symposium were 

published in a volume titled: Towards a Theoretical Biology, Volume 1: ~role~omena.'  

In one of the symposium papers, Waddington noted the recent, rapid advances in 

"molecular" biology, and argued that theoretical biology, while having a distinct 

methodological approach, would add to the picture of biological phenomena created by the 

molecular biologists.' Waddington was not against the molecular approach, but viewed the 

theoretical approach as complementary to rnolecular studies of biological processes. 

Theoretical studies could offer something beyond an analytical focus on the chernistry and 

biochemistry of the molecules of life: an understanding of complex biological phenomena. 

As Waddington wmte: 

Biology is in fact still in the process of creating its theories 'from the 
elementary units to the complex', at the same time as it is making such rapid 
advances in the analysis of the units. But the analysis by itself is not suficient 
until the intellectual apparatus for building upwards towards the complex is 
better developd? 

Traditional, experimental biology, including biochemistry and molecular biology, was 

concerned with the analysis of living organisms in terms of their fundamental units. 

Theoretical biology, aithough less established, involved moving fiom these simple elements 

to complex phenornena. 

At the 1966 meeting, six of the fourteen "symposium" papers were delivered by 

mathematical biologists or physicists, and as many dealt with biological questions framed in 

ternis fiom engineering and computer science - concepts such as "blueprint", "information", 

bbcoding", "algorithm" and "automata" - and often these studies focused on the "logical 

Conrad H. Waddington (ed.) Towardr a Theoretical Biology, Volume I: Prolegomena, Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press, 1968. 

Conrad H. Waddington? Theoretical biology and molecular biology," in Waddington (ed.) Towardr a 
Theoretical Biology, Volume I: Prolegomena, pp. 103- 108, p. 103. 



structure" of biological phenomena. In the years following, three more symposia were held, 

in 1967, 1968, and 1969. Again, questions centred around principles of organization and 

"organized complexity" inherent in living systems. A good portion of the papers addressed 

these problems using methods and metaphors borrowed from cornputer science. As one 

participant, Christopher Longuet-Higgins, argued: 

. . .the problems of biology are al1 to do with programs. A program is a Iist of 
things to be done, with due regard to circumstances. ..It may be a recipe in a 
cookery book, an algorithm for calculating the zeros of a zeta function, a set 
of rules for writing a fugue on a given subject, or a set of genetic instructions 
for making a m ~ u s e . ~  

Discussions did ensue at the meeting on the exact meaning of "prograrn" within the 

biological context, the implications of the concept for evolutionary theory, and the 

distinctions between the concepts of "information" and "instructions". Despite the varied 

meanings ascnbed to the "program" concept, the general opinion was that for biological 

systems, the 'bprogram" concept captured the complexity and the dynamic, interactive nature 

of biological phenomena In addition, several at the symposia presented models of biological 

processes, characterizhg organisms as "automata" - theoretical machines based on the niles 

of logic, and incorporating the "algorithm" concept. 

The goal of this thesis is to highlight the intellechial origins of theoretical studies of 

biological phenomena based on automata theory and mathematical logic. This study spans 

the period from the groundbreaking work of mathematician Alan Turing (19 12-1 954), who in 

1936 developed a "logical machine" for the process of mathematicai computation, through to 

the work of Stuart K a u h a n  (b. 1939), a participant at the 1968 Serbelloni meeting who 

developed a logical mode1 of gene networks. Many of these early theoretical studies of 

Waddington, 'Theoretical biology and molecular biology". p. 104. 
1 Chirstopher Longuet-Higgins, T h a t  biolagy is aii about," in Conrad H. Waddington (ed.), Towardr a 



biological phenomena arose out of the cybemetics movement. which involved making 

analogies between organisms and machines, with the view that understanding the functioning 

of organisms would inform the study of machines, and that the functional properties of such 

machines would aid in the study of the functioning of organisms. 

An important element in this intellectual endeavor was the study of "theoretical 

machines" or automata. Automata theory emerged during the 1930s and 1940s, with the 

work of Aian Turing, Warren S. McCulloch, Walter Pitts, and John von Neumann. All, 

except for McCulloch, were mathematicians. Distinct from the material, mechanical 

automata of the seventeenth century, these "automata" were abstract, logical systems, or 

"theoretical machines". A finite automaton, in the most generai sense, is a device - either 

theoretical or material - with a finite size, a Finite number of internai States, and certain 

specified inputs and outputs. The input and output "histones" are synchronous, that is, they 

occur during discrete moments in time (e.g. ... t-2, t-1, t, t+l, t+2 ...). In addition, the output 

of the automaton is dependent not only on the input at that moment, but on the intemal state 

of the automaton.' 

The functioning of an automaton was govemed by the rules of mathematicai logic 

embodied in an "algorithm" which defined the relationships between the automaton's input, 

output, and its intemal state. The algorithm was exhaustive, ngorous, and unarnbiguous, and 

gave the automaton the ability to carry out any procedure - complex procedures simply 

required sufficiently elaborate algorithms. The central point of automata theory was the 

notion that simple niles could Iead to cornplex phenomena. 

Theoretical Biology, Volume II: Sketches, Chicago: AIdine, 1969, pp. 227-233, p. 229. 
Adapted h m  Robert McNaughton. The rheory of automata, A suntey," in Franz L. Alt (ed.) Advancm in 

Cornputers, Volume II, New York and London: Academic Press, 196 1, pp. 379-421, pp. 380-5. 



The idea of an "algorithm" as an "effective" procedure, one that will reliably produce 

a result, was not entirely new. Leibniz - in the words of Norbert Wiener (1894-1964) had 

related the notions of computation, logic and algorithms in the seventeenth century6 In the 

introduction of his seminal work Cybemetics (1948), Norbert Wiener stressed the importance 

of mathematical logic to cybemetics: 

At this point [in a discussion of McCulloch's work] there enters an element 
which occurs repeatedly in the history of cybemetics - the influence of 
mathematical logic. Lf 1 were to choose a patron saint for cybernetics out of 
the history of science, 1 should have to choose Leibniz. The philosophy of 
Leibniz centers about two closely related concepts - that of a universal 
symbolism and that of a calculus of reasoning. From these are descended the 
mathematical notation and the symbolic logic of the present day.' 

In Wiener's view, mathematical logic - and thus automata theory - was a central element in 

efforts to link the behaviour of organisms to machines. Wiener argued that studies of the 

logical structure of organisms could shed light on the workings of machines that manifest 

purposehl behaviour, and in Nrn, an understanding of these machines could lead to a better 

understanding of biological systems. The goal was to blur the boundaries between animal 

and machine - indeed, in certain descriptions of these cybemetic machines, it was often 

ambiguous as to whether the description referred to a machine or an organism. 

This study has three objectives. Fint, it will be shown that modem "automata theory" 

had its conceptuai roots in the work of AIan Turing, Warren McCulloch, Walter Pitts, and 

John von Neumann. Distinct from the work of Turing and McCulloch and Pitts, which dealt 

exclusively with brain functioning, von Neumann's interests in drawing parallels between 

organisms and machines led him to develop a general theory of automata that attempted to 

~ a u l  Schrecker. "Leibniz and the art of inventing algorisms," Journal of the HLrrory of Ideus (1947) 8: 107- 
116. 
' N~cben Wiener, Cybernetics: Or Control and Cornunication in the Animal and Machhe, New York: Wdey, 
1948, p. 20. 



mode1 the process of self-reproduction. Second, this study will demonstrate that early 

"theoreticians" who treated biological systems as "automata" made sirnilar arguments about 

the worth of a "mathematical" approach to the complexity of organisms, and the benefits of 

fomalizing biological phenomena into discrete logical terms. The focus on the complexity 

of biological systems, exhibited by scientists at the Serbelloni meetings on theoretical 

biology in the late 1960s. was also present in earlier theoretical models based on automata 

theory. In this later petiod, a focus on complexity was seen to offer way of taming complex 

phenomena into simple, step-by-step procedures. Third, 1 will argue that as automata theory 

was used to mode1 complex biological processes such as self-reproduction and biological 

development, the notion of an "algorithm" and its role in these models changed, 

accompanying the focus in experimental biology on explaining biological processes in tems 

of the genetic material of the organism. The notion of a decision procedure (algorithm, 

effective procedure, instruction, or prograrn) is a centrai aspect of the work examined by this 

thesis. With a decision procedure, the 'bexecutor" of the process requires no "knowledge", 

and the process outiined by the procedure has a determined, guaranteed output whether this 

uliimate output is a computed number, a neural pathway or thought, self-reproduction, 

rnorphogenesis, or genetic regulation. 

The historical dimensions of "information" metaphors in biology, arising out of the 

cybemetics movement, have been well examined by historians of biology. Lily Kay, in 

paaicular, has offered a history of the "genetic code" and highlights the scientific 

developments - in both cybemetics and biology - that led to Our current conception of 

organisms as "information ~ ~ s t e r n s " . ~  Evelyn Fox Keller has presented a strong critique of 

' Liy E. Kay, Who Wrote the Book of Life? A Hhory of the Genetic Code. Stanford: Stanford University Press. 
2000. 



the distortions that arose from an over-emphasis on DNA in post-World War II biology. She 

argues that much of this emphasis on DNA resulted from the cybemetics movement. which 

involved making analogies between animak and machines. As a branch of cybemetics, 

information theory, with the view that "information is measurable" as its central tenet, played 

a signifiant role in directing biological discourse, particularly within molecular b i o ~ o ~ ~ . ~  

Similady, Richard Doyle has examined the transformations in biological discourse in the 

twentieth century, focusing on changes resulting from molecular biology and the 

development of artificiai life.1° Much of this work has focused on the level of discoune in 

general biology during the twentieth century. What has received less attention is the 

influence of automata theory on theoretical studies of biologicai phenomena, and the 

influence of cybemetics on biological theory. The Danish theoretical biologist Claus 

Emrneche has offered an engaging history of the science of artificial Me, however, his study 

is largely restricted to post- 1970 developments. l '  

In contrast to these studies, this thesis will illustrate that "cybemetic" approaches to 

biological phenomena circa 1940-1970 were not restricted to "metaphors of information" and 

coding. By the late 1960s, at least within the sphere of theoretical studies, the "algorithm" 

concept was seen to be a powerful conceptual tool for explaining complex biological 

phenomena As many theoreticians at the Serbelloni meetings concluded, instmctions, rather 

than information was a more useful term in the biological context. Autornata theory was 

- - - 

9 Evelyn Fox Keller, Refig uring Life: Metaphots of Twentieth-Cenntry Biology, New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1995; Evelyn Fox Keller, "Decoding the genetic program," to appear in Peter Beurton and 
RaphaeI Falk (eds.) The Concept ofthe Gene in Developrnent and Evolution, Studies in Philosophy and Biology, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000 (forthcoming); Evelyn Fox KeIIer, "Manying the pre-modern to 
the post-modern: Computers and Organisms after WWII," in M. Norton Wise (ed.), Growing Erplonatiom, 
Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000 (forthcorning). 
10 Richard Doyle, On Beyod Living: Rhetoricul Transfoormafions in the Life Sciences, Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1997. 
" Claus Emmeche, The Garden in the Machine: The Emcrging Science of Artijkial Lif, Trans. Steven 



seen to have the potential for answering different kinds of biologicai questions, separate but 

not independent of those related to information theory. While biological models employing 

information theory - developed by communications engineers and based on the notion that 

information is measurable - held the promise of measuring the structural complexity of 

organisms, automata theory, with input and output being linked through logical rules, 

emphasized the transformation of information, and was viewed as a framework for 

understanding process-oriented complexity. The notion of "instructions" or an "algorithm" 

offered a way to simplify complex phenomena into a logically defined, unambiguous 

procedure. 

The algorithm concept, at least in the modem sense, had its intellectual origins in the 

work of Aian Turing. Chapter One examines his conception of the Turing machine, 

highlighting the role of mathematical logic in its functioning, and Turing's conception of a 

"decision procedure". This will involve a brief look at the principles of Boolean logic. 

Turing was able to define the complicated process of computation in "mechanical" terms, 

with the notion of a simple algorithm so exhaustive, iigorous, and unarnbiguous that the 

executor would need no "mathematical knowledge" to cary  out its task. Turing also 

presented the "computation" as a process that could be carried out in a finite number of 

logically defined. discrete steps. 

Chapter Two illustrates that "mathematicai biology" and its emphasis on the 

formalization of complex phenomena fit in with Warren McCulloch's quest for a psychon, a 

"least psychic event" and Waiter Pitts's fascination with mathematical logic. McCulloch and 

Pitts developed a mode1 of brain functioning by constructing logically defined neural 

networks, and, as they argued that their mode1 demonstrated the correspondence between a 

Sampson, Princeton, NI: h c e t o n  University Press, 1994. 



Turing machine and the brain, their logical neural networks, in a sense, "embodied" Turing's 

notion of an algorithm. 

Chapter Three examines the work of John von Neumann. Influenced by Turing's 

work and the McCulloch-Pitts neural networks, von Neumann developed a general theory of 

automata that addressed, in logical tems, the complexity of the process of self-reproduction. 

In his theory of self-reproducing automata, Von Neumann searched for a logical definition of 

complexity. Here, the notion of a logically-defined "algorithm", used by Turing for the 

elaborate process of computation, simplified the problem of self-reproduction, as von 

Neumann argued that elaborate instructions could account for complexity. 

The notion of "instructions" for biological processes attracted later theoreticians and 

biologists who saw automata theory as a useful conceptual tool for modeling the dynamic 

process of biological development - the process whereby a single, fertilized egg divides, 

differentiates, and grows into a complex adult organism. Chapter Four focuses on the work 

of Michael Apter, a British cybemetician who made strong arguments against the use of 

information theory in biology and attempted to construct a model of biological development 

based on autornata theory, specifically, the work of Turing and von Neumann. 

Chapter Five further explores the connections between theoretical studies of 

biological phenornena and automata theory. Michael Arbib, who had professionai 

connections to Warren McCuIloch, argued for the worth of the concept of automata as  a 

unifj4ng organizational principle for neurology and embryology, and proposed an automata- 

theoretic mode1 of development based on Apter's. This chapter also explores the connections 

between a model proposed by biologists François Jacob and Jacques Monod for gene 

regulation in bacteria and descriptions of gene activity in t e m  of Boolean logic, 



specifically, by Motoyosi Sugita and Stuart Kaufian. In the late 1960s, Kauffinan 

collaborated with Warren McCulloch and developed a logical mode1 of genetic networks. It 

will be shown that in their application of the principles of mathematical logic and automata 

theory to development and gene regulation, the work of Arbib, Sugita, and K a u f i a n ,  fit in 

with the philosophical assumptions of many theoretical biologists dunng the 1960s. 



CHAPTER ONE 

The Inteilectual 0rigi.m of Automata Theory (1): 
The Turing Machine, Mathematical Logic, and Formal Systems 

1.1 Introduction 

In his authoritative biography of Alan Turing (1912-1954), Andrew Hodges notes, in an 

examination of Turing's eariy childhood influences, the impact of Turing's reading of Edwin 

Tenney Brewster's Na~ural Wonders Every Child Should Know (1922). a gift Turing had 

been given in 1922. Brewster wrote: 

For, of course, the body is a machine. It is a vastly cornplex machine. many, 
many times more complicated than any machine ever made with hands; but 
still afier d l  a machine. It has been likened to a steam engine. But that was 
before we knew as much about the way it works as we know now. It really is 
a gas engine; like the engine of an automobile, a motor boat, or a flying 
machine. ' 

Hodges argues that Brewster's conception of living things as "machines" proved to have a 

major effect on Tunng's later thinking, even refemng to Turing's own admission of its 

"seminal" influence. The point of this remark, according to Hodges, was not so much the 

power of the machine, but rather its Zack of will. 

This notion of a machine's "lack of will" was to be crucial for Tunng's later work on 

the Turing machine, a concept that essentially iaunched the modem era of digital cornputers, 

as it outlined the notion of a "machine-like" procedure for the computation of numbers in 

mathematics. In addition, Turing's work served as the starting point for the modem theory of 

automata. The aim of this chapter is to outline the mathematical motivations behind Turing's 



conception of the 'Turing machine". This will involve a discussion of three closely related 

ideas that, as will be seen, proved to be central to several L'cybernetic" treatments of 

biological phenomena in the 20' century: the algorithm concept, the concept of a finite 

automaton, and the importance, to both these notions, of mathematical logic. 

1.2 Computabüity and Decidability 

The late 19" century saw the mathematization of logic, by. among others, George 

Boole (18 15- 1864). Augustus DeMorgan (1806-1 87 11, and Ernst  Schroder ( 184 1- 1902).' 

The iink between mathematics and logic went both ways: the rules of language, reasoning, 

deduction, and inference - operations of the mind - were mathematized with the 

development of mathematical logic, an "algebra of logic". And in tum, mathematicians 

began pursuing the idea of "deriving" mathematics through logical means? The G e r m a  

mathematician David Hilbert ( 1863- 1943) was a key figure in this 1 s t  effort. In 1900, at a 

meeting of mathernaticians in Paris, and later in 1928: Hilbert laid out several mathematicai 

problems, one of which was the ~ntscheidun~s~robiem? It was a problem of mathematical 

decidability. In simple terms, it can be represented by the following question: "is there some 

- - 

Edwin Tenney Brewster, Natural W d e r s  Every Child Should Know, 1922. Origindy published as A Child's 
Guide to Living Things, New York: Doubleday & Co., 1912. Quoted in Andrew Hodges, Alm Turing: The 
Enigma, New York: Simon and Schuster, 1983; London: Vintage, 1992, p. 13. 

George Boole, An Investigation of the Luws of Thoughf, London, 1854; Augustus DeMorgan. Formol Logic, 
o r  the Calculus of Inference, Necessary and Probable, London, 1847; Ernst Schroder, Vorlesungen über die 
Algebra der Lugic, Volumes 1 and 2, Leipzig, L 89û-9 1. 

A.D. h ine ,  "Philosophy of Iogic," in Stuart D. Shanker (ed.) Philosophy of Science, Logic, und Mathematics 
in the Twenrieth Centuv, London and New York: Routledge, 1996, pp. 9-49, 
'' David Hilbert and W~lhelm Ackennann, G e - g e  der theorerischen Logik, Berlin: Julius Spnager, 1928. 

The Entsheidwgsproblem was the tenth pmblem Hilbert disewed: "Given a diophantine equation (an 
equation where only integer solutions are allowed] with any number of unknown quantities and rational inte@ 
numerical coefficients: To devise a process according to which it can be detennined by a finite number of 
operations whether the equation is solvable in rational integers." David Hilbert, "Lecture delivered before the 
international congres of rnathematicians at Paris in 1900," Bulletin of the Americun Mathematical Society 
(1902) 8: 437-79. TransIated by Mary Winston Newton. 



general mechanical procedure which could, in principle, solve ail the problems of 

mathematics (belonging to some suitably well-defined class) one after the ~ t h e r ? " ~  In other 

words, is there some rnethod (or "algorithm") that could determine whether a given inference 

is valid? "Algorithm" in this sense was a deductive, mechanicai method, a procedure so 

precise and complete that one could follow it regardess of whether one understands the 

purpose of the operation - no "creative thought" was necessary. The question was connected 

to determinisrn, which, in this context, was the idea that the procedure would be fixed in 

advance, such that nothing new could &se? 

Hilbert's decision problem c m  be illustrated by the following e ~ a r n ~ l e . ~  As a 

mathematical problem, one might want to know if there exist integen x, y such that 

where a, 6, and c are integers. If a = 2, b = - 1, and c = 1, then x = 1, y = 1 will provide a 

solution. However, if a = 2, b = -6, and c = 1, no integers x, y will yield a solution to the 

equation. The connection to decidability is this: does there exist an algorithm that would 

enable one to decide, for given values of a, b, and c, if there are integers x and y that would 

satisfy the equation? 

Hilbert's problem has been called the "principal problem of mathematical logic". As 

Martin Davis notes, an algorithm for this Entscheidungsproblem "could, in principle, be used 

to answer any mathematical question: it would sufice to employ a fomalization in fit-order 

logic of the branch of mathematics relevant to the question under consideration.'" The 

6 Roger Penrose, The Emperor's New Mind, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989, pp. 33-34. 
7 Hodges, Alan Turing, p. 96. 

Adapted h m  Manin Davis, Computubility and Solvability, New York: McGraw-Hiil, 1958, pp. xv-xvi. 
9 Martin Davis, '%lathematicai logic and the origin of modem cornputers," in Rolf Herken (ed.), The Universal 
Turing Machine: A Half-Century Survey, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 198 8, pp. f 49- 174, p. 153. 



Entscheidungsproblem was addressed by several mathematicians of the period, who 

attempted to draw connections between the precision of mathematical logic and the notion of 

a "machine-like" procedure, or algorithm. Among these were Kurt Gode1 ( 1906- 1 W 8 ) ,  

Alonzo Church (1903-1995)," and Alan Turing. Turing, in particular, attempted to imagine 

how the concept of "machine" could be formalized in such a way that its operations could be 

broken down into discrete terms. 

1.3 "On computable numbers..." (1936-7): The Turing Machine 

In 1937, Turing published his response to the ~ntscheidun~s~roblem." Although 

largely influenced by Hilbert's question, the majority of Turing's paper dealt with the 

"computability" question, connected to Alonzo Church's idea of "effective calculability"." 

"Cornputable numbers" were generally regarded as real numbers whose expressions as a 

decimai are calculable by finite  nea ans.'^ Turing modified this definition slightly: "a number 

is computable if its decimal can be written down by a rnachine."15 

'O Kurt Godel. "über formai unentscheidbam Satze der Princi~ia Mathematica und verwandter Systerne 1." 
Monatshejte fur Mathematik und Physik ( 193 1) 38: 173- 198. 
" Aionzo Church. "An woivable problern of elementiuy number theory, " Amencan Journal of Mathenurtics 
(1936) 58: 345-363. 
If Aian M. Turing, "On computable numbers, with an application to the Entscheidungsproblem:' Proceedings of 
the London Mathematical Society, Ser. 2 (1936-7) 42: 230-265. Reprinted in Martin Davis (ed.) The 
Undecidable, HewIett, NY: Raven Press, 1965, pp. 1 16- 15 1. 
" Church. "An unsoivable problern". 
14 Turing, "On computable numbers" in Davis, The Udecidable, p. 116. 
'' Ibid. Turing's justification for these two definitions of compuîabIe numbers is the fact that the human 
memory is "necessarily Limited." DBerent mathematicians of the pend  identified "effectively calculable 
functions" with different terms. For Turing (1937), it was computability. For Church (1936). the same notion 
was named "Ldefbability"; Giidel(1934) caiied it "gened recursiveness"; and Emil Post used the terni "1- 
definability". For more on these distinctions, see Davis, Computabiiity and SohbiLify, p. 10; Alonzo Church, 
Introduction to Mathematical Logic, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1956, p X n  t 19. 



A "machine", in Turing's sense, was not constmcted in material hardware. Rather, it 

was, in the words of the British cybernetician Frank George, a "pape? machine? 

Muenced by the design of typewriters, Tunng conceived of a machine that could ody  be in 

a finite number of bbconfigurations" or States, and could "write" nurnbers, "erase" numbers, or 

leave numbers unchanged. When provided with an infinite length of tape divided into 

squares, the machine could "read" the square of the tape upon which it rested. On the tape 

could be pnnted two types of symbols: O and 1. If the machine is supplied with a blank tape, 

the machine will be able to produce a sequence of symbols, which will represent, in a sense, 

the "sequence computed by the machine". This sequence is a binary expression of a real 

decimal number, thus, the sequence represents the number computed by the machine. 

Completely dependent on the symbol read and the machine's intemal state, the machine 

would either wnte a symbol, erase the symbol read, or leave it; and then either move one 

square to the right, one square to the left, or remain in the sarne position. The machine would 

be automatic, and could determine for itself the following: 

1. if it should wnte a new symbol in a blank square; 
2. if it should leave, erase, or replace a symbol in a square with another symbol; 
3. if its intemal state should remain in the same configuration or change to another; 
4. if it should move one square to the left, right, or stay in the same place. 

AU of this would define the machine, and the d e s  goveming its behaviour would be written 

out, forming a "table of behaviour". As Hodges notes, this was a crucial move: Tunng had 

"rendered the vague idea of a 'definite method' or a 'mechanical process' into something 

- - 

l6 Frank H. George, The Bmh us n Compter, Second Edition, Oxford: Pergamon. 1973. p. 67. Tirring also 
used the tenn "paper machine" in slightly dZferent context. Alan M. Turing, "Intelligent machinery" Report, 
National Physics Laboratory, 1948. Reprinted in AM. Turing, Collected Workr of A.M. Turing: Mechanica1 
Intelligence, Eâited by D.C. Ince. Amsterdam: North HoUand, 1992, pp. 107-127. 



very precise: a 'table of behavi~ur'."'~ In essence, this "table of behaviour" defined the 

Turing machine [Figure L I ] .  

Turing had observed a link between his machine and human "computers", who 

computed numben. He outlined in his paper certain assumptions about the behaviour of 

these human computers. Fiat, he noted that the act of computing is normally done by writing 

symbols on paper. Next, Turing observed that the behaviour of a computer is determined by 

the symbol observed and its "state of mind" at that moment. Both the numbers of symbols 

and of possible States of mind is finite. 

Turing went on to provide exarnples of "computing machines". His first, sirnplest 

example was of a machine that could compute the sequence 0 10 10 1 . . . . The machine is to 

have four configurations (Turing called them m-configurations), "b", "c", "en, and "f", and is 

capable of printing the symbols "0" and " 1 ". The following table describes the behaviour of 

the machine:'' 

Configuration Behaviour 

m-config. symbol operations f i l  m-con&. 

b none PO, R c 

c none R e 

e none PI, R f 

f none R b 

In the second colurnn, "none" for each state means, in Turing's words, "the behaviour of the 

third and fourth columns applies for any symbol [either a O or I ]  and for no symbol." " R  

indicates the machine is to move one square immediately to the nght of the one it is presently 

l7 Hodges Aian TurVlg, p. 99. 
I8 From Turing, "On computable numben" in Davis. nie Undecidoble. p. 1 19. 



Scanner Tape with blanks (0's) 
I 
I 

,." and numbers ( 1's) 

Control 
To arase symbot 
overprint or to move 
tope to Id? or right. 
(Quodruples form 
1 he instructions) 

Figure L I -  The Turing Machine, from George, Brain as a Cornpicter, p. 70. 



scanning; although not used in this case, "L" means it should rnove one square to the left. 

"E' will mean "erase", and P stands for "print". With these operations defined, Turing 

contended that the operations include al1 those involved in the computation of a number. 

Turing later described a method of putting the tables of behaviour into a standard 

fom.  M-configurations would always be in the form ql, . . . , q ~ .  The symbols in squares (O 

or 1) or a blank square would be denoted by So = blank; SI=û, S2= 1. Each line in the table of 

behaviour could be given as an expression. For exarnple, a Iine in a table such as: 

m-config. Sym bol Operations Final m-config. 

qi Sj Psk, L q m  

could be expressed as a quintuple, qi S, &,L q,, meaning that if the machine is in state qi, and 

reads the symbol Sj, it is to print the symbol Sk, move one square to the left, and assume state 

q,. Al1 expressions in the table could be written down and separated by semi-colons, 

obtaining a complete description of the behaviour of the machine. The syrnbols in this 

expression could be replaced with letters, obtaining a standard descnption (S.D.). This 

sequence of letters could then be replaced with numbers, obtaining a descnption number 

(D.N.)." Turing also descnbed a "universal computing machine*' U, a "single machine 

which c m  be used to compute any computable ~e~uence" .~ '  If this machine U is supplied 

with a tape, upon which is written the (D.N.) of some other computing machine M, U will 

compute the same sequence as M. that is, it will behave as M does. 

Turing, "On computable numbers".. in Davis (ed.), The UdecUlobie, pp. 125-7. 
Ibid, p. 127. 



One of Turing's goals was to develop a mechanical process that could address 

Hilbert's decision problem, that is, to determine whether or not there was some process that 

could "read" a mathematical assertion and judge its validity." With this design in place, 

Turing's next asked if there was a table of behaviour such that it could produce the decision 

that Hilbert asked for. Eventudly, he was able to answer in the negative, that there could not 

exist a definite method for solving al1 mathematical questions. 

Turing's next assumption was to be crucial for the later work of McCulloch, Pitts, and 

von Neumann. Turing wrote: 

Let us imagine that the operations performed by the [human] computer to be 
split up into "simple operations" which are so elementary that it is not easy to 
imagine them further divided. Every such operation consists of some change 
of the physical system consisting of the computer and his tape. . . . We may 
suppose that in a simple operation not more than one symbol is dtered. Any 
other changes can be split up into simple changes of this kind." 

The concept of a "state of min# gave some concem to Turing, and later on in the paper, he 

offered a corollary to this notion, "considering a more physical and definite counterpart of 

it."23 

1.4 Algorithms, hstructions, and Rules 

In keeping with his analogy with human "computers", Turing observed that 

it is always possible for the [human] computer to break off from his work, to 
go away and forgei about it, and later corne back and go on with it. if he does 
this he must leave a note of instructions (written in some standard fom) 
explaining how the work is to be continued. This note is the counterpart of 
the "state of min&'. .. The note of instructions must enable him to cary out 
one step and wnte the next note. Thus the state of progress of the 

" Hodges. Ahn Turing, pp.97-8. 
Turing, "On cornputable aumbers" in Davis, The Undcci&bfe, p. 136. 
Ibid., p. 139. 



computation at any stage is completely determined by the note of instructions 
and the symbols on the tape.'4 

Hodges aptly notes that Turing has given us two interpretations of "configurations". In one 

sense, it represents the machine's intemal state, as a response to a stimulus. In another sense, 

a configuration can be seen as a written instruction, and the table can be seen as a list of 

instructions. ne machine, therefore. "obeys" the instructions set out in the table, and the 

universal machine "reads and decodes" the "instnictions" supplied to it on the tape." 

The Entscheidungsproblem demanded a method or procedure that would allow the 

computation of a number, in finite, discrete, simple steps. With his analogy to a human 

cornputer, Turing was able to move from the more abstract notion of an "algorithm" to the 

idea of "instructions". The logician Emil Post pubiished a paper just after Turing's work was 

completed, in the Journal for Symbolic Logic, and the ideas presented in the paper bear a 

striking resemblance to Turing's work? Again, in part, the paper responds to Church's work 

on "absolutely unsolvable problems". Post's paper descnbes two main concepts. The first is 

that of a "symbol space in which the work leading from problem to answer is to be canied 

out." The second is a "fixed unalterable set of directions which will both direct operations in 

the symbol space and determine the order in which those directions are to be applied."27 The 

'problem solver", a mindless entity, is capable of perfoming certain elementary, primitive 

acts. In Hodges's view, Post's "worker" is equivalent to the Turing machine. In a sense, 

" Ibid.. pp. 139-40. 
zs Hodges, A b  Turing, p. 107. 
" E d  Post., "Finite combinatory processes - Formulation 1," Journi of Syntbolic Logic (1936) 1: 103-105. 

Ibid., p. 103. 



argues Hodges, Turing's work was a "necessary bridge" between the world of logic and the 

'korld of human action"." And again, the emphasis was on "directions" or "instructions". 

Turing had developed rigorous, step-by-step merhods or procedures for performing 

computations. These methods can dso be called algorithnu, in the mathematical sense, 

"methods for answering any one of a given infinite class of questions."2g The "method" 

given is descnbed by a precise "set of rules or instructions" that describes the procedure. The 

mathematician S tephen Kleene observes that in the case of the Tunng machine, the 

instructions are so precise and detailed that one can be led to the answer regardless of 

mathematicai ability: 

[Alfter performing any step to which the procedure has led us, the rules or 
instructions will either enable us to recognize that now we have the answer 
before us and to read it off, or else that we do not yet have the answer before 
us, in which case they [the instructions] will tell us what step to perform next. 
In performing the steps, we simply follow the instructions like robots; no 
ingenuity or mathematical invention is required of us.30 

This "robot7'-like quaiity to the machine is related to Hodges's observation of machines as  

having a "lack of will". 

The mathematician Martin Davis has argued that the Tunng machine is an "engine of 

mathematical logic". Al1 algorithmic procedures have a bais in mathematical logic, and 

Turing's "table of behaviour" demonstrates this, i.e. "ifthe machine is in this state and reads 

a "O" then it will do this and proceed to that state." Anything that can be expressed in terms 

of mathematical logic, in principle, can be resolved by an algorithm, as mathematical logic is 

xt Hodges. A h  Turing, p. 125. 
" Stephen C. Kleene. 'Turing's anaiysis of computability, and major applications of ib*' in Herken. The 
Universal Turing Machine, pp. 17-54; p. 18. 

%id. Kleene describes two types of algorithms: 1 )  an algorithm for an infinite class of 'Yes-or-no" questions, 
such as "Does b divide a?" The property or relation in question is decidable, and the algorithm is a decision 



the clear, precise, unambiguous bais  of reasoning. As the Turing machine's "table of 

behaviour" is in a logical form. anythiùg that can be expressed in clear, discrete, logical 

ternis, in principle, c m  be resolved by an algorithm. 

1.5 From Set Theory to Mathematical Logic: A Primer 

The connection between propositional logic and mathematical logic is a key aspect of 

the Turing machine. As mentioned earlier, the period prior to Turing's work saw the 

formalization of propositional logic. Logic, in its most general sense, is the theoretical snidy 

of the structure of reasoning, the analysis of the language of propositions, and their logical 

relations.-" The logic of propositions can be symbolized, with variables or symbols 

representing propositions or sentences, resulting in what we now cal1 Boolean algebra, after 

the mathematician who contributed to its development, George Boole ( 18 15- 1864). Boolean 

logic is isomorphic with set theory, or Boole's logic of classes. 

15.1 Set Theory 

Set theory deals with elements as members of a set. Elements of sets are generally 

symbolized by lower-case letten, for example, (a, b, c, x, y}; and upper-case letten represent 

sets, for exarnple, A = (a, b, c}; B = {c, d, e}. There are niles that govem the ways in which 

sets can be combined to fom new sets. 

The union of X and Y is the set consisting of al1 elements that are either in X or Y or 

in both, and is symbolized by the equivalent expressions 

X v Y o r X u Y o r X + Y .  

- - - -- - 

procedure. 2) An algorithm for an infuiite class of "what" questions, such as 'What is the n' prime number?" 
The relation in question is cornpurable and the aigorithm is caiIed a cornpuration procedure. 



The intersection of X and Y, the set of elements that are in both X and Y, is represented by 

the expressions 

The cornplement of X ,  which is ail elements of the universal set (the set of al1 sets) that are 
not elements of X: - 

It can be demonstrated that Boolean propositional logic is isomorphic with the algebra of 

sets, although such a demonstration is not important here. The key idea is that for each of the 

set theory operations, union, intersection, and complement, there are corresponding functions 

in Boolean propositional logic. In this sense, symbolic logic and set theory can be seen as 

branches of Boolean algebra.)' 

1.5.2 Boolean Algebra and Propositionai Logic 

Propositions in logic are sirnply sentences, or statements, that are free of any 

arnbiguity, and in certain contexts, are seen as either m e  or false but not both. As in set 

theory, which involves the combination of sets, in propositionai logic, any two propositions p 

and q c m  be combined to fom new propositions. We will focus on four typical functions 

(sometimes called Boolean functions) in propositional logic: conjunction (AND), disjunction 

(OR), material implication, (IF. .  .THEN), and NOT. We will start with two arbitrary 

propositions: 

" G.T. Kneebone, Mathematical Logic and the Foundationr of hfathemotics. London: D. van Nosirand. 1963, 
p. 5. 



The grass is yeiiow. (p) 

The sky is blue. (q) 

The conjunction of p and q realizes the AND hnction: 

The grass is yellow and the sky is blue. 

Pm 4 orp!? orp A4 

The disjunction of p and q corresponds to the OR hinction: 

Either the grass is yeUow or the sky is blue. 

P V P  

The NOT Function represents the negation of a variable, i.e. p' will mean 

The grass is not yeliow. 
- 

'P or P 

FinalIy, material implication (IF.. .THEN) function represents a conditional relationship 

between two propostions: 

If the gniss is yellow then the sky is blue. 

P = 4. 

1.5.3 Truth Tables 

In Boolean logic, one is interested in determinhg whether statements are "me" or 

"fdse", based on rules. The tmth or falsehood of compound statements are determined by 

the truth or falsehood of their component statements, and by the Boolean Functions. These 

fùnctions can be represented in tables. For example, the AND function can dictate the truth 

- 

" J. Eldon Whitesitt, Booleara Algebra and Its Applications, Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley; New York Dover, 



or falsehood of a compound statement, specifying that for the compound proposition to be 

hue, both the component propositions p AND q must aiso be tme. Similarly, the OR 

function would dictate that a compound proposition will be true as long as  either p OR q (and 

given the logicai meaning of OR, both p and q) are true. This can be represented in a ' h t h  

table": 

1.5.4 Binary Logic 

The Turing machine cornputes nurnbers (performing, arnong others, arithmetic 

operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) in binary fom: the "symbols" 

on the tape that is read by the scanner are ones and zeroes. One can replace the "true" and 

false" of propositionai logic by " 1" and "0" to yield a system of binary logic. For example, 

binary "AND" corresponds to the propositional "AND" as follows: 

P 

False 

Fdse 

True 

True 

Binary ?A ND": 

4 

Fdse 

Tme 

False 

Tme 

PQ (AND) 

False 

False 

False 

True 

P + q (OR) 

FaIse 

Tme 

True 

True 
i 

-P 

True 

Tme 

False 

False 
I 

P a 9  

True 

True 

False 

True 



Boolean Function: 

We have seen the logical foundations of set theory, reasoning and computation. As 

p 

mentioned earlier, during the early part of this century, mathematicians sought to formalize 

these logical relations into a system of mathematicd logic. 

4 

1.5.5 Mathematicai Logic 

Mathematical logic, in the words of Kun Godel, is the "precise and complete 

formulation of formal l ~ ~ i c . " ~ '  Although the history of mathematical logic goes back as far 

as Leibniz (1 646- 17 16), and was developed further by Gottlob Frege ( 1848- 1925) and 

Giuseppe Peano (1858- 1932), during the early part of the twentieth century, the philosopher- 

mathematician Bertrand Russell (1 872- 1970), dong with Alfred North Whitehead (1 86 1- 

True 

False 

True 

AND 
(Pd 
Faise 

True 

1947) aimed to develop the logical foundations of mathematics through its fomalization. 

Their Principia ~athernntica'~ presented a method for "deriving large parts of mathematics 

Faise 

False 

FaIse 

fiom a very few logical concepts and a~ioms.'"~ 

'' Kwt Godel. ' 4 R ~ ~ e l l * s  mathematical logic," in Paul A. Schiipp, nit Philosophy of Benrond Russell, Volume 
1, Evanston, IL: Northwestern University, 1944; New York: Harper and Row, 1963, pp. 125-133; p. 1î5. 
Y Aüred North Whitehead and Bemand RweU, Prhcipia Mathencatica, Volume 1. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, t 9 10. " Godel, "Russell's mathematical logic." in Schüpp, Philosophy of Benrad Russcll. p. 126. 



The Whitehead-Russell project has been called the "reduction" of mathematics to 

logic, to extend mathematics dong "'pure' or abstract lines, with no reference to material 

rea l i t~~ ."~~ They presented a logical calculus in tems of propositions and propositional 

functions; forma1 set theory and relations; and the logical theory of cardinal and ordinal 

numbers. Essentially, Whitehead and Russell presented a logical analysis of arithmetic 

itse~f.~' 

The concept of the Turing machine had important implications for the development of 

digital cornputers during the 1940s and beyond. Turing's initial conception of the machine 

was as a computer: an entity that calculates numben. However, the ideas at the root of the 

Turing machine go beyond this. Turing had introduced the notion of a "finite automaton". In 

the words, of Frank George, a finite automaton in its most generai sense is a method for 

defining any system that is constructed from a finite number of parts. which 
we may cal1 elements.. . . Each of these elernents may be capable of being in 
only one of a finite number of states at any given time. The system or 
model.. .which is connected according to certain rules, has an input and an 
output.38 

Thus, a finite automaton can be simply defined by a set of rules and as having a specified 

input and output. A Turing machine, with a '%nite" linear tape, is a theoretical device with a 

finite size and a finite number of intemal states, and has certain specified inputs and ourputs. 

The input and output "histories" are synchronous, that is, they occur durhg discrete moments 

36 Raymond L. Wilder. Introduction to the Foundatiom of Mathemutics, New York: John Wiiey. 1952, p. 198. 
Kneebone. Mathematical Logic, p. 163. 
George, Brain as a Cornputer. p. 6.  
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in time (e.g. ... t-2, t-1, t, t+l,  t+2 ...). In addition, the output of the automaton is dependent 

not only on the input at that moment, but on the intemal state of the automaton?' 

1.7 Conclusion 

Turing had linked the behaviour of humans and machines: in both cases: "computing 

nurnbers" involved afinite number of "states of mind" or "configurations". These "states of 

minci", according to Turing, were irreducible: the "operations" performed by a logic machine 

or a human cornputer can be split up into "simple operations" so elementary they cannot be 

hrther divided. As we shall see. this concept was central to the work of McCulloch and Pins 

on neural networks and to von Neumann's theory of automata. Turing's notion of a 

"universal" machine was to be a fundamental concept in these developments. With the 

universal machine, Turing was able to introduce the notion of "instructions" in a more 

concrete, explicit way than with his non-universal machine, where "states of mind" or 

"configurations" were likened to instructions. 

When Turing machines are seen as "finite automata", as Davis has noted, they can be 

severed from the functions of computing and calculating." Warren McCulloch and Walter 

Pitts did just t h :  through their development of neural networks based on propositional logic, 

they c o ~ e c t e d  Turing's definition of a logic machine to the actual physiology of the brain. 

39 Adapted from Robert McNaughton. 'The theoty of automata, A survey." in Franz L. Al t (ed.), Advances in 
Cornputers, Volume 11, New York and London: Academic Press, 1961, pp. 379-421; p. 380-5. 
' Davis, '%fathethetical logic", p. 149. 



The Intelledual Ongins of Automata TheoryO: 
McCUoch, Pitts, and the Mathematid Origins of (Physio)logical Circuits 

"Logic is concemed with the real world just as 
truly as zoolow. though with its more abstract 
and general features." 

-Bertrand Russell, Introduction to 
Mathematical Phi/osophy, London: 
George Allen and Unwin, 1920 (Second 
edition), p. 169. 

2.1 Introduction 

As we saw in Chapter One, mathematicai Iogic was the basis for Turing's conception of a 

"machine-like" method of computation. Turing had conceived of a "paper machine" that had 

the "human" f'unction of the computation of numben. But the functional relationships 

between the parts of the Turing machine had no reai correspondence to the structure and 

functioning of the human brain. 

In 1943, Warren McCulloch and Waiter Pitts presented the first application of a 

logical calculus to a living system.1 McCulloch and Pitts constructed a Boolean logic to 

describe neural events and their relations, based on the dl-or-none character of nervous . 

activity. It has been said that dong with the Rosenblueth-Wiener-Bigelow paper of the same 

year, on "Behavior, purpose. and teleology,"2 the McCulloch-Pitts paper on neural networks 

c m  well be seen as representing the "birth" of cybernetics. As their paper had concepnial 

connections to Turing's work on the "Turing machine", and figured prominently in the work 

I Wamn McCulloch and Walter Pitts. "A logical calculus of the ideas immanent in nervous activity," Buffetin 
of Mathematical Biophysics (1943) 5: 115-133, 

Arturo Rosenblueth. Norbert Wiener, and Iuiian Bigelow. "Behavior. purpose, and teleology." Phifosophy of 



of John von Neumann,3 the McCulioch-Pitts effort clearly represents an important event in 

the history of cybemetics, and its legacy has been well examined by histonans of ~cience.~ 

Examined to a lesser degree, however, are the intellectual ongins of the McCulloch- 

Pitts collaboration. Rather than view the paper broadly, as a landmark event in the history of 

cybernetics, my aim in this chapter is to focus my historical lens on more local events. 

Although in hindsight, the paper is seen as a classic in cybemetics, it appeared before 

anything called "cybernetics" even existed - if we take seriously the daim that in 1948 

Wiener coined the tem. My goal is to examine more closely the intellectual developments 

leading up to the publication of the McCulloch-Pitts paper. Cybemetics has recently been 

called a "symbiosis" of elements from mathematics and physio1ogy.s This metaphor rnaps 

well on to the McCulloch-Pitts collaboration: McCulloch was trained in neurophysiology, 

and Pitts had a remarkable fluency in rnathematics. It will be shown that besides being a part 

of McCulloch's quest for a physiological basis for knowledge, the paper dso had firm 

foundations in a tradition of mathematical biology at the University of Chicago. This 

tradition was pioneered by the mathematical biologist Nicolas Rashevsky, who saw 

rnathematics as a powemil tool for the study of complex biological phenornena. 

Science ( 1 943) 1 O: 1 8-24. 
John von Neumann, "Fit d& report on the EDVAC." Repon Prepared for the U.S. A m y  Ordnance 

Deparunent under contract W-670-ORD-4926,1945. Reprinted in Nancy Stem, From M A C  ro UNWA C, 
Bedford, MA: Digital Press, 198 1, pp. 177-246; John von Neumann, 'The general and logical theory of 
automata," in Lloyd Ieffress (ed.) Cerebral Mechanisms in Behavior: The Hiron Symposium New York: John 
Wiley, 1951, pp. 1-31. 

Wiiiiam Aspray. John von Neumann d the Origim of Modern Computing, Cambridge, MA: h4lT Press, 
1990, Chapter 8; Steve J. Heims, The Cybernetics Group, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1991, Chapter 3; Paul 
N. Edwards, The CZosed World: Cornpurers and the PoIitics of Discourse in Cold Wor Arnerica, Cambridge and 
London: M K  Press, 1996, Chapteis 6-8. 

Louise H. Marshall and Horace W. Magoun (eds.) Dircoverirs in the Human B r a k  Neuroscience Prehistoty. 
Brain Structure, and Funcrion, Totowa, NJ: Humana Press, 1998, pp. 261-2. 



2.2 The Philosophical Psychiatrist: Warren S. McCulioch 

In 1961, Warren Sturgis McCulloch (1 898- 1969) told a story about a formative event 

in his intellectual development. In 1917, while a student at Haverford College in 

Pennsylvania, a teacher asked him what he planned to do with his life. And McCulloch said 

that he hoped to answer the following question: "What is a number, that a man rnay know it, 

and a man, that he may know a number?" The first part of the question, "What is a 

number?", McCulloch recalled, was answered by the mathematicians. The second, more 

difficult part of the question was to direct his life's work.6 

McCulloch received his bachelor's degree in philosophy and psychology from Yale 

in 192 1, and an M.A. in psychology from Columbia in 1923.7 According to his recollection, 

during these early years McCulloch's main interest was the nervous system.8 Eventually he 

went on to medical school at Columbia, receiving his M.D in 1927. In 1928, McCulloch 

intemed as a neurologist at Bellevue Hospital in New York City, doing experimentd research 

on epilepsy and head injuries, and in 1932, he began psychiatric training at the Rockland 

State Hospital for the Insane. Here, he met the German-born psychiatrist Eilhard von 

Domarus (1893-1958), who was to have a profound influence in his intellectual developrnent 

over the next few years, and whom McCulloch later referred to as "the great philosophic 

student of ps ychiatry . "9 

warren S. McCulloch, T h a r  is a Number, thar a man may know it, and a man. that he may know a number?" 
The Ninth Annual Alfied Korzybski Mernorial Lecture, General Semantics Bulletin Nos. 26 and 27, Lakeville, 

Institute of General Semantics, 1961, pp. 7-18. Reprinted in Warren S. McCulloch, Embodiments of Mind, 
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1965, pp. 1-18. 

For biographical information on McCulIoch based on the first-hand expetience of one of his students, see 
Michael A Arbib, 'Warren McCuiloch's s e a h  for the logic of the nervous system," Perspectives in Biology 
and Medicine (2000) 43(2): 193-2 16, 194- 197. 

McCuIloch, 'What is a nurnber". By 1919, he "began to labor chiefiy on logic. and by 1923 ... had attempted 
to manufacture a Logic of transitive verbs." 

Von Domanis received his M.D. h m  the University of Jena in 1922. in 1928, he emigrated to the United 
States, and received a PhD from Yak in 1932. 



2.2.1 Von Domarus 

Von Donanis was the author of many works in psychiatry, including a paper 

presented at the 1939 meeting of the Arnerican Psychiaûic Association, entitled "The specific 

laws of logic in schizophrenia".lO While at Rockland, McCulloch learned to understand the 

logical difficulties in cases of schizophrenia and psychopathia, not from a clinical 

perspective, but as von Domanis had understood them through his contact with the likes of 

Bertrand Russell, Alfred North Whitehead, and F.S.C. Northrop. 

In McCulloch's words, von Domams, like McCulloch himself, was "forced into 

neuropsychiatry by philosophic problems."l~ In 1930, Von Domarus had written his thesis 

under Northrop, entitled "The Logical Structure of Mind: An Inquiry into the Philosophical 

Foundations of Psychology and Psychiatry," with help, he acknowledged, from Warren 

McCulloch. l 2  Domanis's approach w as interdisciplinary. His goal was to connect scientific 

treatments of the brain with philosophical conceptions of the mind, and the logical structure 

of reasoning. Through this, Domams hoped to develop a "logic of intentional relations."i3 

Domarus dedicated the thesis to his teacher, F.S.C. Northrop. 

Io Eilhard von Domarus. 'The specific laws of logic in schizophrenia," in J.S. Kasanin (ed.) Language and 
Thought in Schizophrenia: Coliected Papers Presented at the Meeting of the American Psychiatrie Association, 
May 12, 1939. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1944. 
l 1  Wamn S. McCulloch, "Lekton, being a belated introduction to the thesis of Eilhard von Domanis." in Lee 
Thayer (ed.) Communication: Theory and Research, Proceedings of the First Symposium, Springfield, IL: 
Charles C. Thoma~, 1967, pp. 348-350. 
l2 Eiihard von Domarus, 'The logical structure of mind: An inquiry into the philosophical foundation of 
psychology and psychiatry," reprinted in Thayer (ed.) Communication, pp. 35 1-4 1 1. 
'3 Warren S. McCulloch, "Commentary," in Thayer (ed.) Cornmication, pp. 4 12-428. 



2.2.2 Northrop 

Filmer Stuart Cuckow Northrop (1893-1992). as one biographer wrote, 'iised the 

scientific method as his philosopher's stoneW.l4 Northrop began his graduate work at Yale in 

19 17, receiving his PhD from Harvard in 1924, with the thesis ' n i e  problem of organization 

in biology." In 1923, he became an instmctor in philosophy at Yale, remaining on the 

faculty for almost forty yean. Northrop also made a strong argument for the importance of 

the methodology of physics on biological science. Northrop believed that formal logic and 

mathematics play a role in the historicd development of any science.15 This clearly 

influenced von Domanis, and thus Northrop, in tum, influenced McCuIloch's approach to 

physiology and psychology. l6 

Northrop was an expert in philosophy, science, anthropology, and law, and had an 

interdisciplinary approach to philosophical and scientific problems. Especially notable were 

Northrop's studies of scientific events of the early twentieth century, and his efforts to relate 

these events to cultural and philosophical issues. In an exmination of important events in 

the history of science, Northrop emphasized the importance of theory: ". . . what made a 

science out of chemistry was not mere observation and experiment but Lavoisier's attention 

to theory.. .Not experiment done but experiment guided by relevant theory made a science 

out of chernistry . . . ."17 

l4 Anthony DiPalma, New York Tnnes, July 23, 1992. 
l5 F.S.CNorthrop, Science and First Principles, New York: Macmillan. 1939; F.S.C. Northrop, 'The method 
and theories of physical science and their bearing upon bioIogical organization," Second Symposium on 
Development and Growth. Growth Suppfernenr ( 1940) pp. 127- 154. 
l6 IncidentaMy, McCuIioch also came into direct contact with Nonhrop at the Wednesday evening xmuiar 
conducted by Clark L. Hull at Yale in 1936. Laurence D. Smith, Behaviorism and Logical Positivism: A 
Reasessment of the Alliance, Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1986, pp. 180-1. 
I7 F.S.C. Northrop, 'The history of modem physics in its bearing on biology and medicine," Yale J o u m f  of 
Biology and Medicine (1938) 10: 209-232, p. 213. 



Northrop also believed that histoncally speaking, formal logic and mathematics play 

a role in the development of any science: 

The history of science shows that any empirical science in its normal healthy 
development begins with a more purely inductive emphasis, in which the 
empirical data of its subject matter are systematically gathered, and then 
cornes to maturity with deductively-formulated theory in which formal logic 
and mathematics play a most significant part? 

To illustrate his argument, Northrop used the example of physics. which in his words had an 

"inductive" or "naturd history" phase frorn the ancient Greek period to the Middle Ages, 

gaining a bais  in "deductively-forrnulated theory" with the work of Galileo and Newton. 

Biology, for Northrop, was at present struggling with this transition. The descriptive, 

classificatory stage that begm with Aristotie had begun to move towards a formal, deductive 

stage with the work of Joseph Henry Woodger ( 1894- 198 1) lg  and Nicolas Rashevsky (1 899- 

It is evident that McCulloch had admired this son of "formal" approach to biological 

problerns. His work was still directed by the question of knowledge and its logical 

foundations. When he asked "What is a man, that he may know a number?," he was 

pondering the logical nature of human thought, and its physiological basis in the brain. In 

1 96 1, he recdled: 

In 1923 1 gave up the attempt to wnte a logic of transitive verbs and began to 
see what I could do with the logic of propositions. My object, as a 
psychologist, was to invent a kind of least psychic event, or "psychon", that 
would have the following properties: First, it was to be so simple an event that 
it either happened or else it did not happen. Second, it was to happen only if 
its bound cause had happened . . . that is, it was to imply its temporal 
antecedent. Third, it was to propose this to subsequent psychons. Fourth, 
these were to be compounded to produce the equivalents of more complicated 
propositions conceming their antecedents.20 

l8 Northrop, ''The method and theories of physical science", p. 128. 
l9 Joseph Henry Woodger, Tlrc Axiomatic Merhod Ui Biology, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1937. 
2o McCulloch. m a t  is a Numbei', in McCulloch. Emhdiments of Mid. p. 8. 



Now, what does dl this mean? McCulloch later explained that the "psychon" was a 

"simplest psychic act". His conception of a psychon w as, in his words, "what an atom was to 

chemistry, or a gene to genetics ... But my psychon differed from an atom and fiom a gene in 

that it was to be not an enduring, unsplittable object, but a least psychic event."21 The notion 

of an event occurring "only if its bound cause had happeneci" and proposin5 this to 

"subsequent psychons" implied the notion of a network of logically connected elements. 

Around 1929, McCulloch realized that these could be conceived as the dl-or-none impulses 

of neurons. As McCulloch recalls, he "began to try to formulate a proper calculus for these 

events by subscripting symbols for propositions in some son of caiculus of 

propositions. ..".*2 The mxt few years saw McCulloch grounding his ideas in experimental 

work on the brain. Following his work at Rockland, McCulloch retumed to Yale, working in 

the Laboratory of Neurophysiology under the Dutch physiologist Johannes Gregorius Dusser 

de Barenne ( 1885- 1940) .23 

2.2.3 Dusser de Barenne 

It was under Dusser's influence that McCulloch was able to punue his quest for an 

"expenmental episternology" - the idea that physiology cm explain knowledge. With 

Dusser, he performed many productive experirnents on the primate brain, gaining extensive 

training in the anatomy and physiology of the brain. But his earlier preoccupation with more 

21 Wanen S. McCulloch, "What's in the brain that ink may character?" Presented at the International Congres 
for Logic, Methodotogy, and Philosophy of Science, Jenisalem, IsraeI, August 28, 1964. Reprinted in 
McCulIoch, Embodiments of Mind, pp. 392-3. " McCuiloch. ' m a t  is a Nurnber", in McCulloch, Embodiments of Mind, p. 9 .  

Johannes Gregorius Dusser de Barenne came CO the U.S. in 1930. He became Sterling Professor of 
Physiology at Yale, and has ken described as one of the foremost physiologists of his t h e .  During the 1930s, 
he was at the Yale School of Medicine. 



philosophical questions rernained. In McCulloch's view, the question, What is a man that 

he may know a number?" still formed the basis of his work here. As opposed to classical 

epistemology, McCulloch aimed to base a theory of knowledge on experiment, to found a 

physiological theory of knowledge. 

Dusser's lab was concemed with using strychnine stimulation to localize 

physiological hinctions and to map connections in the cerebral cortex. Since the 19' 

century, localization of function in the brain was traditionaily done by eiecfrzkally 

stimulating different parts of the cortex. In contrast, Dusser's approach was to employ 

chemical stimulation, and he developed a process called "chemical neuronography". The 

process involved applying srnall squares of absorbent paper soaked in a solution of 

strychnine to the cerebral cortex, usually that of a cat. The process was useful in 

demonstrating connections within the cortex [Figure 2.11.24 

McCuIloch collaborated with Dusser for six yean, and they published over twenty 

papers together. In 1941, after Dusser's death the previous year, McCulloch. dong with 

others from Dusser's lab at Yale, was invited by Percival Bailey to join the Iilinois 

Neuropsychiaaic hstinite (NP0 in Chicago. The NPI, having 9 floors and a basement, has 

been descnbed as "the largest and most complete neurophysiological unit in the world".25 

Bailey had worked with Dusser at Yale, and during the 1930s, organized an informal 

"neurology club" in Chicago [Figure 2.21. It brought together local scientists who were 

24 J.G. Dusser de Barenne, "Experimental researches on sensory localisations in the cerebral cortex," Qwnerfy 
Jounial of Experimentd Physiofogy (19 16) 9: 355-390; I.G. Dusser de Barenne, "Some aspects of the problem 
of 'corticalization' of fwiction and of functional localization in the cerebral cortex," in Samuel T. Orton, John F. 
Fulton, and Thomas K. Davis (eds.) Localization of Function in the Cerebral Conex, Proceedings of the 
Association for Research in Nervous and Mental Disease (Vol. Xm), Baltimore, MD: Williams and Wiikins, 
1934, pp. 85- 106. 
25 John R. Hughes, "Developrnent of clinical psychology in the Chicago area," Jouml of Chical 
Neurophysiolugy (1993) 1 O(3): 298-303. 



inierested in the nervous system.26 Bailey had hoped to establish a division of neurosciences 

at the University of Chicago, but the administration was unsupportive. In 1939, Bailey 

moved to the University of Illinois, and becarne the director of the newly formed 

Neuropsychiatrie Institute. In addition to his work at the NPI, McCulloch was Professor of 

Psychiatry at Iilinois when he met Walter Pitts. 

2.3 The Young Mathematician: Walter F. Pitts 

Walter F. Pitts (1923-1969) has been called "the real driving intelligence"27 behind 

Warren McCulloch.~8 An autodidact, he taught himself logic and mathematics and was able 

to read Greek and Latin at an early age. Much of what I have Ieamed about Pitts has come 

from the recollections of Jerome Lettvin, a close friend of Pitts's, Lettvin met Pitts at the 

University of Chicago. at a Bertrand Russell lecture, and they became inseparable. Pitts had 

already come into contact with Russell's work previously, and it proved to be his entry into 

the world of mathematical logic. As Lettvin recalls: 

At the age of twelve [Pitts] was chased into a library by a gang of rufians, 
and took refuge there in the back stacks. When the library closed, he didn't 
leave. He had found Russell and Whitehead 's Principia Mathematica. He 
spent the next three days in that library, reading the Principia, at the end of 
which time, he sent a letter to Bertrand Russell, pointing out some problems 
with the fmt  half of the fint volume; he felt they were serious. . . . A letter 
returned from Russell, inviting him to come as a student to England - a very 
appreciative letter. That decides him; he's going to be a logician, a 
mathematician.29 

26 Louise H. Marshall, "Instruments, techniques, and social uniu in American neurophysiolo~," In G t d d  L. 
Geison (ed.) Physidogy in the American Contexr, 1850-1940, Bethesda, MD: Amencan Physioiogical Society, 
1987. 
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Figure 2.1 - 6'Sensoryyy cortex of the cat's brain, obtained b y the method of local 
strychninization of the cortex. Frorn Dusser de Barenne, "The problem of 
corticalization",p.91. 



Figure 2.2 - In the basement research Iaboratory at the IlIinois Neuropsychiatrie 
Iastitute. From left, Warren McCuiioch, Percival Bailey (1892-1973) and Gerhardt von 
Bonin (1890-?). For a decade they used strychnine neuronography to study 
interconnections at the cortical and subcortical levels. From MarshaIl and Magoun, 
Discoveries in the Human Brain, p. 84. 



According to another story, Bertrand Russell, who was on sabbatical at Chicago, met Pitts in 

Jackson Park, and took him to meet Rudolf Camap.30 In any case, through Russell and 

Carnap, Pitts ended up attending classes and seminan at the University of Chicago, but never 

registered as a student.31 In 1938, at the age of fifteen, he read Carnap's latest book on 

!cgic.3* .4g-in, Pitts found flmts with it, and pcinted thra out :O Camap, nho was at 

Chicago at the time. This led to Carnap hiring Pitts for "some menial job". It was through 

Carnap that Pitts met Nicolas Rashevsky, who took Pitts in as part of his group on 

mathematical biology. 33 This, according to Lettvin, was the only department Pitts cailed 

home. [Figure 2.31 

- - - 

There are several. not entirely conflicting, scories about Pitts's connections to Carnap and Russell during this 
tirne. Parnela McCorduck reports that Manuel Blum heard the following story fiom McCulloch while a student 
of his: "Walter Pitts was forced to &op out of high schooi by his Fathet, who wanted hirn to go to work and eam 
money. Rather than do this, young Pitts ran away from home and ended up in Chicago, penniless. The fifteen- 
year-old boy spent a Lot of tirne in the park. where he met and began to have conversations with and older man 
he knew only as  Bert, When Bert detected the boy's interests, he suggested bat young Pitts read a book that 
had just k e n  pubiished by a professor at the University of Chicago by the name of Rudoif Camap. Pitts did, 
and showed up at Carnap's office. 'Sir,' he said, 'there's something on this page which just isn't clear.' Carnap 
was amused, because when he said something wasn't clear, what he meant was that it was nonsense. So he 
opened up his newly published book to where young Pitts was pointing, and sure enough, it wasn't d e r ,  it was 
nonsense. Bert tumed out to be Bertrand Russell." Pamela McCorduck, Machines Who Think A Personal 
Inquiry into the History and Prospects of Anificial Intelligence, San Francisco: W.H. Freeman, 1979. pp. 734, 
n. 1. 
3' The theoretical biologist Wilfid Rail reports. from a conversation with an eariy colleague of Pitts's, Herbert 
Landahi. that Landahl and others had "tried repeatedlyJ* [in the mid 1940~1 to help Pitts complete the [PhD] 
degree requirernents; however, Pitts was an oddball who felt cornpeiied to cnticize exam questions rather than 
answer them" Wilfiid Rail, "Some historical notes," in Eric L. Schwartz (ed.), Cornpututional Neuroscience, 
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1990, pp. 3-8, p. 3. 
32 Rudolf Carnap, The Lugical Syntar of h g u o g e ,  New York: Harcourt-Brace, 1938. 
33 Jack D. Cowan. Interview by Jamcs D. Anderson and Edward Roseafeld, in Anderson and Rosenfeld (eds.). 
T a h g  Nets, pp. 1043. 



Figure 2.3 - Walter Pitts in 1954. Rom Francis Bello, 'The young scientists," Fortune, 
June 1954, pp. 142-182; p. 145. 



2.4 The University of Chicago and Rashevsky 's Project in Mathematical Biology 

Mathematical descriptions of the behaviour of nerves and networks of nerves became 

prominent in the 1930s, particularly with the work of Nicolas Rashevsky and his group at the 

University of Chicago. Rashevsky was bom in Chemigov, Russia in 1899. In 1919, he 

obtained his doctorate at the University of Kiev in theoretical physics. One of his most 

prominent snidents, Robert Rosen (1934-1998), reported that given Rashevsky's bourgeois 

origins and the fact that he had fought in the White navy dunng the Revolution, his progress 

inside Russia was difficult. Rashevsky emigrated and in 1920 taught physics at Robert 

College in Istanbul, and in 192 1 he became professor of physics at the Russian University in 

Prague [Figure 2.4 3 

Immigrating to the United States in 1924, Rashevsky worked as a physicist at the 

Westinghouse Research Labs in Pittsburgh, and as a lecturer in physics at the University of 

Pittsburgh. It was here that Rashevsky's interest in biology emerged. While working on the 

thermodynarnics of the splitting of water droplets, Rashevsky saw a resemblance between 

this process and the division of cells. He began to study experimentai and theoretical 

literature in biology, with a view to describing biologicai phenornena in physical terms.35 

34 Rosen, "Nicolas Rashevsky". 



Figure 2.4 - Nicolas Rashevsky, c ira  1950. From Robert Rosen, "Nicolas Rashevsky 
1899-1972," in Rosen and Snell (eds.) Progress in Theoretical Biology, Vol. II, New York 
and London: Academic Press, 1972. 

35 Jack D. Cowan, Interview by James A. Anderson and Edward Rosenfeld in Anderson and Rosenfeld (eds.), 
Tufking Nets, pp. 104-5. 



In 1934, Rashevsky was invited to the University of Chicago as a Rockefeller Fellow 

in Mathematical Biophysics. The Chaiman of Psychology at Chicago, L.L. Thurstone, was 

instrumental in bringing Rashevsky to the school. Rashevsky's work during this period was 

on the mathematical analysis of ce11 division and nerve excitation. In 1935 Rashevsky was 

appointed Assistant Professor of Mathematical Biophysics in the Department of Psychology, 

and eventually joined the Department of Physiology, at the invitation of A.J. Carlson. 

According to the recollections of Jack Cowan, a prominent fi y r e  in the AI 

movement, Rashevsky originally came to Chicago as part of the physiology department: 

"[A.J.] Carlson, who was a very farnous physiologist, threw him out after a year because he 

never did any expenmentai work. The story is that Carlson went into Rashevsky's office. 

and there was a desk and a chair and Rashevsky, sitting there with a pencil. And Carlson 

said, 'Where is your apparatus?' And Rashevsky said in his Russian accent, 'What 

apparatus? I am a mathematical biologist"'.36 By 1940, Rashevsky started an independent 

group for "mathematicai biophysics" in the physiology department and evennially created a 

doctoral program at Chicago in mathematicai biology. His group became known as the 

Cornmittee on Mathematical Biology. 

Rashevsky's goal was to develop a systematic mathematical biology, analagous to 

mathematical physics: one that stands to experimental biology in the sarne way in which 

mathematical physics stands to experimentd physics. At the time, mathematical biology was 

a slowly burgeoning field. In the preface to his Mathematical Biophysics (1938), he cited 

D' Arcy Thompson's On Growth und Fonn (1917),37 as well as A. Lotka's and Vito 

36 Ibid. 
37 D'Arcy Thompson. On Growth and Fom, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 19 17; A. Lotka, 
Elements of Physical Bioiugy, Baltimore, MD: Williams and Wilkins, 1925; Vito Voiterra, Leçons sur la 
Théorie Mathématique de la Lutte pour la Vie, Paris: Gauthie-Villars et Cie, 193 1. 



Volterra's work on species interaction in a population of organisms, as seminal.38 However, 

Rashevsky viewed his project as distinct from these efforts. His mathematical biology was 

not merely the use of mathematics to describe biological systems. Rashevsky aimed to 

develop a mathematicai biology that was a precise analogy to the use of mathematics in 

"molecular" physics, whereas Lotka's and Volterra's approach was analogous to the use of 

mathematics in themodynamics. "Moleculai' physicists, in Rashevsky's view, dealt with 

atomic concepts rather than "gross phenornena" Rather than study the "general relations" 

between organisms. Rashevsky's mathematical biology considered the details of organisms. 

Rashevsky's aim was to examine the fundamental structure of the parts of organisms and the 

relation of these parts to the physicai, inorganic world.39 

The main object of study for mathematical biophysics was the "fundamental" living 

unit: the cell. And in justifying this approach, Rashevsky again referred to the mathematicai 

methods of physics: 

Following the fundamentai method of physicomathematicai sciences, we do 
not attempt a mathematical description of a concrete cell, in ail its complexity. 
We start with a study of highly idealized systems, which at first may not even 
have any counterpart in real nature. This point must be particularly 
emphasized. The objection may be raised against such an approach, because 
systems have no connection to reality; and therefore any conclusions drawn 
about such idealized systems cannot be applied to real ones. Yet this is 
exactly what has ken,  and always is, done in physics. The physicist goes on 
studying mathematically, in detail, such nonreal things as "material points," ... 
"ideai fluids," and so on. There are no such things as those in nature. Yet the 
physicist not only studies hem but applies his conclusions to real things. And 
behold! Such an application leads to practicai results - at least within certain 
limits. This is because within these limits the reai things have cornmon 
properties with the ficticious idealized ones! OnIy a superman could grasp 
mathematicaliy at once the complexity of a reai thing. We ordinary mortals 
must be more modest and approach reality asymptotically, by gradua1 

38 Nicolas Ras hevsky, Mathematical Biophysics: Physico-Mathema tical Foun&tions of Biology, Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1938, p. vii. 
39 Ibid. 



approximation [original emphasis] .a 

Here, Rashevsky has outlined a fundamental aspect of his project, and a clear justification of 

a theoretical approach to biology. Complex phenomena in biology are ubiquitous - and it is 

through a simplification or "idealization" that one rnay begin to understand such phenomena. 

Such an approximation may be achieved through the use of mathematics. Rashevsky applied 

this method to biological processes such as the kinetics of diffusion, rates of reaction, cc11 

growth, and excitation and conduction in nerve cells. 

Rashevsky's project in mathematical biology went hirther. In 1939, he created the 

Bulletin of Mathematical Biophysics, published by the Psychometric Corporation in Chicago. 

The Bulletin was originally a supplement to Psychometrika, the corporation's journal. 

Rashevsky published extensively in both journais. Psychometrika was devoted to ''the 

development of psychology as a quantitative rationai science". As a supplement to 

Psychometrika, the Bulletin was also a forum for mathematical treatmenü of psychological 

and neurological phenomena. Rashevsky authored the journal's first paper, titled 

"Mathematical biophysics and psychology". Here, he distinguished between mathematical 

biophysics of general biology and that of psychology. As cm be seen from the content of 

Rashevsky' s early monographs, "mathematical biophysics" was ofien "cell biophysics". In 

this Psychometrika paper, Rashevsky lists three assumptions based on what was known about 

the behaviour of neurons so far: 

1. there are two kinds of nerve elements: excitatory and inhibitory 
2. the propagations of excitation is via local bioelectric currents 
3. The "all-or-nothing" law - any nerve has a finite threshold, and the intensity of 
excitation must exceed this for production of excitation. Once produced, the 
excitation proceeds independently of the intensity of the stimulus?l 

40 Rashevsky, Mathemutical Biophysics ( 1938). p. 1. 
41 Nicolas Rashevsky, "Machernatical biophysics and psychology." PsychometRka (1936) 1: 1-26, p. 3. 



The dl-or-none law emerged afier the accumulation of rnuch experirnental evidence during 

the first quarter of the twentieth century, pariicularly by the English physiologists Keith 

Lucas, Edgar D. Adrian, and Charles Scott Shemngton.42 The characterization of a neuron 

firing in an dl-or-none manner was to be crucial in later mathematical treatments of the 

nervous system. As we shall see beIow, McCulloch saw a connection between the dl-or- 

none law and his notion of a "psychon". The all-or-none concept aiso enabled the 

description of networks of neurons in tems of mathematical logic. 

In 1940, Rashevsky published his Advances and Applications of Mathematical 

Biology, as part of the University of Chicago Science Series.43 Again, we see that the work 

of his colleagues at Chicago played an important role in the development of his own work: he 

acknowledges the research of Alston S. Householder (1904-1993) and Herbert D. Landahl 

(b. 19 13), without which, says Rashevsky, the book would not have been possible. in the 

book are more detailed discussions of the topics covered in Mathematical Biophysics: 

cellular diffusion phenomena, ce11 growth, as well as several chapters on neurological 

stmctures. Rashevsky's discussion also includes a mathematicai definition of the "dl-or- 

none" law. 

Rashevsky saw the mathematical treatment of psychology as a natural extension of 

the mathematical biology of the cell. The cell, after dl, was a fundamental unit in the central 

nervous system, which is made up of neurons. Through his work in both these journals, 

Rashevsky became a pioneer in the mathematicai analysis of neural networks. The Bulletin 

42 For an excellent account of the role of electrophysiological instrumentation in the development of the a l l a -  
noue law, see Robert G. Frank, "Instruments, nerve action, and the di-or-none principle," Osiris (1994) 9: 208- 
235. 
43 Nicolas Rashevsiq, A h c e s  and Applications ofMathemutical Biology, Chicago: University of Chicago 
Pres, 1940, 

Rashevsky, "Mathematical biophysics and psychology", p. 2. 



became the "classical journal in general mathematical biology," serving as a principal 

publication outlet for rnost mathematicai biologists. However, his analysis was in terms of 

differential equations, Iooking at thresholds and electncai currents in the excitation and 

inhibition of neurons. 

It is clear that Rashevsky's early monographs and papers would not have been 

published without the help of his students and colleagues and Chicago, who were most 

probably members of his Cornmittee on Mathematical Biology. In the preface ro the first 

edition of Mathematical Biophysics, he ackowledges the help of Householder, Landahl, and 

John M. Reiner (b. 19 12). By the publication of the second edition of his monograph, 

Mathematical Biophysics, in 1948, he mentions the several colleagues that had produced 

papen "which were published too late to be included in the bo0k."~6 Included in this list 

were Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts. 

2.5. The Collaboration: (Physio)Iogical Circuits 

2.5.1 The Physiologist Meets the Mathematician 

According to his own recollection, during the 1930s, McCulloch had begun attempts 

to formulate a logicai caiculus to describe the dl-or-none activity of neurons. But he had no 

strong foundation in mathematical logic. By the time McCulloch had arrived in Chicago, 

Pitts was working with Rashevsky's group on mathematical biology. Early in 1942, Jerome 

Lettvin introduced Pitts to McCuIloch. Lettvin having corne into contact with McCulloch as a 

medicd student. Pitts was about seventeen at the time, and McCuiloch was in his rnid- 

forties. Lettvin reports that McCulloch was "enchanted" with Pitts, and McCulloch invited 

A.F. Bartholomay, G. Kamman. and H.D. Landahl, "Nicolas Rashevsky," Bulletin of Mathemtical 
Biophysics (1 972) 34 (no pagination). 
46 Nicolas Rashevsky, Mathematical Biophysics, (Revised Edition), Chicago: University of Chicago Pnss, 



both him and Lettvin to stay at his house with his family. 

25.2 ''A lopicai caleulus of the ideas immanent in nervous activity9' 

McCulloch and Pitts soon leamed that although from very different intellectual 

backgrounds, they had similar intellectual concems. According to Lettvin, Pitts had been 

reading Leibniz, who had demonstrated that "any task which can be described completely 

and unambiguously in a finite number of words can be done by a logicai machine? It was 

clear to Pitts that the Turing machine was a "logical machine" in this sarne sense. Turing had 

conceived of a mechanical process for the computation of numben. The "table of 

behaviouf' that govemed the functioning of the machine was grounded in forma1 logic. The 

task of computation could be described "completely and unarnbiguously" in a finite number 

of steps, and as such, Turing's machine could be seen as an "engine of logic." 

This notion fascinated Pitts. Through their discussions, Pitts and McCulloch 

wondered if the nervous system itself could be conceived as such a device. By the end of the 

year, McCulloch and Pitts had completed the essay that was to become their famous 1943 

paper. It was published in the Builetin of Mathematical Biophysics. The paper is not easy 

reading. Marvin Minsky, who was to become prominent in the artificial intelligence 

movement, read the paper as an undergraduate, and had undentood "as rnuch of it as he 

could."48 The paper has also been criticized, from a mathematical point of view, for having 

inconsistent notation (a hision of the notations of Hilbert and Camap).49 Many reported their 

stmggles to understand the paper. Despite this, the paper was to have a profound effect on 

1948, p. xix. 
47 Jerome Y. Lewin, interview by James A. Anderson and Edward Rosenfeld, in Andenon and Rosenfeld, 
Taiking Nets, p. 3. 

As told to Jeremy Bernstein in Jeremy Bernstein. Science Observed: Essays Out of My Mid, New York: 
Basic Books, 1982, pp. 60- 1. "Notation" refers to the symboIs used in a logicd calculus. 



conceptions of neural events. 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the existence of the nerve ce11 was widely accepted, 

and many came to adhere to the notion of "associationism". Associationism is related to the 

idea that connections between thoughts or ideas have a physical, biological correlate in the 

structure of the brain.50 The idea that nerve cells were connected in a functional manner, and 

that the nervous system consisted of a "network" of neurons, was developed by ce11 

physiologists and neurologists during the last half of the nineteenth century. Thus, the 

concept of a "network" of functionally connected neurons was finniy in place when 

McCulloch and Pins conceived of their "logical" networks. 

What distinguished the McCuIloch-Pitts neural network from previous concepts of 

networks was its basis in axioms and definitions, and their use of such axioms to constnict a 

logical calculus of the relations between neurons. Arnong the assumptions McCulloch and 

Pitts begin with, the rnost crucial is that neurons exhibit dl-or-none behaviour. This led to 

the observation that as propositions in propositional logic can be "true" or "false", neurons 

can be "on" or "off' - they either fire or they do not. This forma1 equivalence allowed 

McCulloch and Pitts to argue that the relations among propositions can correspond to the 

relations among neurons, and that neuronal activity can be represented as a proposition.sl 

Figure 2.5 shows several simple examples of neural nets and their corresponding 

49 Paim (1986). 
So For a description of the principle of associationism as fonnuiated by the eminent Nneteenth-century 
psychologist-philosopher William James, see WiIliam James, Principies ofPsycho&ogy, VoIume 1, New York: 
Hott, 1890, pp. 550-604- 

Independenily of McCuiIoch and Pins, in 1938. Claude Shannon (b.1916) first to showed that symbolic logic 
could be applied to the automatic eIecûical switching circuits used by communications engineers. That is, for 
each logicd function (e-g. AND, OR, NOT), there is a circuit that is a plrysical embodiment of the 
corresponding processes of logicai addiaon, multiplication, negation, implication, and equivalence. Shannon's 
f 938 paper was based on his master's thesis at MIT. In it, he showed how electronic switching circuits couid be 
expressed in the logical symbolism of the propositional calculus, and it had important ramifications for 



expressions in propositional logic. In Figure 2.5 (a) , neuron 2 will fire if and only if neuron 

1 fires. Logically, this corresponds to the expression Nz(t) = Nl( t -1) ;  which can be read as 

"neuron 2 will fire at time ( t )  if and only if neuron 1 fires at time (t-  I)." Figure 2.5 @) shows 

a network that is isomorphic with the Boolean function "OR" in propositional logic. Its 

expression, N3( t )  E Nl( t -  1 )  O N2(t-1 ) means that neuron 3 will fire at time t if and only if 

neuron 1 fires or neuron 2 fires at time ( t -1 ) .  Figure 2.5 (c)  demonstrates the Boolean 

"AND" function. The expression N3( t )  = Nl ( t -1 )  N2(t-1) means that neuron 3 will fire at 

tirne ( t )  if and only if neuron 1 fires at time ( t -1 )  and neuron 2 fires at time (t-1). McCulloch 

and Pitts also provided an example of the Boolean "NOT" function. with the instance of an 

inhibitory neuron. In the logical expression corresponding to Figure 2.5 (d), N3(t) = Nl ( t -  1 )  

-N2(t-1), means that neuron 3 will fire at time ( t )  only if neuron 1 fires at time ( t -1 )  and 

neuron 2 does not fire at time (t- 1). 

Although McCuIloch and Pitts spent the fiat and 1s t  sections of the paper reviewing 

the physiology of neurons and the implications of their mode1 for psychology and psychiatry. 

the bulk of the paper is devoted to mathematical considerations. In fact, their only citations 

are to the work of mathematicians or logicians: Carnap, Hilbert. Ackermann, Russell, and 

Whitehead. Aimost anticipating the criticisms of more experimentally-oriented neurologists, 

McCulloch and Pitts make it clear that they do not wish to extend the forma1 equivaience of 

electricd circuit design in cornputers. Claude E. Shannon, "A symbofic analysis of relay and switching 
circuits," Trumuctians ofrhe American lnstiture of Electrical Engineers (1938) 57: 713-723. 



EXPRESSION FOR THE FIGURES 

Figure 2.5 - Examples of the McCuiloch-Pitts Neural Networks. From McCdoch and 
Pitts, '<A lopicai calculus of the ideas immanent in nervous activity", p. 130. 



the behaviour of neural networks and the logic of propositions to factual equivaience, noting 

that continuous changes as well as discrete ones are relevant? 

2.6 Conclusion 

Rashevsky's project in mathematical biology had provided an important intellectual 

space for McCulloch and Pitts. Previously, mathematical treatments of neural events 

appeared in physiology joumals. Although mathematical biophysics was theoretically based, 

Rashevsky did much to argue for its legitimacy as a field. Indeed. McCulloch later recalled 

that they were able to publish their paper "thanks to Rashevsky's defense of logical and 

mathematical ideas in biology."53 Along with being a landmark in the history of cybemetics. 

the McCulloch-Pitts paper had a history of its own. As this was a story of the interaction of 

mathematics and biology, it is evident that mathematical biology played an irnponant role in 

the origins of the cybernetics movement. 

Through their development of neural networks based on propositional logic, 

McCulloch and Pitts connected Turing's definition of a logic machine to the actual 

physiology of the brain. Indeed, McCulloch saw the paper as coming directly out of the 

work of Alan Turing.54 Turing had conceived of a deductive machine, capable of computing 

any cornputable number. It had only a finite number of parts, which could only be in a finite 

number of states. These "states" were linked to "states of mind" in humans, and according to 

52 For an interesting analysis of McCulloch's later views on the schism between "formai" and "naturai'* 
accounts of neuron activity, and their connection to work in the artificial intelligence movement, see Robeno 
Moreno-Diaz and Jose Mira, "Logic and neural nets: Variations on themes by W.S. McCulIoch," in Roberto 
Moreno-Diaz and Jose Mita (eds.) Brain Processes, Theuries, and Models: An International Conference in 
Honor of W.S. McCulloch 25 Years Afier His Death, Cambridge, MA: M T  Press, 1996, pp. 24-36. 
53 ibid. 

54 uiitially. they did not point this out, womed that their approach would not be well-rmived. See 
McCulloch's recollection in McCulloch, 'What is a number", in McCulloch, Embodiments of Mid.  



Turing, they were irreducible: the bboperations" perfonned by a logic machine or a human 

computer can be split up into "simple operations" so elementary they cannot be further 

divided. This concept was central to the work of McCulloch and Pitts on neural networks; 

such an "irreducible" element is analogous to McCulloch's notion of a "psychon". In 

McCuIloch's words, 

What Pitts and 1 had shown was that neurons that could be excited or 
inhibited. given a proper net, could extract any configuration of signals in its 
input. Because the form of the entire argument was strictiy logical, and 
because Gode1 had arithmetized logic, we had proved, in substance, the 
equivalence of al1 general Turing machines. man-made or begotten. "55 

It is clear that McCulloch believed that their mode1 of neural networks had manifested the 

Turing machine. The network embodied the intemal state and the mles for transition from 

state to state, in the Turing machine. McCulloch Iater acknowledged the crucial role Pitts 

had played in this collaboration, stating "It is to him that I am principally indebted for al1 

subsequent success."56 

What McCulloch and Pins had s h o w  was that any behaviour that c m  bè Iogically 

described in unarnbiguous, finite tems could be reaiized in one of their formal neural 

networks. That is, the behavior of a network can be described in tems of propositional logic. 

The "computing" done by a Turing machine can be seen as formdly equivdent to the 

inferences of propositional logic embedded in the McCulloch-Pitts neural network. 

McCulloch and Pitts acknowledged in their paper that their definition of a neuron was 

idealized. However, Rashevsky noted five years later that their theory was based more 

directly on expenmental obsewations than some of his previous work on the mathematical 

biology of the nerve cell. In subsequent years, McCulloch and Pitts worked with others in 

5 5 ~ ~ ~ u l l ~ ~ h ,  'What is a number". in McCulloch, Embodimcnts of Mid, pp. 9-10. 



Rashevsky's group to reconcile the two approaches. 

Ibid., p. 9. 



From Neural Networks to Self-Reproduction: John von Neumann and Automata 
Theory 

"If people do not believe that mathematics is 
simple, it is o n b  because they do :,ot xdize 
how complicated life is." 

-John von Neumann, date unknown 

3.1 introduction 

The Turing machine had incorporated the notion of a logically-based, "mechanical" 

procedure for the mathematical process of computation. Through their development of 

neural networks based on propositional logic, McCulloch and Pias had connected Turing's 

definition of a logic machine to the physiology of the brain, in a sense. doing for "behaviour" 

what Turing had done for computation. 

Influenced by the work of Turing, McCulloch, and Pitts, the Hungarian-bom 

mathematician John von Neumann (1903-1957) developed a theory of automata that was to 

have implications not only for the logical design of digital cornputers, but for the theoretical 

study of general biological phenomena The histoncai developrnent of von Neumann's theory 

of automata has previously been explored from a number of perspectives. Some historians 

have exarnined the intellechial origins of von Neumann's theory of automata in light of his 

contributions to computer science during the 1940s and early 1 9 5 0 ~ . ~  Von Neumann's work 

on automata has also been viewed as an important thread in the history of cybernetics, as it 

1 WiUiam Aspray. John von Neumann a d  the Origins of Modem Computing. Cambridge. MA: MlT Press. 
1990, Chapters 1.2, and 9. 



was motivated by von Neumann's interest in drawing parallels between the natural and the 

artificial.2 Much of von Neumann's published and unpublished work on automata includes 

explicit attempts to blur the boundaries between computen and organisrns. Although 

automata theory initiaily deait with the theoretical bais of computation, in von Neumann's 

view, it also concerned the principles of organization cornmon to what he called "artificial 

automata" (cornputers) and "nanual automata" (organisms). 

One of the most intriguing concepts for von Neumann was the idea of a self- 

reproducing automaton. Beginning with the Turing notion of an automaton,-' his theory of 

automata was centered on the following question: what kind of organization is suffîcient for 

an automaton to be capable of reproducing itself? As von Neumann's theory occupied a 

position at the border of the naniral and the artificial, it was presented as a method for 

describing and understanding biological processes. 

This chapter will highlight the development of von Neumann's theory of automata as 

it was connected to his interests in the "logical" structure and hnctioning of biological 

phenornena. It will be shown that von Neumann's theory of automata had strong conceptual 

connections to the McCulloch-Pitts neural networks. In fact, it was at the 1948 Hixon 

Symposium, where von Neumann first presented his ideas on automata, that the McCulloch- 

Pitts work received its initial exposure. For von Neumann, the McCulloch-Pitts neural 

Steve J. Heims, John von Neumann and Norbert Wienec Front Mathematics to Technologies of Lifc und 
Dearh, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1980, Chapter 1 1; Steve J. Heims. The Cybemetics Group, Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 199 1; Paul N. Edwards, The Ciosed WorW Cornputers and the Pofihcs of Discourse in Cold 
War America, Cambridge and London: MIT Press, 1996, Chapters 2 and 6. 

Von Neumann had been aware ofTuring's work by the summer of 1938. Andrew Hodges, A h  Turing: n e  
Enigma, New York: Simon and Schuster, 1983; London: Vintage, 1992, Chapter 3. 



networks were automata in themselves. and their use of mathematical logic influenced von 

Neumann's theoretical work on digital cornputers and on self-reproducing automata4 

This chapter will also examine, as  closely as possible, how von Neumann came to be 

interested in the problem of self-reproduction. This is not an easy task for the historian; most 

of von Neumann's work on self-reproducing automata was incomplete at the tirne of his 

death. Besides being tied to his efforts to design hi&-speed computing machines, the 

development of von Neumann's ideas on self-replicating automata was, arguably, influenced 

in part by his connection to members of the biological community, particularly at the 1946 

Washington Conference on Theoretical Physics. In fact, it wasn't until after this meeting that 

von Neumann publicly presented his ideas on self-reproducing automata.5 It will be shown 

that in his theory of self-reproducing automata, von Neumann was equaily concemed with 

notions of complexity and organization as he was with more probabilistic, statistical 

measurements of information. Historian of biology Lily Kay has argued that von Neumann's 

focus in his theory of automata was pnmady on information processing, and that his work fit 

into the dominant trend at the time of viewing organisms as "information storage and 

retrieval sy~tems,"~ but this overlooks the importance of organization and complexity for von 

Neumann's theory. Besides incorporating concepts of information, von Neumann's prirnary 

interest in the development of his ideas on self-reproducing automata was in the concepts of 

See aiso McCullach, "What is a number" in McCulloch. Embodiments of M i d ,  p. 9.  
However, von Neumann's colleague. Stanislaw U l m ,  wmte a study on 'Von Neumann's Interest in 

Automata", and mentioned that "some of our discussions aiready before the war concemed problems of 
tepkation," Aspray, John von Neumann, p. 3 191184. 
6 Lily E.Kay. "Problcmatizing basic research in molccular biology," in Arnold Thackray (ed.) Private Science: 
Biotechology and the Rise of the Molecular Sciences, Philadetphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1998, pp. 20-38. 



organization and logical design, and his use of the concept of "instructions" was related to his  

search for a definition of complexity, for both natural and artificial systems. 

3.2 Early Work 

Von Neumann's early work has been examined thoroughly by von Neumann's 

biographer, William Aspray (1990), and by Steve J. Heims ( 1980). Born in Budapest in 1903 

and raised in Hungary, by the late 1920s von Neumann had published many papers on 

symbolic logic, set theory, decision theory, and axiomatics. He came to the United States in 

1930, to what eventuaily became Princeton's Institute for Advanced Study. It was here that 

von Neumann was led to the field of computer science. In 1940, he became a member of the 

Scientific Advisory Cornmittee at the Ballistic Research Laboratones, Aberdeen Proving 

Ground, Maryland. 

Von Neumann is well known for his contributions to the field of computer science. 

which were initially driven by his involvement in several government organizations, 

including the US military. Improvements in computing in the United States came as a result 

of the war effort; ballistics, aircraft and atomic weapons design were al1 seen to benefit from 

the development of high-speed cornputers.7 However, as Aspray acknowledges, von 

Neumann was also engaged in more theoretical and philosophical concerns.8 The Polish 

emigré rnathematician Stanislaw Ulam (1903-1 984), a close fnend and collaborator of von 

Neumann's, has argued that the development of cornputen was made possible through the 

Peter Galison, ' n i e  ontology of the enemy: Norbert Wiener and the cybernetic vision." Critical Inquiry 
(1 994) 2: 228-66; Andrew Pickering, "Cyborg histoty and the Wodd War II regime," Perspectives on Science 
(1995) 3: 1-48. 

8 Aspray, John von Neumann, pp. xvi-xvii. 



contribution of two intellectual streams. The first was the "theoretical study of formal 

systems", that is, the formalization of descriptions of natural phenomena, or mathematical 

facts. The second Stream involved the more practical, technical developments of electrical 

engineering? Von Neumann, aithough engaged in tackling the practicai problems of high- 

speed computing, was also highly intrigued by the problem of axiomatizing natural 

phenomena. l0 Axiomatics is the development of a set of primary laws (axioms) and a 

deductive frarnework that will allow al1 other laws and regularities to be deduced. Von 

Neumann's interest in "axiomatics" is illustrated in his early correspondence with the 

theoretical physicist Rudolf Onvay. 

3.3 AxiomatiWig the Natural: The von Neumann-Ortvay Correspondence 

Rudolf Ortvay ( 1885- 1945) was a prominent figure in Hungarian science. He held the 

Chair of Mathematicai Physics at the Franz Josef Royal Hungarian University in 192 1, and 

during the 1930s and 1940s was professor of theoreticai physics at PhmAny Péter University 

of Sciences. Instrumental in bringing Hungarian theoretical physics into the mainstream of 

international scientific activity, l Ortvay was Director of the Theoretical Physics Institute of 

the University of Budapest at the time of his correspondence with von Neumann. Dunng 

their correspondence between the years 1939 and 1941, Omay cornmunicated to von 

Neumann a strong interest in physiological phenomena, and argued for the application of 

Stanisiaw Ulm. "Von Neumann: ïntenctions of  mathematics and computing." in N. Memipolis. J. Howlen. 
and Gian-CarIo Rota (eds.) A Hisrory ofCamputhg in the Twentieth Century, New York: Academic Press, 
1980, pp. 93-99. 
l0 Iaterestingly. Warren McCuiioch expressed a siMIar urge of simplification, in his search for a "least psychic 
event". See Chapter Two. 



mathematics to biological processes. l2 

The anatomy of the brain and its logical structure were the focus of many letten in the 

von Neum~n-Ortvay correspondence. The letters shed light on von Neumann's early 

interest in bioiogical phenomena and the development of his ideas about drawing analogies 

between machines and organisms. Earlier, von Neumann had expressed to Ortvay his belief 

that natural processes could not be described geometncally in space: they can only be 

"approximated",l3 and also asking Ortvay for his thoughts on "psychophysical parallelism", a 

notion related to the idea that for each thought process or psychological event, there exists a 

physical correlate in the brain. Ortvay made strong arguments to von Neumann conceming 

the physics of living systems. The real breakthroughs in the study of the brain, according to 

Ortvay, would not be made by physiologists, but by mathematicians, for they were in a better 

position to perceive the simple structure within a complicated system. As he wrote to von 

Neumann: 

As 1 see the situation, the question, within certain limits, is ripe for a solution. 
... Currently physicians are not leaning towards comprehensive theories, and 
they almost entirely lack the capability which would allow them to see the 
simple and theoretical structure of a complicated complex. Physicists and 
mathematicians are better trained to achieve this. I think only an outsider 
could give an impetus in this regard, of course in CO-operation with physicians 
and physiologists! [my emphasis] l4 

12~spray reports chat these Ietten (about sixty in total) are aii in Hungarian. Eight of hem have been translateci 
in Denes Nagy, Peter Horv6th. and Ferenc Nagy, 'The von Neumann-Ortvay connection," Annak of the Histos, 
of Computing (1 989) 1 1 : 183- 188. According to the authors, this translation is based on Ferenc Nagy's 1987 
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Clearly, for Ortvay, the complexity of the brain and its functioning required some sort of 

theoretical framework. Such a framework would bring unity to the field of neurology. 

Ortvay recalled his perception of biology at the time when he was a medical student, likening 

its development as a discipline with the development of neurology: while a medical student. 

Ortvay saw biology as lacking a hndamental unity. In March 1939, he expressed this to von 

Neumann: 'The discipline [of biology] was nothing more than a muddy, blurred, jumble of 

data"15 Ortvay went on to Say that it was with the discovery of "certain units". that is. the 

genes, "one of the nicest chapters in the history of biology began." Aithough the exact nature 

of the gene is still sketchy, 

the proper connection between units, genes, and detectable characten made 
possible the emergence of a new discipline. This happened in an area where 
the crucial scientific problem was at the tirne, and not many issues remained in 
the dark. I think a similar statement can be made about the problem of the 
operation of the brain. 16 

In Ortvay's view, the "real" emergence of the discipline of biology occurred with the 

connection of "detectable characters", that is, the phenotypic traits of organisms, to the 

fundamental genetic units responsible for them: the genes. This was a key problem in 

biology at the time, as biologists aimed to elucidate the nature of the basic units of heredity 

and their relationship to recognizable traits. Ortvay believed that once the nahwe of the 

fundamental unit in neurology was known - the functioning of the neuron - the operation of 

the braîn and the nature of thought would be better undentood. 

In his letter, Ortvay explored the "set-up" of the brain and the behaviour of neurons. 

He likened the systern of transmitting neurons to a "highly sophisticated switchboard 



system." He briefly discussed the relationship between neurons and the "psychical 

operations" of thought and sensation. Larnenting the lack of a sufficient theoretical basis for 

the link between physical properties of neurons and psychical processes, Ortvay hoped that 

such a discovery would enable the development of a "sensible theory of the operation of the 

brain ... Perhaps a very important theory which would correspond more or less to 

Mendelism."l7 Just as the work of Mendel had led to a new theoretical and expenmental 

bais for heredity, an understanding of the functioning of neurons and how they function 

would lead to a theory of the operation of the brain. 

In a letter of 29 January 194 1 to von Neumann, Ortvay described the brain as a 

network, with its nodes as brain cells: 

The brain c m  be conceived as a network, having in its nodes the brain cells. 
These are interconnected in a way that each ce11 c m  receive from and transmit 
to several other ce11 impulses. As to which of these impulses are taken in 
from or passed on to the other cells may depend on the state of the ce11 which 
in tum is dependent on the effects previously afTecting the ce11 in question. . . . 
The actual state of cells conceived as numbered ones could characterize the 
state of the brain. There would be such a distribution corresponding to every 
reaction, e.g. that which is the way of transmitting stimulus to a nerve. It may 
recall an automatic telephone center where there is a change however after 
every communication in the connection. Perhaps the ever refining techniques 
in the switching equipment would prove a fertile anaiogy. 

The big trouble is that the physicians, who know the facts, are so 
hostile towards the more abstract way of thinking.18 

The concept of the brain as a network of interconnected brain cells (neurons) was fairly 

widely accepted at this point. Although the work of McCulloch and Pitts on the logic of 

neural networks had yet to appear, Ortvay's characterization of rhe ce11 as having a "limited 

number of potential states" and his andogy to a telephone switch center was sirnilar to the 



McCulloch-Pitts integration of the all-or-none law with the logical structure of such a 

network. This is an early instance of the conceptual ties in Ortvay's Mnd, between the 

functioning of communication and computing systems and the functioning of the brain. 

Early in 1940, von Neumann apparently had asked Ortvay if he believed the 

functioning of the brain was at al1 sirnilar to computing equipment. Ortvay initially 

responded in the negative,lg but a year later, his opinion had changed: 

... these days everybody is talking about organization and totality. Today's 
computing machines, automatic telephone switchboards ... are technical 
examples of such organizations. 1 think there is a cornmon element in al1 of 
these organizations which can be the basis for an axiom. . . . This interests me 
for the following reason. I believe that once it is possible to identifj ciearly the 
essentid elements of an organization such as these, this would give us a 
survey of possible forms of organization. This then, would facilitate Our 
understanding of such systems as the brain.20 

Clearly, Ortvay saw organization as being the key link between computing machines, 

automatic telephone switchboards, and the brain. Ortvay believed that identiQing the basic 

elements of such organizations, perhaps in an abstract, axiomatic manner, would lead to a 

better understanding of complex biologicai functions. such as the functioning of the brain. 

Von Neumann agreed with this approach, as he wrote to Ortvay in May 1940: "A bad vision 

(model) can easily create the impression of a terribly cornplicated situation, when later on, 

with the aid of a smarter approach everything c m  be settled in a simple manner ...."21 This 

"smarter approach", in von Neumann's view, would involve mathematics. 

180rtvay to von Neumann? 29 January 1941. in Nagy, Horvath. and Nagy, "Von Neumann-Ortvay connection", 
p. 187. 
190rtvay to von Neumann, 30 March 1940, Nagy, Nagy, and Horvath. "Von Neumann-Omay connection", p. 
186. 
2oOrtvay to von Neumann, 16 Februiuy 194 1, in Ibid.. p. 188. 

2 1 ~ o n  Neumann to Ororay, 13 May 1940, in Ibid., p. 187. 



Ortvay's letten illuminate an early influence on von Neumann's thinking regarding 

biological phenomena and their axiomatization. Ortvay made strong arguments for the 

worth of a theoreticai, mathematical approach to biological phenomena and for drawing 

parallels between the organization of computing machines and the brain. Von Neumann 

evidently gave these arguments a good deal of thought, for both notions are reflected in his 

later work, particularly his 1945 Draft Report on the EDVAC, (Electronic Digital Variable 

Arithmetic Computer), a report that focusses on the "logicai design" of the digital computer 

and was directly influenced by the work of McCulloch and Pitts on neural networks. 

3.4 The 1945 EDVAC Report: The Logical Organization of the Brain 

Von Neumann had leamed of the work of McCulloch and Pitts through Norbert 

Wiener, who had worked with Walter Pitts in 1943 at ha. In August 1944, through the help 

of Herman Goldstine, von Neumann visited the University of Pennsylvania's Moore School 

of Electncal Engineering, where, since June 1943, engineers had been working on an 

electronic calculator known as the ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and 

~omputer).22 Problems were quickly seen in the design of the ENIAC, and discussions 

began on a new computing machine, in which von Neumann participated. Along with 

Heman Goldstine, John Mauchly and J. Presper Ecken at the Moore School, von Neumann 

developed an improved machine, the EDVAC (Electronic Discrete Variable Arithmetic 

Computer). This was the frst machine to make use of the stored-program concept? 

22 Aspray, John von Neumann. p. 34. 
23 John von Neumann. "Fit drafi of a report on the EDVAC1 Report Prepared for U.S. Army Ordnance 
Department under Contract W-670-ORD-4926. Reprinted in Nancy Stern, From ENIAC tu UNIVAC, Bedford, 
MA: Digital Press, 198 1, pp. 177-246. 



Von Neumann's thinking, from the outset, was focused on the development of purely 

digital, discrete systems, and he based his EDVAC design on mathematical logic. In addition 

to the practical development of high-speed cornputers, von Neumann had an interest in more 

theoretical matten. He was first and foremost a mathematician, not an engineer. When 

cailed upon by the Moore School to draft a report on the EDVAC in the spnng of 1945, he 

did not describe the device in the usual "engineering" tems for computing machines: 

mechanical switches, relays, or vacuum tubes. Instead, the switching elements were the 

"idealized neurons" of McCulloch and Pitts. Rather than give an "engineering" description 

of the EDVAC, he gave a "logicai" one. As Aspray aptly noted, this allowed von Neumann 

to focus on two things: 1) The EDVAC's logical design, rather than its engineering aspects 

and components and 2) The parallels between the stored-program computer and the human 

nervous system.24 

The report was concemed with a description of a high speed computing system, and, 

in particular, its logical control. Throughout the report, von Neumann descnbed the system 

in biologicai tems. In outlining the main subdivisions of the system, for example, he 

referred to the logical control of the device as being most efficiently carried out by a "centrai 

control organ."25 Von Neumann also described "memory" as a specific part of the device. In 

total, the central arithmetic (CA) part of the computer, the central connol organ (CC), and its 

memory (M) "correspond to the associative neurons in the hurnan nervous system."26 Von 

- 

24Aspray, John von Neumann. p. 173. 

=~ohn von Neumann. 'Tint Draft of a Report on the EDVAC" in Stern. ENIAC to UNNAC. p. 182. 
261bid.. p. 184. Associative neumns exist in the "association areal' of the cerebral cortex that connects the 
primary sensory and motor areas of the brain to "higher" areas responsible for more complicated cognitive 
functions. 



Neumann aiso likened the sensory and motor neurons in humans to the input and output 

organs of the computing device. 

Von Neumann eventually devoted an entire section of the report to the neuron 

analogy. He noted that every digital computing device contains relay-like elements with 

discrete equilibria, each element having two or more distinct states. Often there are two 

states, one that exists when there is no outside stimulus, the other when there does exist some 

outside stimulus. There is aiso a relay action. which is rnanifested "in the emission of stimuli 

by the element whenever it has itself received a stimulus of the type indicated above."" Von 

Neumann emphasized the analogy of this situation to neurons in the human nervous system: 

"the neurons of the higher animais are definitely elernents in the above sense." Both the 

elements of the EDVAC and the neurons, von Neumann noted, have two states: quiescent 

and excited. That is, they are binary, and as was recognized by McCulloch and Pitts, they are 

describable in a Boolean algebra such as mathematicai logic. 

Von Neumann cited the work of McCuiloch and Pitts, and stated that following their 

method, he treated neurons as "black boxes", that is, he ignored their interna1 hinctioning 

(thresholds, temporal summation, delays). Von Neumann integrated the work of McCulloch 

and Pitts on "logical neurons" in his description of the logicai design of the EDVAC. 

Although the EDVAC consisted of vacuum tubes, von Neumann saw these as "analogs" of 

human neurons. They are dl-or-none elements, and thus the McCulloch-Pitts notation, in 

von Neumann's view, should prove to be "quite useful for al1 preliminary, orienting 



considerations on vacuum-tube systems. It is therefore satisfactory that here too, the natural 

arithrnetica. systern to handle is the binary one."28 

The connection that von Neumann made between the logic of a McCulloch-Pins 

neural network and the architecture and functioning of the EDVAC, a computing machine, 

represents a third important step in the development of automata theory. The fint was the 

Turing machine. and von Neumann had been aware of Turing's work by the sumrner of 

1938.9 The Turing machine itself can be viewed as an automaton in the most general sense. 

It cm accept a finite number of inputs, has a finite number of "intemal states", and cm emit a 

finite number of outputs. The input and the interna1 state at time t determines the output and 

state at tirne t+l? McCulloch and Pitts had mapped the functioning of the Turing machine 

and its logical design ont0 the structure of the brain, and connected this logical design to 

reasoning and behaviour. In a sense, von Neumann connected the two approaches in his 

EDVAC report, integrating the logical notion of "cornputability" given by Turing and the 

logical structure of the brain as outlined by McCulloch and Pitts. Both concepts were tied to 

the structure and functioning of a computing machine built in hardware. 

By 1946, von Neumann's biologicai interests had shifted from a strict focus on brain 

functioning to a key problem that engaged biologists at the time: seif-reproduction. 

28 Ibid., p. 189. 
29 For a discussion of von Neumann's connections to Turing, see Davis, bbMathernaticai logic and the origin of 
modem cornputers." in Herken (ed.), Universai Turing Machine, pp. 149-174; Hodges, A h  Turing, Chapter 3. 
30 Michel k Arbib, Brairu, Machines, Md Mathomatics, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964. p. 8. 



3.5 The Physics of Living Matter' and Organization in Biological Systems 

One of von Neumann's first reai contacts with the biomedical cornmunity was in late 

October 1946, at the Ninth Washington Conference on Theoretical Physics: 'The Physics of 

Living Matter? George Washington University (GWU) and the Carnegie Institution of 

Washington (Cm) sponsored the conference, and it was officially organized by the physicist 

George Gamow (1904- 1968), of George Washington University; and Philip H. Abelson 

(b. 1913), a chemist at the CIW Department of Terrestrial Magnetism.32 In the December 13, 

1946 issue of Science, Gamow and Abelson reported that the subject was chosen for the 

conference "in response to widespread interest among theoretical physics in biological 

problems."33 Involved in the conference were "leaders in biology and physics" and the event 

gave them "ample opportunity to know each other and to exchange ideas, with a view to the 

possibility of future closer collaboration." In the recollection of Philip Abelson, the 

participants of the conference were "the top people of the day? According to Abelson, it 

was actually Merle Tuve (1 90 1 - 1982) who organized the conference and selected 

participants. The meeting was remarkable for its interdisciplinarity membership: directing 

31 'The Ninth Washington Conference on Theoretical Physics". November 18, 1946, Depamnent of Terrestrial 
Magnetism Archive, Theoreticai Physics Conferences Series, CIW, (Proceedings not published). 
32 G. Gamow and P.H. Abelson, 'The Ninth Washington Conference on Theoreticai Physics," Science (1946) 
104: 574. Gamow joined the physics department at George Washington University (GWU) in 1934. Along 
with Edward TelIer (b. 1908) (who joined the physics department in 1935) and Merle Tuve (1901-1982) of the 
Carnegie Institution, Gamow initiated a n n d  symposia on theoreticai physics, held in April on the GWU 
campus. Between 1935 and 1947, the subjects included nuclear physics, rnoIecuIar physics, geophysics, and 
biop hysics. 
33 On the infiun of physicisn into molecuiar biology, see Evelyn Fox Kelkr. "Physics and the emergence of 
molecdar biology: A history of cognitive and poIiticd synergy" Journal for the History of Biology (1990) 
23(3): 389-409. 
34 Philip Abelson, Personal Communication, 6 October 1999. 



the meeting was "the notion that living matter and its fundamental modes of functioning were 

going to be a most important scientific frontier of the future."35 

Tuve originally played an important role in the World War II effort. An excellent 

administrator, Tuve eventually became director at the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism 

(DTM) at the cIW.36 As director, Tuve was more interested in "research and discoveryY* 

than "power and position". He transformed the DTM into a physics department, rather than 

one focused more narrowly on matters of terrestrial magnetism; as well as expanding the 

research focus to include more interdisciplinary projects. There was even a biophysics 

section instituted. which, according to Abelson, "pioneered in rnolecular biology."37 In light 

of Tuve's interdisciplinary interests, it is not surprising that he had such a major role in 

planning the conference on 'The Physics of Living Matter". Tuve began deciding on 

conference participants in August 1946. He first listed the physicists he hoped to invite. 

Included in this list were Niels Bohr (1 885- 1962), Erwin Schrodinger ( 1887- 196 I), James 

Franck (1882-1964), Max Delbrück (1 906- 198 l), Edward Teller @. 1908). Enko Fermi 

(190 1- 1954), Jesse W. Beams (1 898- 19771, Nicholas Rashevsky, Leo Szilard (1 898- 1964), 

and John von Neumann. 

Tuve then listed the bbphysical chemists and biochernists", including Linus Pauling 

( 190 1 - 1994), J.G. Kirkwood ( 1907- l959), and Vincent du Vigneaud (190 1 - 1978). Finally, 

Tuve sketched a list of the "biologists" to be invited: Wendel1 M. Stanley ( l9O4- 197 1 ), 

Francis O. Schmitt (1903- 1995), and George W. Beadle (1903- 1989). From the Washington 

area, the participants were to include: George Gamow, Philip Abelson, DB. Cowie, Ugo 

35 Ibid. 
36 P.H. Abelson, Biographical Mernoir of Tuve. http://~~~.n~.edulreadin~~~m/b~~ks/bi~memslmtu~e.h~. 



Fano (b. 19 12), Alexander Hollaender (b. l898), and Edward U. Condon (1 902- 1974). The 

final list of participants included H.J. Müller (1 890- 1967) and Sol Spiegelman (19 14- 

l983).38 

The conference was held jointly at GWU and the Carnegie Institution, from 3 1 

October to 2 November 1946. Welcoming remarks were given by Vannevar Bush, who at 

the time was the Director of the CIW. On the first day, Beadle spoke on 'The Problem of the 

Gene" and Delbrück spoke on "Bacteriophage". The second day included papers by 

biochemist C.F.Cori ( 1896- 1984), who spoke on "The Phosphate Bond" and Spiegelman, 

who discussed "Adaptive Enzymes". The last day listed J. Franck as a speaker, on 

"Photosynthesis." The conference was designed to permit as much open discussion as 

possible: only two speakers a day, and with the Saturday afternoon slot left open: "the subject 

and speaker to be chosen by the wishes of the conferees."39 The notes at the end of the 

program further indicate its open-ended nature: 'The prograrn shown is to be regarded a s  

only containing a few of the things that might suitably be discussed. It is anticipated that to a 

large degree the conference itself will make its own agenda?* [Figure 3-11 

37 Ibid. The section produced a book in 1955: Studies of Biosynthesk in EEchcrichin Coli. 
38 Merle Tuve. 'Tentative Plans: Ninth Washington Theoretical Physics Coriference". August 26. 1946, Merle 
Tuve Papen, Library of Congress, Washington DC. 
39 "Program for the Ninth Washington Theonticai Physics Conference, October 30, 1946". Merle Tuve Papen, 
Library of Congress, Washington, DC. 
40 Ibid. 
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There were discussions on the action and reduplication of chromosomes, as well as 

the genetic control of enzyme action. Von Neumann gave a lecture on the mechanisrns of 

chromosome pairing, and the possible role of servomechanisrns in this process.41 As was 

hoped, the meeting served as the starting point for future contacts between physicists and 

bioiogists. Particularly of note were von Neumann's contacts with Sol Spiegelman, a 

rnicrobiologist at Washington University in St. Louis. Following the meeting, they began a 

fruitful correspondence. Von Neumann expressed an interest in Spiegelman's account of the 

gene-enzyme relationship. Spiegelman was also intrigued by von Neumann's ideas at the 

meeting, as he writes in a letter of 3 December 1946: 

I have been thinking about the results of the Washington Conference and, in 
particular, about some of the suggestions you made. I have been preparing a 
paper on the problem of self-duplication and, of course, your suggestions are 
quite pertinent. It seems to me that your remarks should be communicated to 
the biological public in some way so that they can think about it. I have 
discussed the desirability of this with Dr. Muller, who heartily agrees. I 
wonder whether you would be willing to entertain the idea of writing up the 
possible involvement of "servo mechanisms" in the phenornenon of 
chromosome pairing ... 1 also think that a brief description of your self- 
duplicating machine would certainly be pertinent. 1 would be happy to do 
anything 1 could to expedite your getting these ideas before biological 
readers.42 

At the CIW meeting, von Neumann had made what in his own words were "unorganized" 

and "arnateurish" remarks on the process of self-d~plication.~~ It would appear that a 

41 Sol Spiegeiman to John von Neumann, 3 Decernber 1946. John von Neumann Papen, Library of Congress. 
Washington, DC. "Sewomechanisms", employed in controI engineering, are mechanisms or devices chat 
regdate the output of a system, through a cornparison of the actuai output vs. the desired output. A 
servornechanism emptoys "negative feedback": the performed action is reported back to the central regulatory 
apparatus and thus affects the next action. 
421bid. 
43 John von Neumann ro Sol Spiegelman. 10 Decernber 1946. John von Neumann Papers, Library of Congres. 
Washington, DC. 



discussion of self-replication ensued at the meeting: as Gamow and Abelson reported, among 

the fields touched upon were the action and reduplication of genes and chromosomes."*l 

Von Neumann indicated to Spiegelman that he had k e n  thinking about "writing up" 

his ideas on self-duplication. Although he was initially hesitant, with Spiegelman's and 

Muller's encouragement, von Neumann felt more confident about doing so.45 Von Neumann 

communicated tu Spiegelman that he was working on a 'Yirst draft" on self-duplicating 

automata, and hoped to complete it within the next 6-8 weeks. He intended to solicit 

comments from Spiegeiman: 

I felt Our discussions [at the CIW meeting] exceedingly stimulating and 1 have 
under their influence discussed the subject with some other biochemists. 1 am 
now under the impression that the automata about which 1 was thinking may 
not be entirely formal and that they may actually have something to do with 
the mechanisms essential in nature? 

Clearly, von Neumann viewed his early ideas on self-reproducing automata as potentially 

usefil for undentanding the biological process of replication, as discussed at the CIW 

meeting." 

In his letter to von Neumann of December 3, Spiegelman had asked for references on 

servo-mechanisms. Here, von Neumann repeated his own request for help: "1 would be very 

much obliged if you could let me have any references (books, periodicals or articles) which 

could help me attain a working knowledge of the relevant parts of biophysics."48 

44 Gamow and Abeison, "Ninth Washington Conference". 
45 John Von Neumann to Sol Spiegelman, 10 December 1946. Von Neumann Papen. 
46 Ibid. 
47 For a discussion of the view of vinises as "exemplars" of self-reproduction during this pcnod, see Angela 
N.R. Creager, The Life of a Virus: K W o s  a Model System in Biomedical Research (forthcoming). 
48 l'id- 



Throughout December 1946, von Neumann and Spiegelman continued to exchange ideas and 

material on the subject of self-duplication. 

3.6 Complexity and Organization: The Shift from the Brain to Self-Reproduction 

By late 1946, perhaps in light of his increased contact with biologists, von Neumann 

was rather pessimistic about the potential of the McCulloch-Pitts work for the study of 

neurological mechanisms. His main criticism was its generality, and he saw this as an 

impediment to any reai understanding of the human brain. In a long letter to Norbert Wiener, 

von Neumann noted that in their recent attempts to "understand the function of autornata and 

the general piinciples goveming hem, we selected for prompt action the most complicated 

subject under the Sun - literally.'" As was demonstrated in his report on the EDVAC, von 

Neumann viewed the brain itself as an automaton. Thus, a study of the stmcture and 

functioning of the brain would be instructive in understanding the general principles of 

automata. Von Neumann conceded that the focus on the brain did shed some light on its 

functioning, even comparing the significance of the McCulloch-Pitts results to the 

importance of Turing's work. However, von Neumann still felt there were difficulties: the 

human nervous system is enomously cornplex. As he wrote to Wiener: 

What seems worth emphasizing to me is however, that after the great positive 
contribution of Turing-cum-Pitts and McCulloch is assirnilated, the situdon 
is rather worse than better than before. Indeed, these authors have 
demonstrated in absolute and hopeless generality, that anything and everything 
Brouwerian can be done by an appropnate mechanisrn, and specifically by a 
neural mechanism - and that even one, definite mechanism c m  be 
"universai". Inverting the argument: Nothing that we may know or leam about 
the functioning of the organism can give, without "microscopic", cytological 

49 John von Neumann to Norbert Wiener, 29 Novernber 1946. Von Neumann Papers. 



work any dues regarding the further details of the neural rnechanism .... 1 
think you will feel with me the type of hstration 1 am trying to express.50 

Because the work of McCulloch and Pitts was "devastatingly general", one is forced to use 

"microwork" and "cytology". areas which might have been better to start with. Von 

Neumann went on to argue that it was fruitless to try and understand the brain with 

"neurological" methods. 'bNeurological" in this context did not refer to the traditional 

methods used by neuroiogists; rather, in the sarne sense as von Neumann used it in his 

EDVAC report, it meant treating the cells of the b r i n  as digital elements. In his words, 'The 

neural system is not purely digital (i.e. neural): It is intimately connected to a very cornplex 

analogy (i.e. humoral or hormonal) system, and almost every feedback loop goes through 

both secton.. .".SI To avoid this problem, Von Neumann rejected focusing on organisms 

with smaller nervous systems, for example, those with 106 or 10' neurons (humans having 

10" neurons), as the digital-anaiog nature of neurons becomes more difficult to assess. 

At this point, von Neumann was not merely interested in a better understanding of the 

functioning of the brain, but rather in the study of the structure and functioning of biological 

systems that would enable the development of a more general theory of automata, one that 

could be applied back to biological systems. The best approach, von Neumann wrote to 

Wiener, was to tum to simpler systems: "It is a fallacy, if one argues, that because the neuron 

is a ce11 (indeed part of its individual insulating wrapping is multicelIular), we must consider 

50 Ibid. L E J .  Brouwer (1881-1966) was a Dutch maihematician hown for the development of "rna<hematical 
intuitionism", which views mathematics as the formu1ation of "mental constructions" governed by self-evident 
Iaws. 
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multicellular organisms only."52 The cell, argued von Neumann, is a "standard component" 

and is 

highly flexible and suited to differentiation in form and function.. .But its self- 
reproductivity indicates thas it has in itself some of the attributes of the 
integrated organisms - and some cells (e.g. the leukocytes) are self-contained, 
complete beings. This in itself should make one suspicious in selecting the 
cells as the basic "undefineci" concepts of an axiomatism [my emphasis1.a 

It appears that after having more exposure to the current work of biologists and the actual 

biology of the cell, von Neumann came to appreciate the complexity of biological 

phenomena Although McCuIloch and Pins treated neurons as "black boxes" - their unit of 

axiomatization - as von Neumann had done in his work on the EDVAC, von Neumann now 

recognized that neurons themselves are extremely complex. This complexity applied equally 

to other ce11 types, particularly those that exist as ''complete beings," such as single-celled 

organisrns like bactena. 

Von Neumann eventually expressed more optimism to Wiener, and also mentioned 

his growing interest in the phenornenon of self-replication. And rather than start with highly 

complex biological structures, von Neumann felt it would be best to begin with the simplest 

situation possible: 

Consider, in any field of technology, the state of affairs, which is characterized 
by the development of highly complex "standard components", which are at 
the same time individualized, well suited to purposive differentiation. This is 
clearly a late, highly developed style, and not the ideal one for a first approach 
of an outsider to the subject, for an effort towards understanding. For the 
purpose of understanding the subject, it is much better to study an earlier 
phase of the evolution, preceding the development of this high standardization 
- with - differentiation? 

52 Ibici. 
53 Von Neumann to Wiener. 29 November 1946, Von Neumann Papers. 
54 Ibid. 



Von Neumann was, in a sense, searching for the "right level" of organization. Using an 

analogy to technological devices, von Neumann argued that it is best for an "outsider" to start 

with simpler systems. Similarly, in biological systems, the cells from the earlier stage are the 

sirnplest representatives of the later stage. 

Perhaps owing partly to his interaction with biologists such as  Max Delbrück at the 

CIW meeting, von Neumann shifted his attention away from multicellular, neural systems, 

towards the study of the ce11 itself, even acellular or subcellular systems. as a mode1 for self- 

reproduction. As he wrote to Wiener: 

Now the less-than-cellular organisms of the virus or bacteriophage type do 
possess the decisive traits of any living organism: They are self-reproductive 
and they are able to orient themselves in an unorganized milieu, to move 
towards food, to appropriate it and to use it. Consequently, a '%rue" 
understanding of these organisms may be the first relevant step forward and 
possibly the greatest step that may at al1 be required.55 

By a "tnie" understanding, von Neumann meant rigorous understanding, in the "sense in 

which one may want to understand a detailed drawing of a machine - Le. finding out where 

every individual nut and bolt is located, etc." This would be a "step fonvard" for von 

Neumann, because it would lead to an understanding of the organization and complexity 

required for the process of self-replication. Von Neumann argued that this goal is not entirely 

out of reach. 

As he learned from his interaction with biologists at the CIW meeting, Von Neumann 

listed what was known about bacteriophage, mentioning the work of Delbrück, who was then 

at Vanderbilt University. In von Neumann's view, the bacteriophage was of "manageable" 

55 Von Neumann to Wiener, 29 November 1946, Von Neumann Papen. 



complexity. It contained roughly six million atoms in his estimate,s6 and probably only a few 

thousand of these are "mechanical elementsl'.fl As this is comparable to the number of 

"elements" that make up a locomotive, von Neumann argued, "this is a degree of complexity 

which is not necessarily beyond human endurance." Bacterio phage, in von Neumann's 

opinion, were perhaps a suitable organism for the study of self-reproduction in natural 

organisms. 

But, von Neumann asks, how should one approach this problcm of self-reproduction? 

He did feel that biological and experimental work were necessary, but through what 

observational means? Von Neumann fint suggested using Fourier transformations and X-ray 

analysis, citing the work of Irving Langmuir and Dorothy Winch, to rneasure the molecular 

weights and structures of proteins. He also rnentioned electron microscopy.~g Von Neumann 

descnbed his plan of attack to Wiener more fomally. The first step is to study the evidence, 

that is, the 

physiology of viruses and bacteriophages, and al1 that is known about the 
gene-enzyme relationship. (Genes are probably much like viruses and phages, 
except that al1 the evidence conceniing them is indirect, and that we can 
neither isolate them or multiply them at will.)59 

Von Neumann expressed to Wiener that he had been thinking "a good deal" about self- 

reproductivity. At this point, he indicated that he had been able to corne up with a rigorous 

formulation, in the manner of Turing, and undeatood the main principles involved in the 

Von Neumann probably got this number frorn Delbrück or Stanley. 
57 it is not entirely clear what von Neumann meant by "mechanical elements". however, it is probabk that they 
were those elements necessary for self-reproduction. 
58 W i a m  Aspray argues that the ideas in the second haif of von Neumann's letter to Wiener %ad arisen 
though von Neumann's contact with Irving Langmuir (188 l-l957), associate director of Generai Electric's 
Research Laboratory in New York" In October 1946, von Neumann and Langmuir met and discussed analyses 
of proteins by chemicai and crystal1ograph.i~ means. See Aspray, John von Neumann, p. 187. 
s9 Md. 



process. His intention was to ''fil1 in the details and write up these considerations in the 

course of the next two months."60 Von Neumann estimated that the number of components 

required for self-replication is in the high ten thousands or in the hundred thousands." 61 Von 

Neumann also mentioned that he had been thinking about the gene-enzyme relationship and 

mutation, and how they relate to self-replication. By 1948, von Neumann was ready to 

present his ideas on the logical controi of self-reproduction. ideas that culminated in a generai 

theory of automata. 

3.7 The Hixon Symposium, September 1948: 
The General and Logifal Theory of Automata 

Von Neumann's thoughts on self-reproducing automata crystallized by 1948, when he 

delivered three lectures on automata at Princeton's Institute for Advanced Study, to a "small 

group of friends."62 It was von Neumann's first known public lecture on automata. Arthur 

W. Burks (b. 19 1 5). who was a colleague of von. Neumann's and who edited and annotated 

von Neumann's unfinished work on automata, notes that von Neumann probable gave the 

lectures in preparation for a more formai presentation von Neumann would give later that 

year, at the Hixon Symposium. 

In 1947, Lloyd A. Jeffress was invited to help organize a symposium at the California 

Institute of Technology, sponsored by the Hixon Fund. The Hixon Fund was adrninistered by 

a cornmittee that consisted of George Beadle, James Bonner, Henry Borsook, Max Delbrück, 

60 Ibid. 
ibid. 

62 John von Neumann, %ory of Se[f-Rproducing Automata, Edited by Aahu. W. Burks, Urbana and London: 
University of niinois Pres, 1966, p. 8 1. 



Linus Pauling, A.H. Sturtevant, C.A.G. Wienma, and A. van Harreveld (chairman).63 The 

symposium was held in Pasadena, Caiifomia, on September 20, 1948. The audience included 

many faculty and scientists from the California Institute of Technology and the surrounding 

area. The subject of the symposium was "Cerebral Mechanisms in Behaviour". According to 

Aspray, von Neumann had been invited to suggest possible speakers, and in a letter to the 

organizer, Lloyd A. Jeffress, he suggested Norbert Wiener, Walter Pitts, Gerhart von Bonin, 

H.J. Muller, S. Spiegelman. S.E. Luria, Max Delbrück, and G.W. ~eadle.64 Papers were 

given by Ward C. Halstead (experimental psychology, Chicago), Heinrich Klüver 

(experimentd psychology, Chicago); Wolfgang Kohler (Philosophy and psychology, 

Swarthmore), K.S. Lashley (neuropsychology, Harvard), Warren S. McCulloch, and John von 

~eumann.65 The discussion panel included R. Lorente de N6, a member of the Rockefeller 

Institute of Medical Research; Paul Weiss, Zoology Professor at the University of Chicago, 

and H.S. Liddell, a Professor of Psychobiology at Comell. Additional participants were also 

listed in the published proceedings, Linus Pauling among others. Spiegelman, Luria, 

Delbrück, and Beadle are not listed, 

Von Neumann's role at the meeting was unique. Apart from John Stroud, a 

participant fiom the US. Navy Electronics laboratory, von Neumann was the only attendant 

of the meeting who did not corne from a life sciences department.66 He asked for the 

63The preface to the 1951 published proceedings indicates that the Hixon Fund was established in 1938 by a 
grant to the California Institute of Technology from the estate of Frank P. Hixon. Its purpose: '?O support 
scientific endeavor which offers promise of increased understanding of human behaviour." (p. ix). 
64Aspray. John von Neumann. p. 3 1 81169. 

65~effkess explains in his preface that he regrettai not king able to include the paper given by Lorente de N6, 
as it consisted of mostiy slides; and the stenotype was incomptete. 
66n, other participants came nom the fields of psychology, psychiaiq, psychobiology, neurology. chemistry, 
and zooIogy. 



patience of his colleagues at the meeting, feeling like an "outsider" to many of the fields of 

study represented at the conference. He saw his role as a mathematician who was able to 

provide insight into the mathematical approach to the problems discussed, and hoped to leam 

as much from the biologists as they learned from him. 

3.7.1 Natural and AMicial Automata: The Brain 

From the outset, von Neumann argued for the relevance of automata for 

understanding natural processes: they provide an "interesting counterpart to certain functional 

aspects of organization in natureV.67 Aithough natural organisms are generdly more 

complicated than artificial automata, certain "regularities" are cornrnon to both. This 

analogous relationship, von Neumann argued, was reciprocally beneficial: artificiai automata 

could be used to understand the functioning of natural organisrns, and in tum, the 

organization of natural organisms could be instructive in the design of artificial automata. As 

his audience here consisted mainly of biologists, von Neumann likely hoped that his 

desçhption of artificiai automata would be helpful in understanding the functioning of natural 

organisms. 

Because of the complexity of natural organisms, von Neumann divided the problem 

of their functioning iim two parts. Firstly, one must understand the nature and functioning of 

the elements that compose the systern, as he saw organisms being composed of discrete, 

elementary units. The second aspect of the problem is the elucidation of how such elements 

are organized into a whoie, and how such organization can result in the hnctioning of the 

67~ohn von Neumana, 'The generai and logical theory of automata," in Lloyd A. J e b s  (ed.) C'rebrol 
Mechnnismr in Behaviouc TIie Hùun Symposium, New York: John Wiley, 195 1, pp. 1-3 1, p. 1 



whole 0r~anism.68 It is this second problem that attracts the mathematician, says von 

Neumann and its analysis forms the basis for the remainder of the lecture. 

Von Neumann was concemed with axiomatizing the functioning of organisms, in 

particulas, the behaviour of the elements that compose them. His process of axiomatization 

involved a focus not on the intemal structure of the elements, but rather theirfunction and 

relation to other elements: 

We assume that the elements have certain weI1-defined, outside, functional 
characteristics; that is, they are to be treated as "black boxes". They are 
viewed as automatisms, the inner structure of which need not be disclosed, but 
which are assumed to react to certain unambiguously defined stimuli, by 
certain unarnbiguously defined responses.69 

This approach echoes von Neumann's treatment of "elements" in his 1945 report on the 

EDVAC. As that report had been based on the comparison of neurons and vacuum tubes, so 

it is here: much of the lecture is on comparisons between computing machines and 

organisms. 

The bais for many of these comparisons is a discussion of the "analogy" (analog) and 

digital principles. Computing machines, von Neumann noted, can be analog or digital. In 

anaiog machines, numbers are represented by physical quantities, for exarnple, the intensity 

of an electrical current; or the number of degrees of rotation of a disk.70 Digital computing 

machines, on the other hand, represent numbers as aggregates of digits. Within this analog- 

digital framework, von Neumann went on to discuss the "mixed" character of living 

organisrns, looking mainly at the centrai nervous system, where both digital and anaiog 

68 Ibid. 
69 Von Neumann, "General and logical theory of automata", p. 2. 

Von Neumann's example of an analog machine is Vannevar Bush's differentiai anaiyzer. 'Vie Eirst weii- 
integrated, large, computing machine ever made." Ibid., p. 6.  



principles exist. For example, the transmission of a nerve impulse is an "dl-or-none" affair, 

bbcomparable to a binary digit". Von Neumann called these mechanisms "neural". Yet many 

functional pathways in the organism are based more on "humoral" principles, that is, analog: 

for example, chernical gradients in the bloodstream exist in a continuous way. In organisms, 

there exist ''mixeci" (part humoral and part neural) feedback chahs, for example, the 

mechanism that keeps blood pressure constant. Nerves sense blood pressure (a digital 

mechanism); muscles contract in response (digital) yet its influence on the bloodstream is 

analogical. Unlike nerves sensing blood pressure or muscles contracting, which are "all-or- 

none" phenomena, the influence of these events on the bloodstream is less discrete. 

Von Neumann admitted that "the cornparisons between the living organisms and the 

computing machines are ... certainly imperfect": in living systems, one cm have phenomena 

that can go from digital to analog and then back to digital. 7'  The computing machines that 

are being compared to living organisms, said von Neumann, are purely digital. To facilitate 

the comparison, then, von Neumann ovenimplified, and disregarded the analogy principle in 

living organisms, treating them as "pureiy digital automata". 

His comparison is qualified in a second sense. A basis for the comparison, as 

discussed in his 1945 report on the EDVAC, are the "elements" possessed by organisms and 

cornputers. In both cases, the behaviour of the elements is primanly "dl-or-none". But here, 

von Neumann acknowledged that neurons are not precisely digital? Von Neumann noted 

that the nerve impulse is electrochemically complex, demonstrating such phenornena as 

summation and fatigue. However, he aiso noted that the vacuum tube, the counterpart 

71 Von Neumann, "Generai and logicai lheory of automata", p. 10. 
72 Ibid He noted that this point has been "argued cepeatedly" and it is Iikely that this was the major point of 



element in the computer, is in reaiity a cornplicated anaiogy mechanism as well, which can 

respond to stimulation continuously. It can exhibit the all-or-none response only under 

particular conditions. 

Thus, argued von Neumann, neither the neuron nor the vacuum tube is exclusively an 

dl-or-none element. However, for his purposes, this is irrelevant. As long as the element 

operates in an dl-or-none fashion under certain conditions, and that these conditions are 

those of the "normal state of affairs within a large organisrn", both the neuron and the 

vacuum tube can be considered dl-or-none, digital organs? 

Von Neumann moved on to a discussion of "formal neural networks" - narnely those 

of McCulloch and Pitts. Von Neumann deerned their work on the relationship between logic 

and neural networks "remarkable", and "most significant result obtained with the axiomatic 

method up til now."74 Von Neumann emphasized their axiomatic approach: neurons are 

treated as "black boxes" with inputs and outputs, and inputs are either excitatory or 

inhibitory. The "formal neural networks" of McCulloch and Pitts are constmcted by the 

basic uni& of the network (neurons) and their inputs and outputs. bbFunctioning", in this 

sense, "may be defined by singling out some of the inputs of the entire system and some of its 

outputs, and then descnbing what original stimuli on the fonner are to cause what ultimate 

stimuli on the latter."75 

- ---- - 

criticism against the McCuIloc h-Pitts mode1 by physiologists. 
73 Von Neumann, 'Yienerai and logical theory of automata", p. 11. 

74 Ibid., pp. 2L-22. 
75 Ibid., p. 22. 



3.7.2 Natural and AMicial Automta: SelfiReproduction 

In the last part of his lecture, von Neumann moved away from his focus on the 

nentous system, towards the process of self-reproduction. He retumed to the notion of "hi& 

complexity", an idea he felt was important in the theoretical study of automata. Complexity, 

in this context, is qualitative: "There is a very obvious trait, of the 'vicious circle' type, in 

nature; the simplest expression of which is the fact that very complicated organisms can 

reproduce themselves."76 Von Neumann explained: "when an automaton performs certain 

operations, they must be expected to be of a lower degree of complication than the automaton 

itself." Von Neumann reasoned that if a given automaton A produces automaton B, A must 

contain a complete description of B as well as instructions or information for interpreting this 

description and for ensunng that the construction of automaton B is carried out properly. 

Therefore, an automaton must be more structurally and functionally cornplex than the 

automaton it constructs. 

However, noted von Neumann. this is contradictory to what occurs in nature. Living 

things are capable of self-reproduction, with no decrease in complexity. In fact, von 

Neumann noted, through the process of evolution, over the course of time, organisms have 

become more elaborate. This conflict -- between restrictions in artificial systems and the 

possibilities in naturai ones - intrigued von Neumnnn, and provided a strong motivation for 

developing his theory of self-reproducing automata His aim was to determine "whether 

there is anything involved here which can be fomulated rigorously." 

To formulate a logical theory of self-reproducing automata, von Neumann began with 

an outline of Turing's theory of computing automata. The notion of Turing's "universal 



automaton" fascinated von Neumann.77 According to von Neumann, Turing's main result 

was his proof that a "universal Turing machine" was possible. The universal Turing machine 

is an automaton capable of 'Yorming" specific sequences of binary digits, an infinite sequence 

of which represents a real number. In Von Neumann's words: 

An automaton is able to "form" a certain sequence if it is possible to specifj a 
finite !mg?? thof tape, ~pproprktely mzrhd, su ma, if this tape is fed to the 
automaton in question, the automaton will thereupon write the sequence on 
the remaining (infinite) free portion of the tape? 

This is a universal automaton: one in which any sequence that can be produced by any 

automaton can also be produced by this automaton. The basis of Turing's concept of a 

universai automaton, von Neumann observed, was that 

a completely generd description of any conceivable automaton c m  be . . . 
given in a finite number of words . . . it becomes possible to describe an 
automaton which has the ability to interpret such a definition. In other words, 
when fed the hinctions that in the sense described above defne a specific 
automaton, it will thereupon function like the object described. The ability to 
do this is no more mysterious than the ability to read a dictionary and a 
gramrnar and follow their instnictions about the uses and pnnciples of 
combinations of words.79 

For von Neumann, to have a universai automaton, "it suffices to fumish it with a description 

of the automaton in question, and, in addition, with the instructions which that device would 

have required for the operation under consideration."ao 

Von Neumann then "broadened" the notion of a Turing machine to deal with the 

problem of self-reproduction. Von Neumann felt that Turing's approach was too narrow for 

- -- -- - -- - 

76 Von Neumann. "ûenerai and logical theory of automata", p. 25. 
77 H e m  H. Goldstine. rite Compurerfrom Pascal to Von Neumann. Princeton. NJ: Rinceton University 
Press, 1972, p. 275. 
78 Von Neumann. "General and logicai theory of automata". p. 27. 
79 ibid. 
80 ibid.. pp. 27-28. 



this: his automata were purely computing machines, with a tape with ones and zeroes as its 

output. Von Neumann's interest was in automata that produce other autornata To describe 

his idea, he began with some basic definitions. In contrast to Turing, who did not specib the 

elementary components of his machine, von Neumann's theory of automata required this. 

Once achieved, 

The problem of self-reproduction can then be stated like this: Can one build an 
aggregate out of such elements in such a manner that if it is put into a 
reservoir. in which there float dl these elements in large nurnbers, it will then 
begin to constmct other aggregates, each of which at the end will tum out to 
be another automaton exactiy like the original one?s1 

An automaton, for von Neumann, was an aggregate of a number of elernentary parts, each 

endowed with specific attributes and functions. To address the problem of self-reproduction. 

von Neumann derived the following theorem. Automaton A was an automaton which, when 

furnished with the description of any other automaton, will constnict it. This description, he 

emphasized, was not a marked tape in Turing's sense. The instruction, 1, "will have to be 

aggregates of elementary parts,"*2 and ail automata thereafter consuucted will have a place 

for 1 in its structure. Automaton B is capable of making a copy of the instruction 1. This 

automaton can only copy, and "an object of the exact size and compiexity of the output will 

have to be himished to it as an input."83 

With these definitions in place, von Neumann then described the architecture 

necessary for self-reproduction. The first step is to connect automaton A and automaton B 

with a control mechanism, C. A is then furnished with 1, and C will cause A to constnict the 

automaton specified by 1. C will next cause B to make a copy of 1 and insert it into the new 

81 Von Neumann, "General and logicai theory of automata", p. 28. 

82 Nd.. p. 29. 



automaton. C will then separate this new automaton From D= [A + B + Cl. If one feeds to A 

within D an instruction 1, C will cause A to make the automaton described by I, and will also 

cause B to make a copy of that instruction. C will also cause this copy to be inserted into the 

newly constructed automaton. It followed that if one feeds to A (within D) the instructions 

for the construction of D, ID, A will constmct D and B will make a copy of Io and insert it 

into the new automaton, which von Neumann called E. Automaton E is capable of self- 

reproduction.84 Von Neumann asserted that no vicious circle is involved in this model: 

automaton E is no more stnicturdly complex than automaton A. 

The last part of his lecture involved a discussion of the implications of this model. 

Von Neumann argued that the instruction ID roughly performs the functions of a gene. The 

copying mechanism. B, performs the act of reproduction that is most fundarnental: "the 

duplication of genetic material.. .clearly the fundarnental operation in the multiplication of 

living cells."85 Alterations of Io correspond to mutations in genetic material. However, von 

Neumann admitted that this analogy between his self-reproducing automaton and an 

organism does Iose validity. For instance, a gene does not. like Io, contain "a complete 

description of the object whose construction its presence stimulates . . . It probably contains 

only generai pointers, general cues." Despite this, von Neumann still asserted the importance 

of his approach, arguing that "[wle are very far from any real understanding of the natural 

processes if we do not atternpt to penetrate such simplifiing principles."86 

83 Ibid.. p. 30. 
84 Von Neumann. "Generaî and logicai theory of automata". p. 30. 
85 Von Neumann. "General and logicai theory of automata", p. 30. 
86 Ibid.. p. 3 1. 



90 

At the end of his lecture, von Neumann introduced an idea he felt will perhaps be 

more instructive in understanding living systems: automata that not only reproduce 

themselves, but can construct other automata. "Such an automaton," argued von Neumann, 

"performs more specifically what is probably a - if not the - typical gene function, self- 

reproduction plus production - or stimulation of production - of certain specific enzymes." 

To allow this automaton to perform both hinctions, von Neumann proposed the replacement 

of Io with IBF, which would give instructions for the construction of D plus another 

automaton F. When one inserts IBF into A within E, it then becomes EF, which has the 

property of self-reproduction (of automaton E) plus construction (of automaton F).87 

Although von Neumann spent a good portion of his lecture discussing a general 

biological phenornenon - self-reproduction, the meeting was attended primxily by 

psychologists and neurologists. In the discussion after the lecture, von Neumann qualified 

his position, and gave some indication of the relevance of his theory of self-reproduction to 

the study of the brain. The problem, for von Neumann, was not how the "central nervous 

system cm effect any one particular thing . . . It is rather: How does it do al1 the things that it 

can do, in their full complexity? What are the principles of its organization?"a* 

Von Neumann had begun with the logical structure of the nervous system as outlined 

by McCulloch and Pitts in his 1945 report on the EDVAC. In this context. he was concemed 

with the logical design of digital computers. After closer contact with the biomedicd 

comrnunity, however, von Neumann was drawn to the process of self-reproduction. How 

were von Neumann's interests in the brain and self-reproduction related? it is arguable that 

87 Ibid. 
88 Von Neumann. "Generai and logical theory of automata", p. 34. 



even in his early interest in the logical structure of the brain, he was drawn to problems of 

organization and complexity. In self-reproduction. he saw two key things: 1) a way of 

furthering his cornparisons of "natural" and "artificial" automata, and 2) a way of addressing 

the problem of complexity. Clearly, as he indicated in his letter to Wiener, von Neumann's 

interests went beyond the central nervous system, to issues of complexity and organization in 

the general biological sense. 

3.8 The University of Iiiinois Lectures, December 1949: 
Self-Reproducing Automata 

Von Neumann's subsequent work on automata theory continued to address the 

problems of organization and complexity. in December 1949, von Neumann delivered a 

senes of five lectures at the University of Illinois, on 'The Theory and Organization of 

Complicated Automata". The lectures were taped, but the recording was poor. Arthur Burks 

attended the lectures, and in 1966 he annotated and published Although Von 

Neumann's subsequent lectures on automata theory were based on his Hixon Symposium 

lecture, Aspray mies out any "progression of thought" explaining the differences in ideas 

between von Neumann's Hixon lecture and his lectures at the University of Illinois: in each 

case he was speaking to different audiences. The audience at the Hixon Symposium 

consisted mainly of psychologists and psychiabists, while those attending his Iilinois lectures 

89 Von Neumann, Theory ofserf-Reproducing Automata. N. Kathenne Hayles nises the question of how much 
of what appears in Theory of Self-Reproducing Automata is von Neumann and how much is Burks. Burks 
cleariy distinguishes between his comments and von Neumann's text, however, some of it has k e n  
ceconstructed by Burks. Hay les calls parts of Theory of Self- Reproducing Automata "Surks*s version". N .  
Katherine Hayles, How We Became Post-Humun: V i ~ i  Bodies in Cybernetics, Literamre, and Infomtics, 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999, p. 240,319n40. 



were mathematicians and computer scientists.90 However, one change is notable. Following 

the Hixon Symposium, von Neumann shifted to a cellular mode1 of self-reproduction, at the 

suggestion of his friend Stanislaw Ularn.91 

According to Burks, von Neumann concentrated on five main areas in these lectures: 

1) The analog-digital distinction; 2) the physicai and biological materials used as 

cornponents; 3) complexity; 4) logical organization; and 5) reliability.9' The problems of 

reliability and self-reproduction were central. Von Neumann's concept of reliability was 

related to the question "How cm reliable systems be constnicted from unreliable 

components?".93 ui addressing self-reproduction, von Neumann asked, "What kind of 

logicai organization is sufficient for an automaton to reproduce itself?".g4 Both problems 

were related to the issue of complexity, or, as von Neumann sometimes referred to it, 

"complication". Von Neumann believed that "the reliability of components limits the 

complexity of automata we can build," and that a self-reproducing automaton must 

necessarily be quite cornp1ex.g~ Here, through an examination of von Neumann's theory of 

Aspray. John von Neurnann. p. 3îOn9 1. 

Stanislaw Ularn, Adventures ofa Mathematician, New York Charles Scnbner's Sons, 1976, pp. 240-42. See 
aiso S.M. Ulam, "Random processes and transformations," Proceedings of the Internofional Congress of 
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92 Von Neumann. Theory of Self-Reproducing Automata. p. 22. 
93 The probabilistic aspects of von Neumann's theory of automata, conceming those fonned out of unreliable 
parts, is outlined in John von Neumann, "Probabilistic Logics and the Synthesis of ReliabIe Organisrns frorn 
UnreIiabIe Parts," in C.E. Shannon and J. McCarthy (eds.), Automata Studies, Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1956, pp. 43-98. 
94 Arthur W. Bwks in Von Neumann. nieory of SelfReproducing Automata, p. xvi; p. 19. According to 
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parts that cm malfunction." Goldstine, The Computerfiom Pascal to Von Neuntann, p. 275. 
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automata as  outlined in these lectures, we shall focus on his treatments of complexity and 

organization. 

3.8.1 The Second IUinois Lecture: The Synthetic Approach to Organisms 

Von Neumann's second Iilinois lecture concemed "Rigorous Theories of Control and 

Information". Because the lecture &anscript was incomplete, Burks has provided 

annotations. By "rigorous theories", von Neumann meant those involving logic, as opposed 

to probabilistic theories of information as advanced by Claude Shannon and Warren 

Weaver.96 Most of this lecture dedt with the work of Turing and of McCulloch and Pitts. 

Von Neumann noted that both works have severai aspects in common; particularly, that both 

endeavours connected formal logic to "certain fictitious mechanisms or axiomatic papa 

automata97 

Turing had connected formai logic to the process of computation, and demonstrated 

that such a process could be described in discrete logical ternis, in an algorithm or "decision 

procedure." The neural networks of McCulloch and Pitts were "isomorphic" with formal 

logic. But von Neumann noted a key difference between the two approaches. He described 

Turing's method as "integral", that is, Turing had descnbed the whole automaton and its 

functioning without concentrating on the elements that composed it. McCulloch and Pitts, in 

contrast, "descnbed structures which are built up from very simple elements, so that al1 you 

have to define axiornatically are the elements, and then their combination can be extremely 

96 Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver. nie Mathematical Theory of Communication, Urbana: University of 
Lihois Ptess, 1949. This probabiiistic aspect involved probabilistic logic, and was pursued by von Neumann in 
"ProbabiIistic logics", in Shannon and McCarthy, Autornata Stdies. 

g7 Von Neumann. Theory of Se[fi?eproducing Autornata. p. 43. 



complex."98 Von Neumann's axiomatization was synthetic in this sense. As he discussed in 

his Hixon lecture, von Neumann was concemed with the way in which elements are 

organized into a whole. Thus, his method involved explaining the functioning of the whole 

in tems of the functioning of its elements and their interaction - a very holistic approach. 

For von Neumann, in comparing organisms with artificial automata, one is faced with 

the problem that naturai automata are much more complex than artificiai automata; a fact 

which limits our understanding of natural automata. According to Burks, "von Neumann 

thought that the chief problems of autornata theory center around the concept of complexity," 

and von Neumann searched for a rigorous definition of complexity through his theory of 

automata.g9 In this sense, von Neumann's theory of automata was fint and foremost a 

logicizl theory of automata. 

3.8.2 The Fifth Illinois Lecture: The Togical Description'' of Organisms 

Von Neumann began his fifth lecture by noting that in other automata, such as the 

Turing machine or the McCulloch-Pins neural network, the inputs and outputs are 

qualitatively different from the automata themselves. However, he argued that to complete a 

discussion of autornata, one must consider autornata "which have outputs something like 

themselves."l~ This is not producing matter out of nothing, but rather, von Neumann 

imagined "automata which can modify objects similar to themselves. or effect syntheses by 

picking up parts and putting them together, or take synthesized entities apart." 

98 Ibid. 
99 ibid., p. 23. 
loO Von Neumann, Theory of SelfReproducing Automata, p. 75. 



Here, von Neumann's initial metaphoncal conception of a self-reproducing 

automaton departed somewhat from the strictly logical theory based on the universal Turing 

machine. However, like Turing's "unambiguous" logical architecture, von Neumann began 

with a list of 'knambiguously defined parts". He continued: 

Imagine that there is a practically unlimited supply of these parts floating 
around in a large container. . . . One can then imagine an automaton 
Functioning in the following manner: It also is floating around in this medium; 
its essential activity is to pick up parts and put them together or if aggregates 
of parts are found to take them apart.101 

Von Neumann admitted that this was only a simplified axiomatization of what really occurs 

in organisms. However, as Burks noted, the emphasis here is on organization of complicated 

organisms, not the structure of matter or of the parts. 

For von Neumann, the elementary units in this mode1 are neurons (in the sense of 

McCulloch and Pitts): "muscle" elements "rnake and cut fixed contacts" and "supply 

energy". In each case, the units are described with a degree of superficidity; again, Von 

Neumann was not interested in the parts as "real things", but was more interested in how they 

were organized. Important questions for von Neumann were, in the words of Burks, "What 

principles are involved in organizing these elementary parts into functioning organisms, what 

are the traits of such organisms, and what are the essential quantitative characteristics of such 

organisms?" lo2 

In essense, von Neumann searched for a definitive concept of complication. Von 

Neumann concedes that so far, we only have a somewhat vague and imperfect notion of what 

this is. Here, he links the concept of complication to information theory, but it goes beyond 

IOL Ibid. 
IO2 Von Neumann. Thcory of Se[f-Reproducing Auromta, p. 77. 



statisticai measurements of quantities of information. In von Neumann's words, 

complication is 

effectivity in complication, or the potentiality to do things. 1 am not thinking 
of how involved the object is, but how involved its purposive operations are. 
In this sense, an object is of the highest degree of complexity if it can do very 
difficult and involved things [my ernpha~isJ.10~ 

Invoived things, in this context, referred to highly elaborate processes. In von Neumum's 

view, a remarkable aspect of living organisrns was their ability to reproduce and gradually, 

over time, become more complex. This echoed his intrigue with the notion of an entity 

producing something that is "more complicated" than iüelf. For von Neumann, the fact that 

living organisms exist in the fint place is highly improbable in a thennodynamic sense. But 

furthemore, says von Neumann, organisms evolve: they become more complex over time: 

Today's organisms are phylogenetically descended from others which were 
vastly simpler than they are, so  much simpler, in fact, that it's inconceivable 
how any kind of description of the later, complex organism could have existed 
in the earlier one. It's not easy to imagine in what sense a gene, which is 
probably a low order affair, cm contain a description of the human being 
which will corne from it. But in this case you cm Say that a gene has its effect 
only within another human organism, it probably need not contain a complete 
description of what is to happen, but only a few cues for a few altematives.lM 

In contrast, in artificial automata, complication is degenerative: logically, "an organism 

which synthesizes something is necessarily more complicated.. .than the organization it 

synthesizes." In von Neumann's view, in studying artificial automata, there does exist a 

criticai "size" or level of complication, below which the process of self-reproduction is 

Io3 Ibid., p. 78. 

IOQ Von Neumann. Theory of Serf-Reproducing Automata, pp. 78-9. 



degenerative, but above which the process "can become explosive".l0s It was this critical 

size that von Neumann searched for. 

In his outline of self-reproducing automata in this lecture, von Neumann incorporates, 

as he did in his 1948 lecture, a "logical description" of the automata to be considered. For 

von Neumann, this description is ariomatic, similar to a binary tape in the sense of Turing: a 

primary set of rules (axioms) deductively generates the entire automata behaviour. These are 

the rules of the Turing machine [Figure 3.21. "Ones" have side attachments and "zeroes" do 

not. The binary tape is constnicted from "rigid elements" and acts as a "verbal descnption" 

of the automaton. 

Burks elaborated Von Neumann's actual description of a self-reproducing automaton 

in this lecture.Iù6 Von Neumann descnbed the system as having four main parts. Automaton 

A is constructive, automaton X is the automaton produced, and automaton B is the copying 

automaton. @(X) is the logical descnption of automaton X, and C is a controlling element. 

Von Neumann cailed the aggregation (A + B + C) the universal constmctor: it possessed the 

ability to constnict, to copy, and to control its own behaviour. When given a description of 

itself, @(A + B + C), C, the controlling element, directed B to copy the description twice, 

yielding 

( A + B + C ) + O ( A + B + C ) + ( P ( A + B + C ) .  

C then directed A to produce automaton (A + B + C) from one copy of this descnption. The 

result is 

( A + B + C ) + ( A + B + C ) + < P ( A + B + C ) .  

los Ibid.. p. 80. 
106 B urks in Von Neumann, Theory of Sc~Reprodueing Aufornafa. p. 85. 



C then tied the new automaton and its description together and cut it loose. Two automata 

result: 

(A + B + C), the original, and 

( A + B + C ) + O ( A + B + C ) .  

Von Neumann observed that the latter is self-reproductive. 

In this model, the "description" of the automaton to be reproduced is an essential 

concept, and demonstrates the "logical" nature of von Neumann's concept of self- 

reproduction. However, his view of this element in this context is somewhat different than 

its corresponding elernent in von Neumann's 1948 model. In his Hixon lecture, von 

Neumann used the terms "description" and "instruction" interchangeably, and emphasized 

that the descnption of the automaton was not a "marked tape" in the sense of Turing, rather it 

contained "aggregates of elementary parts", but at the same tirne contained a description of 

the object to be constructed. However, in a discussion of the implications of the model, he 

argued that the "instruction ID roughly [effects] the function of the gene" [my emphasis].'07 

Von Neumann. "Generai and logicd theory of automata**. p. 30. 



Figure 3.2- A binary tape constructed from ngid elements. 
From von Neumann, Theory of Self-Reproducing Automata, p. 306. 



Despite this conflation of terms, in both his lectures on self-reproducing automata, it 

is arguable that von Neumann had in rnind the description element in the same sense that 

Turing did when he sketched out the universal Turing machine. Rather than an outline of an 

algorithrnic procedure, the description was exactly that: a complete, unambiguous "verbal" 

representation of the automaton to be constructed. 

3.83 The %ogical Description" and Cornplexity 

By the late L940s, few scientists had drawn the conclusion that DNA was the genetic 

materiai of the ce11.108 As Burks has noted, the "'atorns" that made up von Neumann's 

automata existed at a much higher level than the atoms or molecules of living systems. Burks 

argued that von Neumann's mode1 "is not suitable for modelling the chernical, physicai, or 

biological aspects of reproduction. It was intended more for modelling the control, 

organization, programming, and logical aspects of reproduction."I0g Although von Neumann 

ailuded to his 1948 model's relevance for undentanding biological self-reproduction, it was 

not until 1953, with the discovery of the structure of DNA by James Watson and Francis 

Crick, that one could even begin to map von Neumann's components onto the genetic 

components of a cell. 1 l0 

There is much ambiguity in von Neumann's 1948 use of the term "instruction". 

However, by 1949, von Neumann explained that his notion of "instructions" was more 

log Claus Emmeche, The Garden in the Machine: nie Emerging Science of Anifieui Lifc. Trans. Stevcn 
Sarnpson, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994, p. 5 1, 
log Arthur W. Burks. 'Von Neumann's sdf-rrpraducing automata," in Wiiliarn Aspray and Arthur Burks (eds.) 
Papers of John von Neumann on Cornpuring and Cornputer Theory, Cambridge, MA: MM' Press, 1987, pp. 
491-552, p. 483. 
ID. Watson and F.H.C. Crick, "Genetical implications of the stmcnne of deoxyribonucleic and." Naxure 

(1953) 17 1 : 964-967. 



closely related to the notion of Turing's. In a discussion of the McCuIloch-Pitts neural 

network model, von Neumann argued that a "literary description of what an automaton is 

supposed to do is simpler than the complete diagram of the automaton."lii He also noted 

that a universal Turing machine is an automaton capable of performing the hinctions of any 

other automaton when provided with its "logical description". This held even for those 

automata that were more complicated than the universal automaton. In von Neumann's 

words, 

a lesser degree of complexity in an automaton c m  be compensated for by an 
appropriate increase of complexity of the instructions. The importance of 
Turing's research is just this: that if you constmct an automaton just right, then 
any additional requirements about the automaton can be handled by 
suflciently elaborate instructions [my emphasis] . 1 l 

For Turing, the complexity of the process of computation was embodied in adequately 

precise "instructions1'. For von Neumann, one could address the problem of the "vicious 

circle", that is, an univend automaton being able to construct an automaton more 

complicated than itself, by ensunng that the instructions were sufficientiy detailed and 

precise. Burks elaborated on the way in which von Neumann described the "instructions" in 

the construction, by a universal automaton, of an arbitrary automaton A. The instructions 

contained a "representation of the automaton A in the form of a dictionary, which tells, for 

each state of A and each tape syrnbol, the next state of A and what is to be done to the 

tape." l In this sense, it represents digitally the "table of behaviour" in the Turing machine. 

The universal automaton c m  read any such instruction and act on it. 

l Burh in Theory of Self-Reproducing Aurumata, p. 47. 
l2 Von Neumann, Theory of SelfReproducing Automata, p. 50. 



3.9 CelluIar Automata 

Arthur Burks has termed von Neuman's 1948 model of a self-reproducing automaton 

his "kinematic model". Although described in formal tenns, von Neumann's kinematic 

automaton was conceived as having concrete, raw materials, and its behaviour was, in a 

sense, "robotic". 1 14 According to S tanislaw ülam, in 1949. following von Neumann's 

University of Illinois lectures, Ulam and von Neumann began developing a model of 

automata that was even more f o n d  and abstract than the kinematic m0del.1~~ Von 

Neumann began setting these ideas to paper late in 1952 and produced a manuscnpt, 'The 

Theory of Automata: Construction, Reproduction, Homogeneity," which he sent to several 

colleagues in October 1952. In March 1953, von Neumann delivered the Vanuxem Lectures 

at Princeton, a senes of four talks entitled "Machines and Organisms". Neither the 

manuscript not the lectures were ever forrnally published by von Neumann. but in 1955, the 

Hungmian-born mathematician John Kemeny ( 1926-1992) published an article based on the 

Vanuxem Lectures,l16 and in 1966, Burks published an annotated version of the 

manuscnpt.~ 17 

Von Neumann began with a large "space" divided into cells - a "lattice" or grid of 

finite automata. [Figure 3.31 Each ce11 could only be in one of a finite nurnber of States, each 

govemed by a set of rules. The cells that make up the automaton are sunounded by "inert" 

cells. Kemeny described von Neumann's cellular automaton as having three types of cells. 

"Nerve cells", in the sense of McCulloch and Pitts neurons, provided logical control. 

Burks in Von Neumann. Theory of Self Reproducing Automara, p. 50. 
Emmeche. Garden in the Machine, p. 56. 

l l5 ülam, "Random processes". 
I6 John Kemeny. "Man viewed as a machine," Scientific American. April 1955, Vol. 192, pp. 58-67. 



"Transmission cells" carried messages from the control centres and could receive and 

transmit impulses. "Muscles" could change the surrounding cells. The state of each ce11 was 

determined by its state and the state of its surrounding cells at the previous instant. 

The functioning of von Neumann's cellular automaton was govemed by the principles 

of mathematical logic. Each ce11 had two stable states that corresponded to "the basic tnith 

values of true and false in logics" [original ernphasisl.1 l8  To these states, von Neumann 

attached the binary symbols 1 and 0, and as Burks noted, this allows the application of 

Boolean algebra. As in the McCulloch-Pitts model of a neural network, the propositional 

hnctions AND, OR, and NOT (von Neumann designated them - , +, and -) govemed the 

behaviour of the "neural" cells. Each ce11 had inputs and outputs. outputs becoming the 

inputs of other neural cells. Von Neumann listed the d e s  governing the behaviour of these 

neural cells.llg [Figure 3.41 The input lines of a neuron are designated "a" and "b", and the 

output line is "c". The "+" (OR) neuron will be excited at time t if and only if either the 

neuron with output a or the neuron with output b are excited at time t-1. The "- " (AND) 

neuron will be excited at tirne t if and only if the neuron with output line a and the neuron 

with output Iine b are excited at time t-1. The "-" (NOT) neuron will be excited at time t if 

and only if the neuron with output line a is not excited at time t-1. 

Von Neumann's cellular automaton also had "instructions", a "tail containing the 

blueprint of what it is to build. This tail is a very long strip [of cells] containing coded 

instructions." lZ0 As in von Neumann's kinematic model, where the complexity of the process 

l7 Burks in Von Neumann, ntcory of ScFRepmducing Automata, pp. 9 1-246. 
l8  Burks in Von Neumann, Theory of SeFReproducUrg Automata, p. 99. 
Burks in Von Neumann, Theory of Se&Reproducing Automuta, p. 100. 
Kemeny , "Man viewed as a machine". p. 66. 



of self-reproduction and of the automaton itself was embodied in the "instnictions", here too 

the cellular automaton is able to achieve self-reproduction through the replication of the 

instructions. In Kemeny's words, 

the secret of the machine is that it does not try to copy itself. Von Neumann 
designed a machine that can build any machine fiom a description of it. and 
hence can build one like itself. Then it is an easy matter to copy the large but 
sinpie tail containing the instictions and agach it 10 the offspring.!'! 

This "tail" could be as large as 150,000 cells long, but was simple. The cells in the tail were 

either "on" or "off', and in this way held the code for the instructions. 

As artificial life pioneer Christopher Langton has noted. von Neumann's cellular 

model achieved a further abstraction of the mechanics of self-reproduction to a logical 

forrn.1" Langton argues that von Neumann tumed from his kinematic mode1 to the cellular 

mode1 because he had "decided that this model [the kinematic model] did not properly 

distinguish the logic of the process from the material of the process."IB 

121 ibid. 
lu Christopher G. Langton, "Anificiai life," in Christopher G. Langton (ed.) Anifcial L$e, Vol VI. Santa Fe 
Institute Studies in the Sciences of Complexity, Addison-Wesley, 1988, pp. 1-47, p. 11. 
123 Ibid., p. 13. 



Figwe 3.3 - A "highly simplifiied" diagram of the conceptual units in Von Neumann's 
cellular automata, as ilIustrated by John Kemeny. The darkest squares are %erve 
ceiis", the next iightest squares are ceus", and the next iightest are transmission 
cells. The crosshatched squares are the W9' which bear the instructions of the 
machine. Double hatching represents an "on9' signal; single hatehiog an 'kff' signal. 
Empty squares are units of the environment. From Kemeny, "Man viewed as a 
machine", p. 66. 
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Figwe 3.4 - The basic neurons in von Neumann's cellular automata. From von 
Neumann, Theory of Self-Reproducing Automata, p. 306. 



3.10 Conclusion 

Burks has argued that the development of von Neumann's theory of automata was 

fueled by his interest in the notion of "complication" in artificiai automata such as digitai 

computing machine~."12~ Von Neumann had hope for building cornplex. high-speed 

computen, and viewed complexity as a concept closely related to the ability of an automaton 

to reproduce itself. However, "reproduction" was also a biological concept for von Neumann 

- his analogies were always to the behaviour of natural organisms. Although his kinematic 

and cellular models of reproduction were abstract. and dealt only with the logical control of 

reproduction, his thoughts on replication were initiaily influenced by his interactions with 

biologists. 

In her account of information metaphon in biology during the 1950s and 1960s. Kay 

has argued that von Neumann's work on automata can be placed within the dominant 

"paradigrn of information" in biology.125 However, in his theory of self-reproducing 

automata, "information", for von Neumann, behaved precisely as "instructions". Von 

Neumann's automata theory rose out of logic, as he aimed to present a logical definition of 

the process of self-reproduction. Logic, according to Burks, involves formalizing natural 

language, this formalization being a type of mathematical modeling, and as such, automata 

theory is a branch of logic.126 Thus, in Burks's view, automata theory cm be seen as part of 

the tradition of fomalization. In its relationship to biology, "the formalization of natural 

L24 Burks in von Neumann, 7'heory of Serf-Repruducing Automara, pp. 19-20. 
125 &y, Who Wrotc the Book of Lifc?, pp. 1 10-1 14. 

126 Arthur W. Binks, 'Zogk, bioology, and automata. Some historicd reflections," I n t e m o t i o ~ l  Joumcil of 
Man-Machine Studies (1975) 7: 297-3 12, p. 298. 



language is one application of logic to Wology broadly conceived, but it is limited to a 

particular biologicai system, man, and only to one of his skills, language use."127 However, 

beyond "natural language", (as in Leibniz and Boole), logic could be applied to biology in 

other ways. In the work of McCulloch and Pitts, logic was applied to thought and neural 

activity. Von Neumann gave the process of self-reproduction a logical bais, as Turing had 

done for the process of computation, and as McCulloch and Pitts had done for reasoning and 

brain activity. 

Von Neumann was intrigued by the vast complexity of naniral organisrns as wholes - 

not just the brain. In particular, he was attracted to the process of self-reproduction and the 

apparent paradox in the fact that organisms were capable of self-reproduction with no 

decrease in complexity. The complexity and organization of organisrns, for von Neumann, 

were the results of an end-directed process. in the words of biologist Colin S. Pittendrigh 

( 19 19- 1996), who was a professor at Princeton during von Neumann's time there, 

1 recall a wonderful conversation with John von Neumann in which we 
explored the difference between 'order' and 'organization' and his insistence (1 
already believed it) that the concept of organization (as contextually defined in 
its everyday use) always involved 'purpose' or end-directedness.128 

Von Neumann acknowledged that the process of self-reproduction itself was cornplex, and 

aimed to develop a Iogical theory of self-reproduction in the way that McCulloch and Pitts 

did for that activity of neurai networks in the brain. Although von Neumann was influenced 

by the McCulloch-Pitts work, and made analogies between neurai nets and the Iogical design 

of digital cornputen, his involvement with memben of the biomedical community initiated 

- 

lu Ibid.. p. 301. 
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his interest in the study of the organization and complexity of organisms. While von 

Neumann believed information theory would one day have to be incorporated into his theory 

of automata, the "description" or "instructions" specified were to be logically based. 

Von Neumann's work on self-reproducing automata was left incomplete, yet his 

models of self-reproducing automata later caught the attention of those who were interested 

in developing models - both rnechmicai and mathematical - of self-replication. Von 

Neumann's ideas were punued by mathematicians and theoretical biologists, and his work 

not only influenced ideas about biologicai replication, but also prompted others to take his 

mode1 one step further, producing models of development. This will be dealt with in detail in 

the next chapter. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Explainhg Organized Complexity : Automata Theory and Biological Develo pmen t 

4.1 Introduction 

Followin~ the work of John von Neumann, during the late 1950s there were efforts by 

mathematicians and theoretical biologists to develop self-reproducing automata, as a way of 

understanding the biological process of self-replication. Von Neumann's automata theory 

had presented a way of describing the process in logical terms, and addressed the complexity 

of self-reproduction - both structural and process-oriented. Von Neumann had avoided the 

problems of complexity and organization in natural and artificial automata by stipulating that 

self-reproducing automata must possess sufficiently "involved" instructions. 

These later models dealt exclusively with the process of self-reproduction. By the 

mid 1960s, however, automata theory, as developed by Turing and von Neumann, was seen 

to be useful in elucidating the developrnental process in organisms, that is, the process 

whereby a single, simple zygote or fertilized egg divides, differentiates, and grows to become 

a complex, adult organism. Automata theory was seen to provide a way of doing this, as it 

dealt with the interaction of elements in a dynamic system. 

This chapter will focus on the work of one of the strongest proponents of the use of 

automata theory in development: Michael J. Apter @. 1939). Apter's 1966 book Cybemetics 

and Development attempted to constmct a theory of biological development based on 

automata theory. It will be shown that Apter's detailed arguments for the relevance of 

automata theory in development were strongly influenced by two factors: 1) the 



characterization of the branches of cybemetics offered by his mentor, Frank H. George, and 

2) his collaboration with the developmental biologist Lewis Wolpert, who, dunng the early 

1960s, was committed to a holistic view of the developing organism. Apter's work 

incorporated the concept of "instructions" or a "program" in development, and, similar to von 

Neumann's work on self-reproduction, demonstrated an appreciation of the dynamic 

complexity of the developmental process. 

Through an examination of Apter's and Wolpert's critique of information theory as 

applicd to developm& this chapter will also highlight the contrast between the concepts of 

"information" and "instruction" as metaphors in biology during this period. It appears as  

though information theory was seen by some to provide a method of measuring structural 

complexity and order; while automata theory was seen to address the problem of the 

developrnent of such cornplexity, or ptocess-o~ent~d cornplexity; as well as the organization 

and interaction of parts. 

4.2 Building on Von Neumann: Automata Theory Before Apter 

As we saw in Chapter One, the roots of automata theory were in Turing's search for a 

theoreticai ba i s  of computation. John von Neumann's general theory of automata gave a 

logical description of the process of self-reproduction, and his work led to other studies on 

cellular automata, panicularly by Arthur Burks. Burks probably did the most to expand von 

Neumann's cellular automata model, editing a collection of essays in which othea built on 

von Neumann's work. ' 

Arthur W. Burks, Essays on C e B h r  Automora, Urbaoa: University of Illinois Press, 1970. 



Recently, the theoretical biologist H.H. Pattee observed an important categorical 

distinction between abstract models of self-reproduction and mechanical models of self- 

reproduction. Abstract models, according to Pattee, involve simulation, and are symbolic or 

formal. Mechanical rnodels, on the other hand, are literal, material realizations of the 

process. Simulations, in Pattee's words, "are not judged as functionai replacements, but by 

how well they generate similar morphologies or parallel behaviours of some specified aspects 

of a system."' In this sense, they are metaphoncal, not literal. Although von Neumann's 

models of self-reproduction were not "literai" representations, those who were infiuenced by 

von Neumann's theory of automata and addressed the problem of self-reproduction 

developed both "metaphorical" and "literal" models. in 1958, the British geneticist Lionel S. 

Penrose (1898- 1972), working with his son, Roger Penrose, developed a mechanical mode1 

of self-reproduction with blocks as its element~.~ Homer Jacobson also derived a kinematic, 

mechanical mode1 based on a type of "train system" that had the ability to reproduce specific 

sequences of train cars! The focus of these models was often on their perceived relevance 

for understanding nucleic acid replication.' 

But the theory of self-reproducing automata by itself could not address what Apter 

saw as an even more complex process: biological development. Indeed, whole, multicellular 

organisms did not rnerely "self-reproduce"; rather, they developed and grew from simple 

structures to complex, highly organized entities. 

- -  - 
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4.3 Michael J. Apter - Background 

Michael J. ~ p t e r ~  snidied under Frank Honywill George ( 192 1 - 1997) at the 

psychology department at the University of Bristol, receiving his PhD in psychology in 1964 

with the dissertation "Growth and Communication". George was a pioneer in the British 

cybemetics movement. One of his first books, The Brain as a Cornputer (1962). was later 

translated into many languages and was eventuaily released as a second edition.' Along with 

George's earlier work8, the book was influential in bringing cybemetic ideas to other 

acadernic disciplines. h 1953-54 George spent a sabbatical year in Princeton's psychology 

department, and was influenced by the work of John von Neumann, who was then at 

Princeton's Institute for Advanced Study. George left Bristol in 1964 to work in industry and 

education, and was exposed to several other important figures in the British cybernetics 

movement, such as Stafford Beer and Gordon Pask. In 1968, George became Director of the 

Institute of Cybernetics at Brune1 University in Uxbridge. 

George made arguments supporting the relevance of cybernetics in undentanding 

human behaviour, and the power of mathematical logic in shedding light on the workings of 

complex systems such as the human brain? As early as 1956 he was publishing in 

Rashevsky's Bulletin of Mathematical Biophysics on the McCulIoch-Pitts neural networks 

and their connection to behaviour.IO In his 1958 Science paper, George distinguished 

- -- 
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between paper-and-pencil logical nets, such as the McCulloch-Pitts neural networks, and 

those built as hardware machines, such as those of his colleagues: Grey Walter's ~~ecularir' '  

and Ross Ashby's ~omeostat. " 

43.1 George's Classificatory Scheme for Cybernetics 

George believed the term bbcybemetics" covered a large breadth of fields, including 

"language, logic, rnathematics, physics, and biology.. .."13 In an effort to clarifj the different 

uses of the term, and the problems to which it applied, George presented a classificatory 

scheme that was to provide a frarnework for Apter's later work. Apter recently recalled that 

"Frank George always saw cybemetics as having these .. . three components: control. 

communication. and ~om~utation."'~ The "control" aspect of cybernetics refemd to 

operations research. "Communication" was based on information theory, and "computation" 

was connected to automata theory. 

4.3.1.1 Information Theory: An Overview 

Information theory, or "communication theory", as George called it, dealt with the 

general situation of an information source, a message that is transmitted. and a receiver of the 

message. Also present was an interference or "noise" source that disturbed the transmission 

of the message [Figure 4.1 ] Information theory was rooted in the notion that information is 

-- - 

" W.G. Walter, "A machine that leams," Scientific Arnerican (1951) 185: 60-3; W.G. Walter, n e  Living Brain, 
London: Duckworth, 1953. 
'' W. R. Ashby, Design for a Bmin, London: Chapman and Hall, 1952, Chapter 8; W.R. Ashby. An hrroduction 
to Cybernetics, London: Chapman and Hall, 1956. 
l3 George, Automation, p. 45. 



Figure 4.1 - uCommunication". Generaiized picture of a communication situation on a 
'iioisy" channe1 From Frank George, Brain as o Computer, p. 30. 

'' Michael J. Apter, Penonal Communication, 6 August 1999. 



measurable. The "information theory" cntiqued by Apter and WoIpert had its beginnings in 

the work of Claude Shannon (b. 19 16).15 It formed the bais of communication systems pnor 

to World War II, consisting of a message source, a communication channel (subject to noise), 

. and a message receiver. In this context, information is measured in terms of probability. As 

Shannon wrote, "the acnial message is one selectedfrom a set of possible messages" [original 

emphasis].16 In Henry Quastler's words, information theory is characterized by the 

"measurement of the degree to which a thing (or a condition, or an event) is specified; that is. 

of the degree to which it differs from other possible things."" The "information" that is 

measured is represented in binary notation. Binary numbers, for example, 100 10 1 1. 

symbolize events. Certain "laws of association" define the "meaning" of each digit and their 

combination.18 These laws essentially form a "code". 2" code groups can be represented by 

n binary symbols. Thus, if r represents the number of possible events, the number of binary 

digits needed (n) will be equal to log 2 r. For exarnple, eight events c m  be represented by 

numbers consisting of three binary digits (log 2 8 = 3): 

Event A 
Event B 
Event C 
Event D 
Event E 
Event F 
Event G 
Event H 

l5 C.E. Shannon, "A mathematicai theory of communication." Beil Sysrem Technical Journal (1948) 27: 379- 
423; 623-656; Claude E Shannon and Warren Weaver, The Mathematicai Theory of Communication, Urbana: 
University of alinois Press, 1949. 
16 Shannon and Weaver, Mathemarical Theory of Cornmunicarion, p. 3. 
17 Henry Quastier, "A primer on information theory." in Hubert P. Yockey (ed.) Symposium on informarion 
Theory in Biofogy, London: Pergamon, 1958, pp. 3-49; p. 5. 
l8 Ibid., p. 9. 



This example holds if al1 events have an equal probability of occumng. For those events 

with unequal probabilities, Shannon denved a formula representing H, the average number of 

binary digits needed to represent each event: H = d pi log 2 pi .  19 

4.3.1.2 Automata Theory as a Branch of Cybernetics 

Automata theory, in George's view, was synonyrnous with the "theory of Iogical 

nets"" pioneered by McCulloch and Pitts. It also dealt with the logical aspects of complex 

processes, such as computation (Turing) and self-reproduction (von Neumann). George also 

emphasized the standard of effectiveness in cybemetics, a concept linked to the mathematical 

foundations of automata theory. An effective procedure, in George's view. was an algorithm. 

achieved by "the construction of a theory that can be translated into a particular bluepnnt 

form.. .."." Logical nets such as those of McCulloch and Pitts were just such "blueprints". 

4.3.2 George and Apter at Bristol University 

Apter's fint contact with George was in the final year of his f int  degree in 

psychology at Bristol, 1959-60. Apter was emolled in several courses George gave dunng 

this year, and was inspired. He eventually developed an intellectual relationship with 

George, who was enthusiastic about Apter's work? Apter graduated in 1960, and George 

arranged for Apter to go to Princeton to do graduate work; he felt it would be a good place 

for Apter to take his PhD. 

- -- -- 

'' Quastler, "Primer on information theory". pp. 13-17; Shannon and Weaver. Mathemuticai Theory of 
Communication, pp. 18-22; 99- 106. 
Frank EL George. The Brain as a Cornputer, Second Edition. Oxford: Pergamon, 1973, p. 40. 

2' F.H. George. "Models in cybemetics." in J.W.L. Bernent (ed.). ModeL and Aiurlogues in BioIogy. Society 
for Erpenntental BioIogy Symposium XN, Cambridge: Cambridge University Ras, 1960, pp. 169-19 1 ; p. 170. 



Apter became a research assistant there, but found his time Very boring in 

cornparison with the excitement [he] had felt at   ri stol.'" He recalls that there was much 

going on at Bristol in cybemetics, and Apter was motivated by this rnovement to develop a 

unified framework for concepts in diverse fields such as engineering, biology, psychology, 

and sociology. About halfway through his fint  year at Princeton, Apter decided to return to 

Bristol to have George as his supervisor. Apter's training here was more in a cybernetic 

tradition than a biological one. As Apter recalls, "the problems that presented thernselves to 

me, in the context that 1 was in, were essentially cybemetics and automata theory 

problems."'4 

Apter describes Bristol as a "centre" of cybemetic work dunng this penod. Besides 

Frank George at Bristol, the neurologist-psychiatrist-cybemetician Ross Ashby (1903- 1972) 

was at the Burden Neurological Institute in Bristol (from c. 1957-1960), and Apter counted 

W. Grey Walter (1910-1977), aiso at the Burden Institute from 1939 through to 1970, as a 

persona1 friend. Although Apter was "technicaily" doing his thesis in a psychology 

department, he saw himself as entering the field of cybemetics. When he initially entitled his 

thesis "Growth and Communication", he thought it might be psychologicai growth he would 

be looking at, however, he rapidly focused on a problem "subsequentiy dealt with in the 

thesis": given the McCulloch-Pitts neural networks, how could such a network arise? 

One of Apter's starting points was the work that Frank George had been doing on 

neural n e t ~ o r k s . ~  As Apter recalls: 

Michael I. Apter, Personal Communication, 6 August 1999. 
Apter, Personal Communication. 6 August 1999. 
Ibid, 
George, 'Zogical networks and behavioui'; F.H. George, 'Zogicd networks and pmbability." Buhtin of 

Mathematical Bwphysics (1957) 19: 187-199. 



1 started off asking myself what I thought then was a psychological question, 
was given that there were these networks that learned, where do the networks 
themselves corne from? Where did the original structure corne from? And 
how could that develop fiom an even sirnpler strt~chire? That's why some of 
my models, particularly the automata model, the Turing model, is really about 
developing a sort of network ~ ~ s t e r n . ' ~  

Apter was distinguishing learning, in the psychological sense, from development. There was 

a lot of work being done on the McCulloch-Pitts neural networb, mc! the way in which they 

"leam", but Apter went further, asking how these basic structures came to be in a biologicai 

sense, while the brain is developing. If the basic structure is a network, Apter asked himself, 

how can one get a network from only one node in the network? With these sorts of questions 

in rnind, Apter moved out of the realm of pure psychology towards biology. With a view to 

leaming more about current work in biology, Apter contacted the developmental biologist 

Lewis Wolpert (b. 1929), who was in the Zoology department at the University of London, 

King's College. 

4.4 Levels of Organization and "RuIesy' for Development 

Although at the time, Lewis Wolpert focused his research efforts on biologicai 

problems, his early training was in engineering and industry. He received a B.Sc.Eng. from 

the University of Witwatersrand, and from 195 1 to 1954 worked in the field of engineering. 

However. by 1958, he had joined the Zoology deparmient at King's. Beginning in 196 1, 

Wolpert published a series of papes with the Swedish biologist Tyrggve Gustafson, then at 

the Werner-Gren hstitute at the University of ~tockholrn.~ Dunng the 1950s, Gustafson 

" Apter, Personal Communication. 6 August 1999. 
T. Gustafson and L. Wolpert, 'Studies on ihe cellular basis of morphogenesis in the sea w h i n  embryo: 

Gastrulation in vegetalized farvae," Erpenmental Cell Research. (196 1) 22: 437-49; T. Gustafson and L. 
Wolpert, "Cellular mechanisms in the morphogenesis of the sea utchin 1wa: The formation of the arms," 



was a pioneer in the study of sea urchin embryo gastnilation, using time-lapse 

c i n e r n a t ~ g r a ~ h ~ . ~ ~  Wolpert's collaborative efforts with Gustafson dealt mainly with the 

problem of morphogenesis and pattern-formation in the sea urchin. In a 196 1 Discovery 

arti~le,'~ Gustafson and Wolpen presented models to explain what they cal1 "changes in 

form" - morphogenetic changes - in sea urchin development. Rather than emphasize the 

biochemicai aspects of development, Gustafson and Wolpert focused on the basic processes 

of shape formation in the developing sea urchin embryo, such as blastula formation and 

changes in ce11 sheet curvature. They argued that through a few simple cellular activities - 

narnely pseudopodal activity, pulsatory activity, and changes in ce11 contact relations - one 

could explain severai morphogenetic phenornena in early sea urchin deve l~~rnen t .~~  

Gustafson and Wolpert emphasized the interconnectedness of the parts of the sea urchin at 

different levels of organization: for example, changes in the ce11 membrane biochemistry and 

adhesion could lead to a transformation of cell-sheet curvature. 

Gustafson and Wolpert postulated that the development of the embryo might be 

connected to a specific distribution of these events over space and time. Although they 

presented no explanation for how this distribution might be specified by the cell, they 

believed that the changes from the simplicity of the egg to the complexity of the adult are 

Erpenmental Ce11 Research (1961) 22: 509-20; T. Gustafson and L. Wolpert, "Studies on the cellular bais of 
morphogenesis in the sea urchin embryo: Directed movements of primary mesenchyme cells in nomai and 
vegetalized larvae," Erperimental Cell Res. (196 1) 24: 64-79; L. Wolpert and T, Gustafson, "Studies on the 
cellular basis of morphogenesis in the sea urchin embryo: Development of skeletal pattern," Experimenral Ce11 
Research (1961) 25: 31 1-325; L. Wolpert and T. Gustafson, "Studies on the cellular basis of rnorphogenesis in 
the sea urchin embryo: The formation of the blastula," Experimenral Cell Research (196 1) 25: 374-382; T. 
Gustafson and L. Wolpert, "Celhdar mechanisms in the morphogenesis of the sea urchin lama: Change in shape 
of ce11 sheets," Erperimenral Cell Research (1962) 27: 260-279; T. Gustafson and L, WoIpert, "Studies on the 
cellular basis of morphogenesis in the sea urchin embryo: Formation of the coelom, the mouth, and the primary 
pore-canai." -rimental Cell Resevrch ( 1963) 29: 56 1-82. 

See T. Gustafson and H. Kinnander, 'Gastruiation in the sea urchin lama studied by tirne-lapse 
cinematography," Ekperimental Ce11 Research (1956) 10: 733-4. 



govemed by a few simple rules. To illustrate their point, they provided an example of such a 

"self-cornplexing system": 

If one has an irregular polygon and one gives the simple instruction to connect 
d l  junctions between lines, a quite complicated pattern of lines results . . . 
While this is only a garne, one must not despair that one may find simple mles 
for the developrnent of complex patterns in embryos." [Figure 4.21 

What is noteworthy about the Gustafson-Wolpert approach is their ernphasis on explaining 

complexity historically, accounting for it by acknowledging that it results from a dynamic 

process. In fact, their basic question was how one rnay get from a simple entity to one that is 

complex; it is not only "static" or "structural" complexity that is to be explained, but also 

"process-oriented" complexity. 

The idea of "simple mles" being executed in a particular time sequence was also 

developed in their later work. In a review essay of their previous work on sea urchin 

development, Gustafson and Wolpert distinguished between the terms "information" and 

"instructions" in the context of complexity and development: 

It is fashionable nowadays to talk in tems of "information" and one is 
tempted to ask such a question as: what and where is the information for 
mouth and coelom in the egg? This may be a misleading formulation of the 
question. It rnay be more fruitful to ask: how are the processes that bring 
about each separate step that lead to, for instance, the mouth, specified? To 
speciv these is much simplet than io speciQ the final product, which has 
numerable properties not directly specified in these steps. Variation in the 
pattern of such simple cellular processes as we have emphasized here can lead 
to a tremendous variety of f o r ~ n s . ~ ~  

It is more logicai, in their view, to specify the simple steps - the process - leading to the 

formation of complex structures, rather than describe the result, in terms of "information". 

" T. Gustafson and L Wolpert, 'The forces that shape the ernbryo." Discovery, November 1961. pp. 470-477. 
30 Ibid., pp. 476-7. 
" Gustafson and Wolpert, Tocces that shape the embryo", p. 477. 



Apter had read Wolpert's work, and saw that he may have been thinking dong the sarne 

lines. The question implicitly posed by Gustafson and Wolpert, " c m  one write rules for 

development?" caught Apter's attention. Apter wrote to Wolpen, who invited Apter to join 

him at King's for a year. Apter recalls that this contact gave more of a "biological setting" to 

the work he was doing at the time. 

The collaboration between Apter and Wolpert resulted in a 1965 paper that appeared 

in the Journal of Theoretical Bialogy. The paper, "Cybernetics and Developrnent, I. 
B 

information Theory", attempted to categorize earlier research involving cybemetics and the 

development of organisms. Apter and Wolpert note that at first glance, the relevance of 

information theory appeared promising, particularly with dl the recent emphasis on "genetic 

information", and "information transfer". However, after a critique of efforts to apply 

information theory to development. they argued that its relevance is rather small. 

" T. Gustafson and L. Wolpert, 'The cellular ba is  of morphogenesis and sea urchin development," 
lntenwtional Review of Cytology (1963) 15: 139-2 14; p- 209. 



Figure 4.2 - The formation of a self-complexing system. By one simple d e  governing 
the way ünes should be drawn inside the polygon, a highly complex pattern can quickly 
be built up. The d e  is to join any corner or intersection to any other. From Gustafson 
and Wolpert, "The forces that shape the embryo", p. 477. 



4 5  InPomation Theory in Biology 

4.5.1 Sidney Dancoff and Henry Quastler 

At the Ninth Macy Conference on Cybemetics in March 1952, the biologist Henry 

Quastler (1908-1963) presented work he and Sidney Dancoff had done estimating the degree 

of complexity of biological entities - organisms, enzymes, enzyme systems - by measuring 

their "information content." 33 Quastler was one of the strongest proponents of the use of 

information theory in biology. Between 1949 and 1956, he was instrumentai in organizing 

several conferences on the subject. One of these was at the Control Systems Laboratory at 

the University of niinois, where Dancoff and Quastler were based. in the sumrner of 1952. 

The papers presented at the meeting were published in a volume edited by ~uastier." Here, 

Dancoff and Quastler elaborated on their approach. 

Based on work done at the Control Systems Laboratory at the University of Illinois. 

the Dancoff-Quastler method invoived a rneasurernent of the amount of information in a 

living ~r~anisrn.~ '  They assurned that complex organisms must contain many different parts, 

and thus a specification of a complex object would require a large amount of information. 

Therefore, said Dancoff and Quastler, "a very complex object must have a high information 

content." Although Dancoff and Quastier noted that complexity was also due to a "rich 

" Henry Quastier, "Feedback mechanisms in cellular biology," in Heinz von Foenter (ed.) Cybemerics: 
Circular Causal and Feedback Mechanism in Biological and Social Systems, Transactions of the Ninth 
Conference, New York: Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation, 1953, pp, 167-178. 
Y H. Quastier (ed.), Essays un the Use of Infomtion Theory in Biobgy. Urbana: Universify of Iilinois Press. 
1953, 
'' SM. Dancoff and H. Quastier, 'The infomiation content and error rate of living things." in H. Quanler (ed.) 
Information Theory in Biofogy. Urbana: University of Iilinois Press, 1953, pp. 263-273. 



variety of interrelations between parts," this aspect of organisrns, they Say, will not be 

addressed in their paper. 

To illustrate their definition of "information content", Dancoff and Quastler provided 

an analogy. Given an object whose information content we wish to measure, take enough 

"building stones" to build an identical object. Write a list of instructions speciQing the way 

in which the second object is to be built from the stones. Within this frarnework, the amount 

of information in the second object (and therefore in the first) is "how many binary digits 

would be needed to code, in the most efficient way, a message which consisted of this set of 

instr~ctions."~~ The "message" would consist of a list of the building stones and orientations. 

Based on this model, Dancoff and Quastler made estimates of the information content 

in "man" using atoms as "building blocks" and, in a second case, molecules as "building 

blocks". Using the formula H = -I pi log 2 pi, Dancoff and Quastler estimated there exist 

roughly 500 molecules of structural importance in man.37 They estimated that 4 bits of 

information specib the type of molecule, with about 12 "orientations" for each, with 3 bits 

specifying these orientations. Assuming that nine-tenths of the organisrn is composed of 

water and therefore is "featureIess", Dancoff and Quastier caiculated that the total 

information content of the adult human is 5 x bits. They dso estimated the information 

content of a gem ce11 as 10" bits? Why is this smaller? As Apter and Wolpen noted later, 

"they consider only 10'' molecules to be significant in the egg, i.e. the egg is ~rnaller.''~~ 

36 MJ. Apter and Lewis Wolpert, "Cybemetics and development: 1. Information theory," Journal of Theontical 
Biology (1965) 8: 244-257, p. 248. 
" Dancoff and Quastier, "InCormation content". pp. 267-8. 

Md., pp. 268-9. 
39 Apter and Wolpert, "Cybernetics and development". p. 248. 



4.5.2 Christiaan P. Raven: The Formalization of Finality 

Throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s, the Belgian biochernist Chnstiaan P. 

Raven (b. 1906) advocated the use of information theory to deal with problems of goal- 

directed phenornena in biology? Raven argued that biological theory could be formulated 

using three complementary approaches.4' Causai approaches begin with the view that events 

in nature can be "analyses' into elernentary factors, between which exist certain elementary 

relationships. Physiology, according to Raven, studied such causal relationships. Biologists 

cm also approach their subject from an historicai viewpoint - keeping in mind their 

evolutionary and developmental histones. Thus, "the properties of organisms. besides being 

causally determined, also can be studied in the light of their historicd development. .."? 

The last approach, according to Raven, is finality. Raven argued that particularly since 1900, 

this approach has corne to be seen as indisplensable in biology. Particularly, efforts to 

understand biological concepts such as function, regulation, and organization must take into 

account this "finalistic" or "teleological" approach. Although Raven believed teleological 

explanations to be indispensable in the life sciences, he lamented the lack of a proper 

"conceptual apparatus" to give teleology a precisely defined meaning. Information theory, 

according to Raven, provided a mode1 with whiEh to achieve this. 

In a 1958 paper, Raven discussed the process of development as a teleological 

process. He described himself as an epigeneticist. The epigenetic viewpoint, in the words of 

biologist Paul Weiss, holds that "developing systems start from a rather primitive, . . 

40 See, for example, Chr. P. Raven, "Information versus preformation in embryonic development," Archives 
NtferZundaises de Zoologie ( 19%) 13, Suppl., pp. 1 85- 193; Chr. P. Raven, 'The forrnalization of finality," Folîa 
Biorheoretica Ser. B, Volume 5: Biolugîa et Philosophia, Leiden: E.J. B d I ,  1960, pp. 1-9 and Discussion. 
II Raven, "Formalization of finality", pp. 1-2; Christiaan P. Raven, Oogenesix The Srorage ofDeveZopmental 
lnfonnation, Oxford: Pergamon, 196 1, pp. 2 18-220. 



homogeneous, chaotic, or, at least Iowly organized condition into which increasing 

complication and real . . . diversification corne in progressively as development proceeds.tA3 

Raven acknowledged that embryonic development is a process whereby simple entities with 

linle structure become cornplex, highly ordered entities. But how does such order arise? To 

explain this, Raven used concepts from information theory: 

The germ ce11 at the beginning of development, in order to be able to realize 
its inherent pattern of development, must be provided with the necessary 
information to do so. The total arnount of information involved (which must 
be conceived of as a physical quantity, definable, at least in principle, with the 
rnethods of information theory) forms, in a way, the equivaient of the 
multiplicity of the later organism. which contains it potentially." 

Raven called this b'developmental information," and compared it to the information an 

architect supplies to the builder of a house. For Raven, this information contained two 

things: (1) a plan of the spatial relationships of the parts, a "blue print"; and (2) instructions 

"for the materials to be used and the generai execution of the work ("executive 

information")? We could interpret the first aspect of this information as "structural" 

information (the plan), and the second as "process" information. 

Raven rnapped these two types of developmentd information ont0 the structure of the 

fertilized egg: the nucleus and genes, the cytoplasm, and the cortex at the surface of the egg. 

During the start of development, the three components interact, and polarities develop. 

Based on his observations of these events, Raven placed the "blue print" in the egg cortex, 

while the "executive information" resides in the cytoplasm and nuclear genes. Despite his 

concept of "developmental information". Raven maintains he is not a preformationist: the 

" Ibid., p. 219. 
" Paul Weiss. Principles of Development, New York: Holt, 1939. p. 110; quoted in Smen U ~ u p .  Epigenetics, 
London and New York: John Wiley, 1974, p. 8. 
44 Raven, "Information versus prefonnation", p. 188. 



two-dimensional spatial pattem of the cortex is simpler than the three-dimensional pattern of 

the adult organisrn; thus, the 'pattern" of the adult canot  be "preformed" in the fertilized 

egg* 

By 1960, Raven's position had shifted. He now defined "developmental information" 

more ngorously, as a "mathematical measure of the degree of order (negentropy) of a 

~ ~ s t e r n " . ~  This information, for Raven, was pnmarily descriptive: 

if we could give a complete description of the composition of the hen's egg at 
the beginning of development. and introduce these data, properly coded, into 
the input of an electronic computing machine, then the latter, if it were also 
supplied with some additional information, e.g. on reaction constants of 
chemical reactions, should be able to provide us with a complete description 
of the hatching chicken:' 

Although Raven emphasized the descriptive nature of developmentai information, he 

returned to the distinction between "blue print" and "executive" information. Here, though, 

Raven implied that the "executive information" could also be conceived of as "instructions". 

The blue-pnnt resided mainly in the cortex of the egg, while the cytoplasm of the egg 

contained mostly executive information. Although Raven cited recent work on DNA as 

"information", he was not explicit about how cortical information may be stored. In contrast 

to Dancoff and Quastler, Raven believed that "developmentai information" was not merely 

"genetic information" - the relevant elements are not just strands of DNA, but other 

structural aspects of the cell. 

In 196 1, Raven published a hiIl treatise on the applicability of information theory to 

bio1o;gica.l d e v e l ~ ~ r n e n t . ~  Raven was aiso more explicit here about the way in which 

- - - - - - - - - - - 
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"developmental information" might be stored in the egg. Using the method of Dancoff and 

Quastler, he cdculated the amount of information that could be stored in the nucleus, 

cytoplasm, and cortex of the egg. In the case of the nucleus, Raven calculated the arnount of 

information in the DNA, and estimated that there are 3 x 10' bases in the DNA of a nucleus. 

Since there are 4 different types of bases in DNA, and each cames 2 bits (binary digits) of 

information, the total information content in the nuclear DNA is 6 x 10' bits. Raven's 

calculation is based on the number of different units, their orientation, and the total number 

of unitdg Raven calculated the cortical information content to be 9 x 10" bits (in ternis of 

molecules), and the cytoplasrnic information content to be 2 x 1016 bits. 

Raven also used measurements of information content to compare the information 

content of the organism at different stages of development. Based on the estimates of 

Dancoff and Quastler, who estimated " 1 0 ~  bits" of information for the adult human and 

' ' 10 '~  bits" of information for the marnmalian egg," Raven concluded that there is more 

information in the adult than in the egg. Raven noted that this had implications for his view 

of development as an epigenetic process. Citing the work of theoretical physicist Walter 

Elsasser ( 1904- 199 1). who had made his own information-theoretical analyses of 

development, Raven described the preformatiodepigenesis dichotomy in terms of 

"information": 

The point of view of the preformationist is stated to be given by the assertion 
that the information content of the organism must be wholly contained in the 
chernical structure of the germ ce11 whence it is extracted as the organism 
grows, to be converted into macroscopic structural data On the other hand, in 
the epigenetic thesis one assumes that most of the information that goes into 

49 ibid., pp. 18 1-196. 
" Dancoff and Quastler, "Information contenti', pp. 268-9. 



the adult organism is not actually contained in the germ plasm in the fom of 
material  modification^.^^ 

But, as Raven noted, according to the rnethods of Dancoff and Quastler, more information 

exists in the adult human, for exarnple, than in the mammalian egg. Raven also addressed the 

information theory tenet that holds that the amount of information transrnitted cannot 

increase? but can only decrease. He argued that the developinp o r p i r r n  should De 

considered an "open system", and as there is a constant fiow of matter and energy through it, 

by the time the organism reaches its adult state, it has "taken up" information from the 

en~ironment.~' To put the preformationist view in information-theoretical terms, Raven 

presented the concepts of "specific" and "redundnant" information in the adult. 

45.3 The Waddington Critique 

The developmental biologist C.H. Waddington ( 1905- 1975) found difficulties with 

the use of information theory to study d e ~ e l o ~ r n e n t . ~ ~  In the context of biology, Waddington 

argued, information theory is used to specify one "state of affairs" (e.g. a sequence of 

nucleotides, or amino acids) from a set of possible States. When used to explain 

development, proponents of information theory are not clear about what they mean by 

'bdevelopment" or "differentiation", and often restricted their analysis to one level of 

organization. Furthemore, argued Waddington, if a "tenet" of information theory is that 

information cannot be created, only destroyed, how can one explain the simple egg 

developing into a complex adult? He admitted that information theory might be able to 

Raven, Oogenesis, p. 204. 
ibid., pp. 210. 

n Coarad H. Waddington, "Architecture and information in celluiar differentiation," in J.A. Ramsay and V.B. . 
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explain the information 4 ' t r~1c"  between nucleus and cytoplasm, however, this kind of 

''trafF~c" occurred at many levels. 

A key idea here is that proponents of information theory in development were vague 

about what they actually meant by "development". For Waddington, the term "development" 

encompassed severai processes occumng as an organism grows and changes over time. 

Often, he noted, these changes are referred to as "differentiation"." However, Waddington 

argued, many different types of change can be included within this tem. Waddington 

identified four main types of change. Waddington used the term "histogenesis" to refer to 

changes in tissue, where a certain type of tissue at an early embryonic stage changes. over 

time, to a structurally different type of tissue. "Regionalization" occuned wken one region of 

a tissue changes in one way, and another region develops differently - resulting in differences 

between "two spatially separate parts." Both the processes of histogenesis and 

regionalization, Waddington observed, reflect differences in chemi~try.~' 

However, Waddington argued, the embryologist is also concerned with changes in 

more "cornplex organized entities", such as cells, tissues, and oigans. Each of these has a 

certain spatial orientation. Waddington used the terms "morphogenesis" and "pattern 

formation" to descnbe these types of embryonic changes. Morphogenesis described the 

process whereby an initially homogenous, undefined mass of material takes on a particular 

shape or form. Pattern formation referred to distinctions between "different spatial parts in 

the developing system" and their geometrical relations. 

Y Conrad H. Waddington. 7he Strategy of the Genes, London: Allen and Unwin. 1957, pp. 1 1-13; Conrad H. 
Waddington, New Pattem in Genetics and Developmenr, New York and London: Columbia University E'ress, 
1962, p. 1. 
'' Waddington, New Patterns, p. 2. 



Waddington's experimental work was more concemed with the morphogenetic 

aspects of development. Waddington expressed these "problems of fom" in terms of a 

"strategic question1': "how does development produce entities which have Form, in the sense 

of integration or wholeness.. .? This idea of wholeness was central to Waddington's 

theories of development, and he saw development as a highly complex process. Connected 

to this idea was his view that the study of the organization of living systems was inextricably 

linked to the study of their development. Arguing that the information-theoreticai study of 

biochernical entities in isolation could not address problems of form, Waddington concluded 

that "it is only words that can go into solution and become the playthings of biochernists, but 

sentences remain always with the domain of the r n ~ ~ h o l o ~ i s t . " ~ ~  

4.5.4 The Apter-Wolpert Critique 

The Apter-Wolpert critique of information theory followed closely on Waddington's. 

Using Gustafson and Wolpen's concepts of "information" and "instruction", Apter and 

Wolpert made what was for them a crucial distinction between information theory and 

automata theory. AIthough the two subjects do overlap, they saw important differences 

between them. Information theory, initially developed by communications engineers, offered 

a precise, mathematical method of describing communications situations. It their view, 

information theory was mainly concemed with quantities and measurements of information 

content, and was primarily linked to statistics and probability. Automata theory, in contrast, 

was seen to describe the logical properties of dynamic, non-linear systems, and was 

- - - 

" Waddington, Strategy of the Genes, p. 9. 
Waddington, "Architecture and information". p. 126. 



connected to mathematical logic. Apter probably took this classificatory scheme frorn 

George, who similarly described the branches of cybemetics. 

Apter and Wolpert observed that in this context, "information is a measure of an abstract 

quantity and its value does not depend on what the information is about. It is related to the 

ensemble of possible outcornes of an event but neither on its cause or c~nse~uence."'~ 

As a preface to their critique of then-recent work connecting information theory to 

developrnent, Apter and Wolpert asked if it was meaningful to ask how rnuch information 

exists in an organism at a given time; and if it was relevant to compare the amounts of 

information in the organism at different tir ne^.^^ To address these questions, Apter and 

Wolpert focused on work that applied the tenets of information theory to the problem of 

biological development. In their critique of the Dancoff-Quastler approach, Apter and 

Wolpert refer to these "arnounts of information" as "cmde and approxirnate estimates" and 

. ..if we were going to build one object identical with another one, we would 
need to know not only what sort of building blocks had to be put in each 
position, but we would also need to know where each position was. Even in 
the simple case of a list of instructions to build a straight brick wall, a list of 
bricks would be meaningless until we knew where each was to go.60 

Apter and Wolpert found the Dancoff-Quastler "stone building" analogy unsatisfactory, for 

although their method involved the concept of "instructions" for building, the mode1 is 

lacking: "it cannot be assumed that we already know the shape, for the whole point of the 

method is that we laiow nothing and the instruction iist is exhaustive"[rny emphasis]?' This 

1 s t  comment is clearly related to the notion of an algorithm. as in the Turing machine: the 

" Apcer and Wolpert, Tybemetics and development". p. 248. " ïbid.. p. 245. 
Apter and Wolpert, Tybernetics and dcveloprnent9', p. 249. 



list of instructions must be rigorous and exhaustive, for one is to assume that the bbexecutor" 

of the instructions "knows nothing". 

Apter and Wolpert called Raven's approach "highly arbitrary", for it failed to consider 

the "interrelationships between parts and [thus] the information content of the organism 

would be the same whether living or homogenized"[my emphasis]? Apter and Wolpert 

noted that it is unclear whether Raven was using the sarne "alphabet" in each case: molecules 

or atoms? If he was not, his conclusion amounted to saying " 100 Ib. is less than 200 yards". 

If Raven was using the sarne entity in each case, his conclusion, for Apter and Wolpert, 

"arises entirely from the fact that there are more molecules (or atoms) in the adulr than in the 

When applied to biology, said Apter and Wolpert, information theory emphasized 

genetic information and coding in its measurements of the "information content" of 

organisms. In their view, this is a measure of an abstract quantity, devoid of meaniog. They 

questioned the claim that there even existed such a thing as an "absolute" measure of 

information. The Apter-Wolpert critique of information theory as applied to development 
r. 

rested on three assumptions. 1) that these models take no account of spatial organization; 2) 

the measurements of information content in the zygote and in the adult are arbitrary; and 3) 

that the rnodels provide no explanation of process-oriented complexity: the dynamic aspect 

of development. Information theory gave no measure of the complexity or spatial 

organization of the organism. Rather, it is static, descriptive, and simplistic. Information 

theory, for Apter and Wolpert, forced one to deal with information about the parts of 

'' Ibid. 
" Ibid., pp. 250-1. 
" Ibid., p. 251. 



organisrns, not about the organisrn as a who~e? Automata theory applied to biological 

systems, in contrast, examines the way in which this information is organized. 

Apter and Wolpert argued that Raven failed to recognize that development takes place 

through interactions between parts of the organisrn at many different levels: nucleus and 

cytoplasm, cells and cells, molecules and molecules, molecules and cells, etc. Information 

theory, for Apter and Wolpert, can give no account of the "mechanicd interconnectedness" of 

parts. Although Apter and Wolpert are willing to concede that DNA contains "information 

for protein, it does not contain information in the sarne sense as that in "information 

theory" .6' 

In conclusion, Apter and Wolpert offered an alternative viewpoint: that it is better to 

think of the egg as "containing instncctions or a programme for development, rather than 

containing information" [my ernphasis].66 Like a computer in operation, the developing 

organism is a "dynarnic whole". They noted that "there are a number of components of rnost 

computer programmes" that correspond to parts of the cell; in particular: 

"the main body of the programme, speciQing in general what is to be done" - 
cytoplasm: specifies the nature and sequence of operations. 
"the numben which are to be operated on in this way" - cytoplasm. 
"sorne sub-routines which specifj how particular tasks are to be carried out and 
which obviate the need for these to be written out in full time and time again in 
the main programme, but which are used only when referred to by the 
programme." - genes which specify how to make proteins.67 

The main point of this andogy, say Apter and Wolpert, is that "in the case of a dpamic 

system like a computer in operation, it is more appropriate to think in terms of instruction 

64 Apter and Wolpert, "Cybernetics and development", p, 253. Apter and Wolpert do note that DancofTmd 
Quastler are explicit in saying that their measure of infirmation d& not measure complexity. 
6s Apter and Wolpert, "Cybernetics and development". p. 255. 
66 Md., p. 256. 
" Ibid. 



rather than information . . . in this kind of system, instructions do not exist at particular 

localized sites, but the system acts as a dynamic who~e . "~~  

The paper was deemed a "Part I". Apter recalled that he and Wolpen had intended to 

go on and do a second part, but Apter had moved on to other things. He suspects, though, 

that if there were to be a "Part Ii", it wouid have been on automata theory and development. 

According to Apter. the distinctions he and Wolpert made between automata theory and 

information theory were distinctions that were clear in the comrnunity at the time.6' 

4.6 Cybernetics and Development 

In 1966, Apter presented a concerted attempt to synthesize cybemetics and 

development, in a book based on his PhD thesis, entitled Cybemetics and Development. It 

was the fint comprehensive attempt of the period to apply the methods and pinciples of 

cybemetics - particularly automata theory - to the problem of biological development. Apter 

described the book as essentially about the "control" of development. It is grounded in 

cybemetics, but rather than merely making analogies between animals and machines, in 

Apter's view, the cybemetician was developing "conceptuai systems" which subsume 

animals and machines, but are realized through the use of models.'* Apter's book made a 

" Ibid., p. î.57. This "programme" is not a genetic program but rather a developmental programme. The 
concept of a "genetic programme" concentrates al1 "instructions" in the DNA, while a "developmental 
programme" locates instructions in the whole cell. See Evelyn Fox Keller, "Decoding the genetic program", in 
Beurton and Falk (eds.) The Concept of the Gene in Development and Evolution, Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000 (forthcoming). 
" Apter, Penonal Communication, 6 August 1999. 
" Michael J. Apter, Cybemetics and Development, Oxford: Pergamon Press. 1966. p. ix. In his 
acknowledgements, besides mentionhg George and Wolpert, Apter aiso thanks G. Webster (Zoology, 
University of London King's Coliege); O.B. Chedzoy (Head of Cornputer Section, Department of Mathematics, 
Bristol College of Advancesi Technology); J.L. Kennedy (Psychology, Princeton) [Perhaps a comection made 
while Apter was at Princeton; Apter mentions his work iater in his section on growing automta nets. Kennedy 
saw a connection between the development of social groups and the deveiopment of organisms. (Apter 1966, pp. 



strong argument for the need of a cybernetic approach to development. Three main tactics 

formed the b a i s  for the book. and in al1 three cases, the emphasis was on development as a 

dynamic process. The first approach was the use of the National Elliot 803, a small, general- 

purpose computer developed circa 1960. Apter uses this to develop a set of instructions 

("developmental programmest1) for self-reproduction and differentiation? Apter also 

presented a mode1 of pattern control and the control of the size of parts, consistent with 

recent work in genetics? The third approach used by Apter was an adaptation of the Turing 

machine, using a mode1 that involves the formation of an automata net that grows from a 

single automaton. These "growing automata nets" began with one automaton, and a net of 

automata then grows from it in pre-determined patterns. based on alg~rithms.'~ The 

approach, although based on automata theory, differs from von Neumann's work in important 

aspects. The problem, for von Neumann. was self-reproduction: one automaton producing 

another one that is the same as itself. Apter, in contrast, was concerned with self- 

development. He saw this as a more complex process, and one that was more challenging to 

address. Apter saw a "recursiveness" involved here, "a sort of self-referential picture of the 

whole process"?4 

127-8)- See J.L. Kennedy, et al., "Growing synthetic organisms in synthetic environments," Presented at the 
1960 Meeting of the Eastern Psychological Association. New York, 16 April 1960.1; W.Grey Walter 
(Physiology Department Head, Burden Neurological Institute, BnstoI); and George Miller (Psychology, 
Harvard). 
" Apter. Cybernetics and Developmenr, Chapter 5, pp. 9 1-1 1 1. 
" Ibid., Chapter 7, pp. 133-152. 

Apter. Cybernetics und Development, Chapter 6, pp. 1 12-132. 
74 Michael J. Apter, Pcnonal Commuaication, 6 August 1999. Apter ais0 notes that men t  work on gemtic 
a lgo r i th ,  although celebrated, has missed the reflexivity of the process of development: "to make that sniff 



4.6.1 The Role of Cybernetic Models 

Apter had strong rhetoric conceming the role of cybernetics in biological and 

cognitive disciplines. Because of the complexity of biological phenornena, one must make 

4'simpli~ing assumptions", and make use of formal techniques. The importance of 

cybemetics in developmental biology, according to Apter, was its potential to shed light on 

organization, which Apter viewed as an irreducible property of a living system. Apter's goal 

was '20 make biology precise and general in the manner of physics and chemistry," however, 

he ernphasized that any theory that does this must also retain what is "distinctly biological": 

dynarnic, complex processes of the organism. Biologists, argued Apter. must deal with the 

whole organism, and any simplification must involve the organism as a whole. In Apter's 

view, a cybemetic approach to development would satisQ both these goals. Subscribing to 

the "levels of organization" d~ctrine.'~ Apter argued that the living organisrn can only be 

dealt with in a meaningful way at a higher level of organization than a "molecular" one. A 

cybemetic approach, said Apter, is in accord with this. 

During the earlier part of the century, biologists and theoretical biologists such as 

Joseph Needham, Pa31 Weiss, and Waddington had al1 proposed some version of the "levels 

of organization" doctrine, the idea that organisms are strucnirally and functionally organized 

into hierarchical Ievels. Wolpert's early work on sea urchin developrnent, which influenced 

Apter, was also in accord with this view: parts at different levels of organization were 

interconnected such that a focus on only one level could not yieId a proper understanding of 

work there has to be something outside, which actually catnes out the instructions, and buiIds these wonderful 
patterns. The point that in the organisa the organim does that for itself." 
"ee Paul Weiss. "The ce11 as a unit," Journal of Theoretical Biology (1963) 5: 389-397: Joseph Needham, 

Order and Life, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1936; Waddington, Strategy of the Genes, London: Ailen 
and Unwin, 1957. 



biological development. Apter believed that models based on automata theory were 
* 

consistent with this "holistic" approach. 

Recounting the work of Turing, McCulloch and Pins, and von Neumann, Apter saw 

the relationship between their efforts as complicated. But linking the three approaches 

highlighted an important aspect of cybemetics for Apter: the discovery of "binary 

classification" as a ubiquitous aspect of the functioning of living things." Apter listed 

several exarnples of this type of classification: (1) me-false in logic; (2) inclusion-exclusion 

in set theory; (3) the binary digit as a unit in information theory; (4) on-off units in digital 

cornputers: and (5) the dl-or-nothing property of neurons? 

The goal of cybernetics, according to Apter, was explanation. not description. 

Cybernetics is pure research, rather than applied: Apter hoped that cybernetics could explain 

the functioning of real systems. He was interested in the relevance of cybernetic models for 

actud systems being studied ernpirically. Echoing in part the views of his mentor, Frank 

George, Apter argued that the way to use cybernetics to understand hinction is to develop 

rnodels that are both effective and dynamic. Dynarnic models are non-linear, in the sense that 

the "same input to the system at a given moment produces different results depending on the 

previous inputs to the ~~stern." '~ Apter described his concept of "effective" in the following 

If a system is described in such a way that, with no other information except a 
knowledge of its state at time t together with the sequence and time of inputs 
into the system from this time onwards, it is always possible to predict its 
behaviour, then the description. and indeed the system also, may be said to be 
'effective.'" 

-- -- -- " Apter, Cybemetics and Deve[opment, pp. 8-9. 
See also F.H. George, 'logicai networks and probability". 

" Apter. Cybemetics and Deveiopmcnt, p. 10. 
Ibid., p. 9. 



In order to accomplish this, said Apter, "the system must be broken down into the smallest 

units which could possibly afTect the behaviour of the system." And the way in which these 

units work must be specified in a step-by-step fashion. in the fom of b'conditional decision 

procedures". This concept is linked to Turing's "table of behaviour" as well as the notions of 

"al~orithm" and "instructions". In connecting the problem of development to automata 

theory, Apter searched for an "effective procedure" for the developmental process. 

4.6.2 The Problem of "Development" 

Apter conceded that cybernetics has been applied to deveiopment in the past, 

however, it was "not in the context of dynarnic explanatory rnodels or with any reference to 

~r~anization."" Organizational information about the whole organism is needed. rather than 

information about isolated parts. As developing organisms are cornplex systems, any 

explanatory mode1 must involve the principles of organization and control. 

Apter noted that certain biologists have appreciated these principles, and the value of 

using models derived from cybemetics to understand development. The fint of these is 

Edmund Sinnott (1888- 1968), whose Plant Morphogenesis demonstrated an appreciation of 

the importance of studying developmental relation~hi~s.~' Waddington, he noted, had 

appreciated the relevance of cybemetics to development, in the third chapter of his 1957 

book, The Strategy of the Genes. 

At the rime, Apter argued, the subject areas of growth and development were not 

unifed as a discipline in a coherent way. He asked, "What should such a discipline be 

" Ibid.. p. 32. 
E.W. S i ~ ~ t t ,  P h t  Morphogenesis, New York: McGraw-HüI. 1960. 



cailed?" 1s it the study of morphogenesis or of embryology, or developmental mechanics? 

Apter settled on bbdevelopmental biology" - in his view, it is the best and most geneml tenn. 

Apter referred to Waddington's classification of developrnent, and argued that the promise of 

automata theory was in explaining the morphogenetic and pattem formation aspects of 

development, for automata theory had the ability to treat "developmentai relationships." 

In a typicd cybernetic fashion, reminiscent of von Neumann, Apter listed several 

"axioms of development": 

1) The unit of development is the cell. Each ce11 contains a set of "genetic instructions" 
and "the nature of the resulting organism or region or tissue would seem to depend 
on the nature of these instructions in the cells composing it." 

2) Al1 cells in the organism are "genotypically identical." 
3) The organism develops through self-reproduction. 
4) Development depends on communication between cells. 
5) The organism controls important aspects of its own development?' 

The rnodels based on these axioms are deteministic, in the sense that "the structure and 

behaviour at time t + 1 will depend completdy on the structure and behaviour of the mode1 at 

time t. 

Apter next expressed what he saw as the most basic, hindamental problem of 

developmen t: 

How can we write a set of instructions including an instruction for 
reproducing this set of instructions, so that the resulting system composed of 
such sets of identical instructions, can differentiate in a pre-determined 
way? ... How can a single automaton, by starting a process of self-reproduction, 
each new automaton having the possibility of reproducing itself in tum, 
produce a system much larger than itself of which it is itself only a part, such 
that this system is organised in tems of a pattern specified by the original 
automaton?" 

az Apter, Cybemetics and Development, pp. 44-47. " Apter, Cybemetics and Development, pp. 49-50. 



This question is clearly related to von Neumann's question about self-reproducing automata, 

but Apter rmphasized the distinction between self-reproduction and development. Most 

prcvious applications of cybernetics to organisms have focused on the problern of 

reproduction, but development is a distinct, although related, issue. Also noteworthy is 

Apter's use of the word "instructions" as opposed to "information". 

Apter examined previous "cybemetic" models related to questions of growth and 

development, but saw drawbacks in each. He reviewed models of self-reproduction, 

examining the work of John von Neumann (both kinematic and cellular), Edward F. Moore, 

L.S. Penrose, and H. Jacobson. Apter saw self-reproduction as a separate problem from that 

of developrnent, arguing that "the problem of development subsumes the problern of self- 

reproduction: it assumes that one unit can reproduce itself and . . . goes on to ask. this being 

so, how patterns c m  emerge in a system composed of such self-reproducing ~ n i t s . " ~  Thus, 

the relevance of these models to development, according to Apter, is small. Apter 

understood "self-reproduction" in a biological sense, thus, it is a process that usually takes 

place "through the intermediation of a seed or fertilized egg." Although in von Neumann's 

models, the machine grew stage by stage, the growth is "completely extemally controlled by 

the machine which is making it." Apter expressed this idea more precisely: "thefirst 

machine [in von Neumann's models] is making the second machine, not the second machine 

making itselffom instructions given to it by the first [original emphasis] ."" The concept of 

"instnictions" is interesting. Apter recails a conversation with Lewis Wolpert, who argued 

that it was easier to make a toy paper bird from instructions than merely from observing the 

final product. 



Rather than focus on merely the self-reproduction of an automaton, Apter asked how 

a system of automata could differentiate. His attempt to answer this question f o m  the basis 

of his next chapter. 

4.6.3 Growing Automata Nets 

4.6.3.1 '<Design for a Zygote'' 

Apter began his work on "growing autornata nets" as early as May 1962, when he 

presented a report, "Design for a Zygote", based on the work of Turing and von ~eumann." 

He expanded this mode1 in his 1966 ~ o r k . ~ '  Apter posed a question related to von 

Neumann's question of self-reproduction, but addressed the problem of development: "How 

can a complex organism develop out of instructions to only one single unit, the original unit 

(zygote, fertilized egg, seed) of the ~ r ~ a n i s r n ? " ~ ~  The concept of "instructions" explaining 

dynamic complexity was again key here. and Apter's notion of development was at the level 

in which morphogenesis and pattern formation occurred. 

Apter began with von Neumann's definition of self-reproduction as involving the 

self-reproduction of "instructions", and then extended this to the process of development: 

"HOW can spatial differentiation occur during the process of continual self-reproduction of an 

original set of instructions and with no extemal interference?" To answer this question, 

" Ibid.. p. 65. 
" Apter, Cybemetics and Deveioprnent. p. 64. 
86 Michael Smith, "Design for a Zygote," Communication of the Anoga Research Group. No. 41, May 1962. 
"Artorga" was short for "artificiai organism". Apter described this group as an "investment club whose 
contribution to the study of development is the unusuai idea of using itself as an exprimenul subject or mode1 
. . . to discover the successfd conditions for the growth of a systen" " Apter. Cybemetics and Development, pp. 1 12- 132. " Ibid.. p. 112. 



Apter developed a mode1 of a "growing automata net" that dernonstrated spatial 

differentiation via the self-reproduction of a set of instructions. 

Apter defined a growing automata net as a set of automata "such that each automaton 

can comrnunicate directly with at least one other automaton in the net." Each automaton was 

a Turing machine, having a finite number of intemal States (q), and a finite number of types 

of tape symbols (s). Each automaton was defined by a set of quadruples, which, in Apter's 

words, are its "instructions". As in Turing's conception, time in the network passes in 

discrete units (. . .t-2, t- 1, t, t+l. t+2 . . .). The difference between the original Turing machine 

and those in Apter's mode1 is that there were no instructions for moving the tape: the tape 

moved in one direction continually, one square per instant of tirne." 

The outputs of these automata were often tape symbols, either a one or a zero. If an 

automaton was "in communication" with more than one other automaton in the net at a time, 

its output would be the same symbol to each of the automata it was connected to. Besides 

tape symbols, the output of an automaton could be another identical automaton. To 

represent this event, Apter used the syrnbol R. for "Reproduce". 

Apter next listed some axioms for this network of automata: 

When the output of an automaton is R, a new automaton is produced in one moment. 
It possesses instructions identical to those of its progenitor. 
Each new automaton automatically begins in state ql. 
The input to any automaton is the output, for the moment before, of its progenitor. 
The input to the original automaton is always a 1 at each moment. It continually 
"activates" the original automaton without representing "environmental" 
interference? 

" Apter, Cybemetics a d  Devdopment. p. 1 13. 
" Ibid.. pp. 1 13- 1 14. 



4.6.3.2 Algonthms for Development 

With these definitions in place, Apter asked if an algorithm wntten for the original 

automaton would result in the subsequent formation of a specific spatial pattern of automata. 

Apter began with the simplest pattern: a straight line. Apter demonstrated that uninhibited 

growth in a straight line could be achieved if the original automaton (the "zygote") had the 

following instructions: 

Turing Quadruple 

qr sr R 42 If the automaton is in state ql and reads symbol $1, it 
will reproduce itself with identicai instructions and 
rnove to state qz. 

If the automaton is in state ql and is 'Yed" symbol s,, it 
will pnnt sl and remain in state 42. 

Apter provided an instantaneous description of this process: 

sequences represent six discrete moments in time. This algorithm would produce an 

"endless" line of automata, and Apter next developed algorithms for producing lines two, 

three, four, and five automata long?' He noted, though, that these were still only models of 

accumulation, not development with spatial differentiation. Apter demonstrated that a set of 

instructions could be written so that a single automaton could produce a "communication net 

of a pre-determined spatial 

'' Aptcr, Cybernetics and Dmebpment. pp. 1 15- 1 16. 
* Ibid., pp. 117-1 19. 



4.7 Conclusion 

Concepts of "order", "cornplexity", and "organization" played a prominent role in 

Apter's and Wolpert's arguments against the application of information theory to biological 

development. Biological complexity, for Apter and Wolpert had two important 

characteristics: it was process-oriented, and was tied to ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n . ~ ~  It appears as though 

for Apter and Wolpea. the problem with information-theoretic measurements of complexity 

was that they provided no account of organized complexity or the way in which complexity 

develops over time. It is a description of complexity rather than an explanation of it. 

The advantage of automata theory, for Apter and Wolpert, was that one could develop 

simple d e s ,  or "instructions" that could lead to complex phenomena, rather than attempt to 

"measure" complexity or organization at stages dunng the developmental process. Apter and 

Wolpert made strong arguments against the use of information theory in the study of 

biological development, arguments which began from the view that developrnent is a 

complex, dynarnic process that cannot be explained by simple static measurements of 

"developmental information." Along with Waddington, they criticized the daim that the 

amount of developmental information "increased" during development, rejecting the idea that 

certain parts of the information in the adult organism are redundant. 

Similar to Waddington, both Apter and Wolpert emphasized that development must 

be understood as a dynamic process, and that development occurs through the interaction of 

93 Tbis latter point was argued by Warren Weaver (18941978) in 1948. For Weaver, problerns of organized 
compiexity "involve deaiing simultaneousIy with a sifeable number of factors which are interrelated into an 
organic whole [original emphasis].'* Warren Weaver, "Science and complexity," American Scientist (1948) 36: 
536-544, p. 539, While problerns of "disorganized complexity" could be addressed with statistical, probabiIistic 



different levels of organization, a central idea in the work of other "holists" in developmental 

biology, for example, Joseph Needharn, and Paul Weiss. They believed the process of 

devclopment could only be adequately explained within the framework of the whole. and that 

during development, new properties emerged from initidly simple patterns. 

The concepniai distinctions between the terms "information", bbdescnption", "blue- 

print", "instruction", and "program" were not always clear during this period. Although 

Apter and Wolpen had made a rigid distinction between the concepts of information and 

"program" or "instruction", this reflected their conceptualization of information theory and 

automata theory as distinct branches of cybernetics. in his models of "growing automata 

nets", Apter provided "algorithms" for morphogenesis that were in the strict sense of Turing. 

However, for Raven, the notion of a "description" or "blue-print" for development 

was on a more metaphorical level. Aithough Apter and Wolpen rejected Raven's description 

of development in tems of "information", Raven's view of this information as coming from 

different parts of the organism, beyond the genetic materiai of the ceil, was in accord with the 

Apter-Wolpert view of a developmental program. Quastler, in contrast, focused on the 

genetic material of the ce11 in his application of information theory to biology. 

techniques, organized complexity required the use of artificial automata, such as digital computing devices. (p. 
54 1). 



CHAPTER FXW 

From Genetic Control Circuits to the Logic of Genetic Networks: 
Automata Theory and Theoretical Biology 

5.1 Introduction 

As we saw in the previous two chaptea, within the sphere of cybemetics and computer 

science, automata theory was seen to provide a framework for modeling complex biological 

phenomena. Logic played an important role in these efforts, and indeed, in the eariy 

progression of ideas about automata theory. Turing had outlined a logicd procedure for 

computation. McCulloch and Pitts had demonstrated what they saw to be an "isomorphism" 

between the structure and hinction of the elements of the centrai nervous system and 

propositional logic. Von Neumann, a mathematician, used his theory of self-reproducing 

automata as a way of addressing the problem of complexity in both naturai and artificial 

systems. Apter, part of a cornrnunity of cybemeticians, argued that automata theory was a 

useful theoreticai tool for undentanding the dynamic complexity of morphogenesis in 

organisms. Apter's "growing automata nets" modeled the process of morphogenesis, with 

the bbelements" of these logically-govemed networks k i n g  automata themselves, 

representing cells in the developing organism. Thus, Apter's "nets" modeled intercellular 

interactions. 

With developments in molecular genetics during the early 1960s, there were 

increasing efforts to mode1 infracellular phenomena using mathematical logic and the 

framework of automata theory. Genes became binary elements in a logical genetic network, 

with logical rules governing their interaction. This chapter will highlight theoretical 



treatments of biologicd phenomena in the 1960s and early 1970s that were grounded in 

automata theory, particularly, models of morphogenesis, gene regulation, and ce11 

differentiation. To provide a biological sening for these models, we will begin with the work 

of French biologists François Jacob (b. 1920) and Jacques Monod ( 19 10- l976), who, during 

the late 1950s and early 1960s, developed a model for genetic control that was grounded in 

the metaphoncal language of "logical circuits", with genes tuming each other "on" and "off". 

The Jacob-Monod model became the bais for more theoretically based models of metabolic 

and genetic regulation in the cell. 

In 196 1, the Japanese physicist Motoyosi Sugita presented a model of a "molecular 

automaton", describing the genetic regdatory systems of the ce11 in terms of Boolean logic. 

Beginning with the Jacob-Monod "operon" model for genetic regulation in bacterial cells, 

Sugita "idealized" the on-off activity of the Jacob-Monod gene further, describing the 

activity of genes under the control of repressors and inducen in terms of Boolean functions. 

It will be shown that Sugita's "logical hnctions" for gene regulation bore a strong formal 

similarity to the McCulloch-Pitts neural networks. 

The remainder of the chapter will be devoted to the work of two theoreticians who 

were at the 1967 Serbelloni meeting on theoretical biology: Michael Arbib (b. 1940) and 

Stuart K a u h a n  (b. 1939). Arbib was a research assistant in McCulloch's group at the 

Research Laboratory of Electronics at ha during the early 1960s. His early work was 

highly mathematical, and he obtained results that proved the formal equivalence between the 

Turing machine and the McCulloch-Pitts neural network. By the mid 1960s, however, Arbib 

made a strong case for the application of automata theory to biological phenomena, not only 

the functioning of the brain, but in the theoretical study of biological development. 



Stuart Kauffman began his career in medicine, but by the time he fïnished medical 

school, he became engaged in more theoretical issues in biology. Influenced by the work of 

Jacob and Monod on "genetic circuits", with the aid of Warren McCulloch, K a u h a n  

developed a mathematical mode1 of genetic networks that incorporated Boolean logic. Like 

Sugita, Kauffman conceived of the ce11 as a "molecular automaton"; but in contrast to Sugita, 

Kaufîman's results had implications for ideas about the origin of life and for principles of 

biological organization and development. 

5.2 Organization in Neurological and Embryological Systems: 
Michael Arbib and Automata Theory 

The Australian-bom neuroscientist Michael Arbib received his PhD in mathematics at 

MIT in 1963. From 1963 to 1965, he was at the Research Laboratory of Electronics and the 

Department of Mathematics at MiT on a research assistantship, and worked in Warren 

McCulloch's group. From 1965 to 1970, Arbib was in the department of engineering 

mechanics at Stanford University, and became associate professor of electncal engineering in 

1969. In 1970, Arbib became chairman of the department of Computer and information 

Science at the University of Massachussetts in Amherst. 

In 196 1, at the age of twenty-one, Arbib mathematicaily demonstrated the formai 

equivalence between the McCulloch-Pitts neural network and the Turing machine.' He built 

on this work in his 1964 book Brains, Machines, and Mathematics, which was based on 

lectures he delivered for a course at the University of New South Waies, in the sumrner of 

1962. Here, Arbib presented a somewhat less mathematical proof of the equivalence. He 

Michael Arbib. 'Turing machines. finite automata, and neural nets." Journul of the Associntion for Cornpuring 
Machinery (1961) 8: 467-75, This paper was based on Arbib's senior undergraduate ttiesis at the University of 
Sydney. . 



began by describing the basic, three-stage structure of the nervous system [Figure 5.11. 

Receptors receive stimuli from the environment, and these stimuli are comrnunicated to 

effectors, which bnng about a response. Arbib linked this basic scheme to the McCulloch- 

Pitts neural network, as well as linking the notions of a finite automaton and a neural net. 

In 1967, Arbib presented a critique of Apter's work on "growing automata nets", 

following on Apter's "axioms for devel~~ment".' He began with a general definition of a 

finite automaton: ' a  'black box' whose interna1 circuitry may be in any one from a finite set 

Q of   ta tes."^ Its behaviour was only considered at discrete moments in tirne ( . . .t-2, t- 1, t, 

t+l, t+2, . ..) and had a finite set of inputs and outputs. The instructions for this automaton, 

in Arbib's conception, involved a "next-state" logical hinction and a "next output" logical 

hnction - which corresponded roughly to the Turing quintuplet expressions, connecting 

input, output, the present state of the automaton, and its next state, based on logical rules. A 

list of these quintuple&, in Arbib's view, could be characterized as a "prograrn".4 

Arbib went on to review Apter's model of growing automata nets. He noted that in 

Apter's model, the "instructions" for the net of Turing finite automata were represented by 

quadruples, rather than quintuples, since the movement of the tape is always in the same 

direction - to the left. Arbib highlighted what was. for him, the most important aspect of 

Apter's model. In Apter's own words, his model 

demonstrates that there is no need for instructions to be actually lost during 
differentiation . . . In these models there is no static bstnictural' change in the 
instructions: different parts of the instructions simply become viable at 
different stages in a dynarnic interacting system. And the growth is internaily 

Michael A. Arbib. "Automata theory and developmenc Part 1,'' Journal of Theoretical Biology (1967) 14: 
131-156. ' Ibid., p. 134. 
' Ibid.. p. 135. 



contmlled through the fact that the sarne instructions have different results at 
different stages due to the altenng pattern of development itself? 

For Arbib, this characteristic dernonstrated a key point in autornata-theoretical models of 

embryological processes. Rejecting the emphasis on the genetic material in the cell, as a way 

of explaining development, Arbib noted that the "chailenging questions seem to be hrther up 

in the hierarchy." Within the framework of automata theory, argued Arbib, the problem of 

biotogical development becomes this: "HOW can a complex multi-cellular automaton grow 

from a single cell, given that a finite program can be executed within each cell?" In general, 

Arbib noted, automata theory concems itself with mere changes in "information" - 

transforming information from an input to an output. However, within the context of the 

question of development, the focus shifts to "the way in which initial information serves to 

regulate the growth and structure of an a~tomaton."~ 

5 Apter, Cybernetics and Developmenr, p. 1 19; Quoted in Arbib, "Automata theory and development", p. 137. 
Arbib, ''Automata theory and development". p. 149. 
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Arbib developed his own models of development, based on von Neumann's work on 

kinetic and cellular automata, attempting to "modify" Apter's approach to make his mode1 

more "biological"? The "program" or "instructions" concept was central to these arguments, 

and Arbib believed that complex cellular phenomena were modulated through genetic 

prograrns, "decoded" by cytoplasmic "processors" or "decoders".* His initial models shared 

much with Apter's, in particular, his emphasis on the idea that the developmental process 

involves "information" beyond the genetic components of the cell. 

Like Apter, Arbib made strong arguments supporting the relevance of automata 

theory for theoretical studies of development and theoretical biology in general. Theoretical 

bioiogy, for Arbib, was distinct from expenmental biology in the following way. The 

experimental approach involved a focus on the "biophysics" of DNA, explaining complex 

phenornena through biochernistry and physics. Arbib likened this approach with that of the 

electncal engineer in computer science, who uses solid-state physics to achieve greater 

efficiency in devices to be built into cornputers. 

In contrast, the cornputer scientist is not concemed with the actual physics of the 

computer, but rather in the design and organizational principles of such a device. Theoretical 

biologists, Arbib argued, had a similar approach. While experimental biologists - 

biophysicists and biochemists - explained cellular phenornena by focusing on specific 

cellular components, theoretical biologists were more concemed with understanding how 

"large collections" of such components were organized? And, as von Neumann's "design" 

7 Arbib, "Automata theory and development"; Michael A. Arbib, "Automata theory in the context of theoretical 
embryology," in Robert Rosen (ed.) Foundarionr of Mathematical Biology, New York: Academic Press. 1972, 
pp. 141-215, pp. 197-204, In his 1972 version, Arbib's emphasis shifted towards the way in which "genetic" 
information modulates development, 

Arbib, "Organizaaonal principles for embryological and neumphysiological processes." hrernationd Jouml 
of Neuroscierrce (1971) 2: 207-218. pp. 142-149. 

Arbib. "ûrganizational principlcs", p. 208. 



approach to computer led to the development of his automata theory, the theoretical 

biologists' search for the principles of organization could, in Arbib's view, benefit from the 

automata-theoretic approach. Arbib argued that the spectacular achievements of molecular 

biology were only part of the story: 

To make this distinction another way, we may recall those happy days a few 
years ago when having 'cracked the genetic code' many people taiked . . . as if 
ail biological mysteries were solved, at l es t  in essence, and some people were 
not joking when they talked of 'cracking the brain code'. Now that we have 
had some years to reflect upon the 'cracking' of the genetic code, we well 
redize that the transduction from DNA via RNA to amino acids does not 
explain al1 the wonders of cellular behavior, let alone the complex dynarnics 
of embryology . . . . 10 

For Arbib, the theoretical approach, and the search for organizationai principles, were not 

superior to "molecular" approaches; rather, the two were complementary. 

Interestingly, arising from the foundations of this "molecular" approach came models 

of gene regulation that invoked metaphors of "circuits" and "switches", influenced by design 

principles in computer science. By the l96Os, biologists increasingly explained phenomena 

in terms of ce11 genetics, and accompanying this trend was a tendency to describe the 

genetics of the ce11 in cybernetic terms: as a system of control, communication, and 

c~rn~utation.~'  However, as Keller has argued, biologists' use of such metaphon, were not 

simply "imports" from cybemetics; rather, the way in which metaphon were used often 

reflected the biologists' own research agendas.12 While some invoked a cybemetic 

framework to highlight interactions between nucleus and cytoplasm in regulation, beyond the 

'O Ibid. 
" LiIy E. Ray, Who Wrore the Book of LjCc? A HLstory of the Genetic Code. Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2000; Evelyn Fox Keller, Refiguring We: Metaphors of Twentieth-Century Biology, Columbia: 
Columbia University Press, 1995. 
l2 Evelyn Fox KeUcr, 'The taming of a cybernetic metaphor: Feedback and genctic control." Paper presented at 
the California Institute of Technology, 1994. 



genetic constituents of the cell, others were focused on genetic control. Typical of this latter 

approach was the work of François Jacob and Jacques Monod. 

5.3 Background to Geneüc Networks: Cell Genetics 

During the 1940s, ce11 differentiation was undeatood as a crucial aspect of 

embryological development, but how this process took place was unclear. "Differentiation" 

cm be seen as a general term referring to changes occumng in the developing organism. 

Waddington's terms "morphogenesis", "regionalization", and "pattern formation" could al1 

be referred to as processes of "differentiation", and al1 can be connected, at another level of 

organization, to changes in cell type. It was accepted that the genetic constitution of the ce11 

"remains the same throughout time". But this posed a dilemma for both geneticists and 

embryologists: based on this assurnption, how could one explain differences in ce11 

properties? Do cells differ in their primary genetic matenal or do they have differences in 

other cellular constituents? Two rnechanisrns for genetic change were known well: mutation 

and recombination. But these processes could not adequately explain ce11 variation. 

It was ciear that genes were responsible for certain physiological processes, namely 

metaboiism and growth, but many felt that the relationship between genes and growth needed 

to be clarified. Many saw enormous potential in the plasmagene theory as a solution to this 

problem, a theory that dominated explanations of ce11 differentiation through to the late 

1950s.13 Advanced by biologists such as Boris Ephrussi (1901-1979), Tracy Sonnebom 

(1905-1981)' Sol Spiegelman (1914-1983), and Sewall Wright (1889-1988); the plasmagene 

l3  The history of the plasmagene theory has k e n  thoroughly treated by Jan Sapp in his Beyond the Gene: 
Cytophmic InhentPnce and the Struggb for Authority in Genetics, New York: Oxford University Press, 1987, 
Chapter 5. See aiso Richard M. Burian, Jean Gayon, and Dons T. Zallen, "Boris Ephwsi and the synthesis of 
genetics and embryoIogy," in Scott F. Gilbert (ed,) A Conceptuai History of Modem Ernbryabgy, New York 



theory offered a way of explaining the relationship between genes in the nucleus of a ce11 and 

the formation of enzymes in the cytoplasm. As Spiegelrnan explained in 1946, the formation 

of enzymes in the cytoplasm was thought to be "mediated directly by a cytoplasmic unit 

(plasmagene) which possesses the capacity for self-duplication in the presence or absence of 

the corresponding gene.. . ."14 It was undeatood that cornpetitive interactions took place 

between plasmagenes, and that they were composed of nucleoproteins. Differentiation and 

ce11 variation were then viewed as a result of varying enzyrnatic patterns determined by 

plasmagene interactions. 

However, by the beginning of the 1960s. it was recognized that changes in ce11 

properties could be effected through mechanisms beyond changes in structure. Changes in 

ce11 type were seen to result from changes in gene activity: different ce11 types. and therefore 

different tissues. resulted from certain genes being active and others being inactive. The 

activity of the genes was seen to be regulated, and by the mid- 1960s. it was generaily 

accepted that the genetics of microbes held great potential for a clearer picture of genetics 

and variation in higher cells.15 A "network" of ce11 regulationists existed dunng this period.16 

Most of their work was on rnetabolisrn in E. d i ,  and the mechanisrns by which the activity 

of certain enzymes could be regulated. 

and London: Plenum Press, 1994, pp. 207-227. 
14 Sol Spiegelman, "Nuclear and cytoplasmic factors controlling enzymatic constitution," Cold Spring Harbor 
S mposia on Quantitative Biology (1946) 1 1: 256-277. 
"Keller. 'n ie  taming of a cy bernetic metaphor", 1994; Tara Abraham, "'Microscopie Cybernetics' : 
Plasmagenes, Steady States, and the Emergence of Genetic Regulation, 1945-1963," Paper presented at the 
Joint Atiantic Seminar for the History of Biology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, 10 Aprü 1999 
explore the use of cybernetic metaphors in the emergence of "genetic regulation". 
l6 Angela N.H. Creager and Jean-Paul Gaudilliiire, "Meanings in search of expriment and vice-versa: The 
invention of aiIosteric regulation in Paris and Berkeley, 1959- 1968," Histon'cal Studies in the Physical and 
Biological Sciences (1996) 27: 1-89. 



5.4 Genetic Regulation in E. coü and the Jacob-Monod Operon Mode1 

The details of the experimental bais  of the Jacob-Monod model have k e n  examined 

elsewhere;l7 here the focus will be on the theoretical implications of their work. In his 1958 

Harvey lecture, Jacob suggested a model for gene regulation in bacteria, based on 

prelirninary experimental work done by him and his colleagues at the Institut Pasteur in 

Paris. He postulated the existence of an element in the ce11 with the ability to control the 

activity of a DNA molecule, that is, the molecule's ability to direct the synthesis of 

proteins.'8 In Jacob's words, this idea had implications for mechanisms of genetic regulation 

in the ceII: 

The hypothesis leads to the assumption that a DNA "molecule" is not only a 
unit of replication, but also a mit of activity [original emphasis], in other words 
that al1 the genes of a molecule simuItaneously either express their . . . functions 
or do not. If . . . a gene produces a structure, containing perhaps RNA, which 
acts as a protein-forming template, the DNA molecule would transmit as a 
whole the information contained in al1 its genes to a single structure able to 
ensure in the cytoplasm the synthesis of the corresponding series of proteins. 
A system of regulation would then be conceivable if certain cytoplasmic 
compounds, acting as inducers or repressors, were able to combine with one or 
the other of the two units, and thereby to switch on or ofthe activity of the unit 
as a who le [my emphasis] . lg 

Central to Jacob's hypothesis of a "system of regulation" was the ability of elements in the 

ceIl to "switch on or off' the activity of other units. 

By 1960, as Jacob observed in an added note in the published version of his Harvey 

lecture, his hypothesis had gained experimental The work had established that the 

synthesis of proteins was under the control of two different types of genes: smicturai and 

regulatory. Structural genes determined the structure of the protein molecule. Regulatory 

l7 Lily E. Kay, Who Wrote the Book of lifc?, Chapter 5, especially pp. 193-234; Horace Freeland Judson. ne 
Eighth D q  of Crearion: Makers of the Revolution in Biology, New York: Simon and Schuster, 1979, Chapter 7. 
'' François Jacob, "Genetic control of viral functions," in The Harvey Lccnres 1958-59, New York: Academic 
~ S S ,  1960, pp. 1-39, p. 24. 



genes, in contrast, controlled the "availability" of gene products, that is, the bLexpression'' of 

structurai genes, by, in Jacob's words, an intermediate LLcytoplasmic repressor"." 

The Jacob-Monod work led them to postulate the existence of a "new genetic 

structure", the operator, which had two main charactenstics: 

[the operator] on the one hand would control the expression of the adjacent 
group of linked stmctural genes goveming a set of reactions of a biochemical 
sequence [a metabolic pathway], and which on the other hand would be 
sensitive to the action of a specific repressor produced under the control of a 
particular regulatory gene." 

Jacob called ihis "integrated unit of activity" - consisting of the operator, structural gene, and 

repressor - an "operon". 

In 196 1, the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory held a symposium on "Cellular 

Regulatory Mechanisms." Here, Jacob and Monod outlined the experimental work that led 

to their conception of the operon model, and described the model iüelf in more detail. Jacob 

and Monod began with a summary of what was then known about the relationship between 

the genetic material of the ce11 - DNA - and the gene "products" or proteins. Jacob and 

Monod used the term "transcription" to describe the process whereby a gene was able to 

"speciQ the molecular structure of a certain protein or polypeptide p ha in."^ This process 

involved the formation of an RNA "transcnpt" of the original DNA sequence, and then the 

direction, by this transcript, of the assembly of amino acids into a polypeptide chah or 

- - 

19 Jacob, "Genetic control", p. 25, 
F. Jacob and J. Monod, "Génes de structure et gènes de régulation dans la biosynthése des protdins." Comptes 

Rendus Acad Sei. Paris (1959) 249: 1282- 1284. Jacob and Monod reviewed this experimend work in 
François Jacob and Jacques Monod. "Genetic regdatory mechanisms in the synthesis of proteins," Joumol of 
Molecular Biology ( 196 1) 3: 3 18-56. 
" Jacob, 'Genetic control", p. 39. 

Ibid. 
t, Jacques Monod and François Jacob, 'Dn the regdation of gene activity," Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on 
Quantiturive Biology (1961) 26: 193-21 1; p. 194. 



protein. [Figure 5.21 In this sense, the gene functions to specify the molecular structure of a 

protein. 

Jacob and Monod and others had observed enzyme "repression" and "induction" in 

E. coli - that the presence or absence of certain enzymatic substrates in the medium such as 

tryptophan or a galactoside could repress or induce the synthesis of enzymes in the ce11. '4 

They observed that this effect was extremely specific: for example, tryptophan would only 

repress or inhibit enzymes involved in tryptophan synthesis and not othen; and only 

galactosides could 

induce the synthesis of the digestive enzyme p-galactosidase. These findings led Jacob and 

Monod to develop a model for the genetic control of protein synthesis in bactena. [Figure 

5.31 

In the Jacob-Monod model, the synthesis of "messenger RNA" (mRNA) could only 

be initiated at regions of DNA called "operators". The group of Functionally related 

structural genes and this operator was deerned an "operon". Regulatory genes produced a 

repressor, which could reversibly "associate" with the operator. When the repressor was 

bound to the operator. transcription of structural genes was inhibited. Repressors (R), Jacob 

and Monod argued, had the ability to "react" with small molecules called "effectors" (F) (R + 

F R' + F'). In "inducible" systems, the repressor could bind to the operator only in the 

absence of F. Thus, in the presence of the effector, the repressor could not inhibit DNA 

Jacques Monod and M. Cohn. "La biosynthèse induile des enzymes (adaptation enzymatique)," Advances in 
Entymlogy (1952) 13: 67-1 19; Jacques Monod and G. Cohen-B&, "L'effet d'inhibition spécifique dans Ia 
biosynthèse de ta tryptophanedes-mase chez Aerobacter aerogenes," Comptes Rendus de I'Academie des 
Sciences, Paris (1953) 236: 530-532; H.J. Vogel, "Repression and induction as control mechanisms of enzyme 
biosynthesis: the "adaptive" formation of acetylornithinase," in McEiroy and Glass (eds.), Chemical Bais of 
Heredity, pp. 276-289; GN. Cohen and F. Jacob, "Sur la répression de la synthèse des enzymes intervenant 
dans Ia formation du tryptophane chez E. coii," Comptes Rendus de 1'Acadernie des Sciences, Pans (1959) 248: 
3490-3492; Jacques Monod and François Jacob, "Genetic regdatory mechanisms in the synthesis of proteins," 



transcription and the structural gene would be synthesized. In "repressible" systems, the 

repressor is only active when it has reacted with the effector (which then acts as a "co- 

repressor"), and thus, is able to inhibit the expression of the structurai gene. 

5.5 The Genetic Control of Ceiiuiar Differentiation: Genetic Control Circuits 

In their concluding paper at the 196 1 Cold Spring Harbor Symposium, Jacob and 

Monod observed the sirnilarities between regulation of gene expression in E. coli and 

differentiation in higher c e ~ l s . ~  They predicted that the new concepts derived from analysis 

of regulation in rnicroorganisms would be of the greatest value to studies of differentiation. 

At this point, noted Jacob and Monod, one thing at least is clear: that the biochemical 

differentiation of cells with an identical genome is no longer a paradox. 



i replicot ion 

Figure 5.2 - A schematic view of the relationship between DNA, RNA, and protein: 
replication and transcription of DNA. G: gene; dRN: deoxyribonucleotides; RN: 
ribonucleotides; m: messenger; aa: amino acids; E: enzyme. From Jacob and Monod 
"On the regulation of gene activity9', p. 194. 

Jacques Monod and François Jacob, "Generai conclusions: Teleonomic mechanisrns in cellular metabolism, 
growth, and differentiation," Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on Quantitative Biology ( 196 1) 26: 389-40 1. 
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Figure 5.3 -The Jacob-Monod Operon Model. RG: regulator gene; R: repressor 
converted to R9 in presence of effector F (inducing or repressing metabolite); 0: 
operator; SGi, SGI: structural genes; ni: ribonucleotides; ml, m2: messengers made by 
SC& and SG2; aa: amino acids; Pl, P2: proteins made by ribosomes associateci with ml 
and m2. From Monod and Jacob, '<On the regdation of gene activity9', p. 194. 



In their "general conclusions", Jacob and Monod pointed out that andysis of the 

"elements" in the operon model could lead to a conceptudization of "genetic regulatory 

circuits". They presented several of these "theoretical model systems" with accompanying 

diagrarns, resembling engineering diagrams for digital electronic circuits? The bbessentia.l 

point" about these models, for Jacob and Monod, was that different regulatory systems could 

theoretically be connected. permitting the formation of circuits "endowed with virtually any 

property." Although they presented "imaginary" model genetic circuits, Jacob and Monod 

argued that the elements comprising hem were not imaginary. Of course, the elements of 

the Jacob-Monod model "existed" in the ce11 - but they had idealized the Ievel of activity of 

certain elements as "on" or "off', disregarding the continuous, non-digital aspects of enzyme 

activity. 

By 1963, Jacob and Monod explored the potentid of the operon model for 

understanding the process of ce11 differentiation in higher organisms. As Clifford Grobstein 

noted in the introductory paper to the twenty-first symposium of the Society for 

Development and Growth, "Cytodifferentiation and Macrornolecular Synthesis", many 

biologists at this time visualized ce11 differentiation as "the switching on and off of spthesis 

at panicular genetic sites". For instance, as we will see below, in 1962 Conrad Waddington 

discussed the potentid of the operon model for explaining the differentiation of cells via the 

regulation of enzyme synthesis. Such a conception was based on work done by Jacob and 

Monod on the regulation of gene activity in microbes. 

In 1961, Jacob and Monod had only briefly described their views of the implications 

of microbial genetics for differentiation in higher cells. Here, they asked explicitly how these 

sorts of functions might operate in higher organisms, and whether such functions could 

- -- - -  

" Ibid.. pp. 398-399. 



explain cellular differentiation. Starting with the assumption that "two cells are 

differentiated with respect to each other if, while they harbor the same genome. the patterns 

of proteins which they synthesize is differen~'?~ they aimed to discover how regulation 

observed in bacteria can be used to model the emergence of differentiated cells, posing two 

questions: 

1. Does differentiation operate at the genetic level by tuming on or off gene activity 
thereby selecting the genetic potentiality to be expressed? 

2. In the affirmative, can the basic elements of regulatory circuits found in bactena, 
Le., regulatory genes, repressors, operators, be organized into other types of circuits, 
whose properties could account for the main features of differentiation in higher 
organisms?" 

The problem for Jacob and Monod was the following: how do differentiated functions 

ernerge? There is some conservation, thus, there must be some "diflerential functional 

activity of nucleotide sequences". How might one alter the "function of genes without 

aitering their informational content"? Jacob and Monod suggested that the operon model for 

genetic regulation in bacteria could be applied to the regulation of gene activity in higher 

cells. 

Jacob and Monod Iisted several "model circuits"." [Figure 5.4 The models were 

designed to show how "rather simple circuits of negative genetic regulation may mirnic very 

closely changes occun-ing in the genetic material itself." For Jacob and Monod, genetic 

regulation provides just such a mode1 system. "Like elements of electronic systems, these 

elements can be organized into a variety of circuits hilfilling a variety of purposes.'"O Jacob 

François Jacob and Jacques Monod, 'Genetic repression, allosteic inhibition, and cellular differentiation." in 
MichaeI Locke (ed.) Cyrodifferentiation and Macromolecular Synthesk (Symposium of the Society for 
Development and Growth XXï), New York: Academic Press, 1963, pp. 30-64, p. 3 1. 

Ibid., p. 52. 
 on& and Jacob, "General conclusions". pp. 397-400. 

'O Jacob and Monod, "Genctic repression" in Lacke. Cytodflerenriation. pp. 52-53. 



and Monod referred to these regulatory systems as "cornplex networks of regulatory and 

signaling  circuit^."^' Extending the analogy, they noted that 

The establishment of any sort of complex circuitry, chemical or electric, 
involves primarily the possibility of interconnecting different parts of the 
system so that they control and inform each other to the benefit of an adequate 
final output.32 

Again, Jacob and Monod admined the "imaginary nature" of such circuits, however, they 

argued that the "elements" of the circuits are those that actually operate in bacteria." 

The Jacob-Monod "cybemetic" visualization of genetic control systems in the ce11 became 

more explicit in their individual retrospective treatments of the significance of their work. 

Describing the chemical regulatory system in the bacterial cet1 as a "communication 

network", in 1973 Jacob pointed to the importance of "regulatory circuits" in ce11 

functioning: "At every stage of ce11 chemistry, regulatory circuits corne into play and 

coordinate reactions, adjusting them to production requirements. . . . The chernical factory is 

hilly a~tornated.'*~~ Jacob continued to describe the cell's regulatory systerns - both genetic 

and metabolic - with an analogy to electronic circuits, with elements having binary States: 

yes or no, on or off. Monod used similar Ianguage, refemng to the system of genetic 

regulation in E. coli in terms of "microscopic ~~bernetics".'~ 

" ibid., p. 50. 
j2 Ibid. 
33 ibid., p. 54. 
Y François Jacob, The iugic of L$e, Trans. Beny Spillmm, New York: Pantheon, 1973, p. 282. 
j5 Jacques Monod. Chance andNecessity. New York: Knopf. 1971, Chapter 4, pp. 62-80. Interestingly, rather 
than use his conception of this "cybemetic network" in living beings as an argument for a holistic approach to 
the organism, Monod argues that this mode1 could be used in defense of the analytical, reductionist approach: 
' V a  Manian engineer were trying to understand one of our earthling computers,~how far couid he coieivably 
get were he, on principle. to refuse to disxct the basic elecmnic cornponents which in the machine execute the 
modem operations of propositional aigebra? if any one branch of moiecular biology illustrates better than 



hfodcl II. Synthcsis of enzyme EL, genctically decermined by the structural 
genc SGi , is regulated by the regulator gene RG! . Synthesis of enzyme E, , gcncticaily 
dctermincd by the structural gene SG- , is regulnrcd by the regulator gene KG2 . The 
producr PL of the reacrion catalyzcd by cnzyme EL aco as corcprexor in the replation 
system of enzyme E2. The producr P2 cf the reaction catalyzed by enzyme E2 acts as 
coreprcssor in the regulation system of cnzymc El . 0: operator; S: rubstrarc. 

bfodei I II. Synrhcsb of cnzyrnc EL , geneticaliy determhed by the structural 
gene SGi , is blockcd by the rcprcssor synthesized by the regulator gcne RGi . Synthesis 
of anorher enzyme E? , controlled by srructunl gene SC- , is blocked by another rcpressor 
synchcsizrd by regulator gene RG? . The producc Pi of the rcaction catalyzed by enzyme 
Et acu as an induccr for the synthcsis o l  enzyme EI , and the product PI oi  the reaction 
catalyzed b y  enzyme & acts as an inducer for the syynthesis of enzyme Ei . 0: operator; 
S : substratr. 

Figure 5.4 - Mode1 Circuits for Genetic Control. From Jacob and Monod, "Genetic 
repression", p. 55. 

others the sterility of the holist theses as against the cogency of the andytical method. it is the snidy of these 
microscopie cybernetic systems . . .." (pp. 79-80). 



5.6 From Genetic ControI Circuits to WoleciIIar Automata" 

The Jacob-Monod operon model, with the notion of the dl-or-none concept of genetic 

activity, proved to be a powemil conceptual tool for severd theoreticians who described 

molecular systems in tems of binary logic, and who developed mathematical models that 

linked the Turing machine, the notion of a finite automaton, and the McCulloch-Pitts 

conceptualization of a neural network. The goal, in al1 cases, was to produce models of 

genetic regulation within a cell. 

5.6.1 Automata Theory and Logid Networks 

As discussed in Chapter Two, McCulloch and Pitts saw a formal equivdence between 

their logical neural networks and Turing's notion of a finite automaton. The central aspect of 

both neural networks and automata lies in the fact that each systern has certain inputs. finite 

discrete States, an output, and behaved according to "logical rules" - in the case of the Turing 

machine, a "table of behavior". In the case of the McCulloch-Pitts neural networks, the 

Boolean expressions govem the activity of and fundamentai relationship between neurons. 

With the Jacob-Monod operon model in place, theoreticians saw the potentid for treating the 

activity of genes using Boolean logic, and applied the "automata" concept to the genetic 

regulatory systems of the cell. Almost immediately following the Jacob-Monod work, 

Motoyosi Sugita, a Japanese physicist, described the metabolic and genetic regulatory 

mechanisms in the ce11 in logical tenns. 

5.6.2 Motoyosi Sugita: The Logic of Metabolic and Genetic Control 

During the early L960s, almost in concert with the development of the Jacob-Monod 

operator model, the Japanese scientist Motoyosi Sugita presented formal treatments of 



enzyme induction and repression. Sugita first pointed out an analogy between a "controlleà" 

or "catalytic" reaction and a switching circuit in 196 1. although these ideas had their 

beginnings in work done by Sugita and colleagues at Hitotsubashi University in Tokyo 

dunng the late 1950s.~~ The 1961 paper presented a logical analysis of metabolic enzyme 

reactions in the cell. Sugita drew an anaiogy between the "existence" or "non-existence" of 

the catalyzer (X), substrate (A), or product (B) in a controlled metabolic reaction catalyzed 

by enzymes and the "on" and "off' states of switching circuits; that is, one can represent the 

concentrations of A, B, and X digitally. For the time being, Sugita disregarded the transient 

states of the reaction and the 'bcontinuous" nature of enzyme existence, making the 

idealization that the elements either exist or do not exist - only these two states are 

possible.37 He began with the following basic reaction: 

X 

A i B  

Here, A is the substrate, B is the product, and X is the catalyst of the reaction. The presence 

of a substance was represented by the "on" state, or " 1", and the absence of a substance was 

represented by the "off' state, or "û". The expression X=l represents the "on" state: the 

enzyme X is 'present". X=û represents the "off' state: the enzyme X was absent. 

Sugita went on to discuss the phenornena of repression (inhibition) and induction of 

this reaction. In this case, repression and induction refer not to the control of enzyme 

- 

36 Motoyosi Sugita, 'The switching circuit logically or functionally equivalent to a system of biochemical 
reactions," Journal of the Physical Society of Japan (1961) 16(4): 737-740. Sirnilar material is presented in 
Motoyosi Sugita, "Functional analysis of chemical systems in vivo using a logicai circuit equivalent," Journal 
O Theoretical Biology (1961) 1 : 415-430. Both of these dealt with metabolic control. 
'Gugita later attempted to incorporate the mntinuous nature of cellular mntrol nystem in work on 
"hybridizing" the digital and analogue approaches. Motoyosi Sugita, **Functional analysis of chemicai systems 
in vivo using a logical circuit equivalent. IV. Simulation of cellular control systems using a hybrid computing 
system,,' Journal of Theoretical Biology (1966) f 3: 330-356; M. Sugita, "Interaction of a digitai (genetic) 
system with a continuous (enzymatic) one in the cell." in A. Locker (ed.) Quantitative Biology of Metabolism 
3d Inteniorioruzf Symposium, Biologische Anstait Helgoland, Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1968, pp. 33-37. 



synthesis, as in the Jacob-Monod operon model, but rather its activity. In Sugita's model, if 

inhibition is due to X=l, that is, if the reaction is inhibited in the presence of X, X is a 

repressor. If it is due to X=û, that is, if the reaction does not occur in the absence of X, X is 

an inducer. Sugita went on to give examples that demonstrated the correspondence between 

chernical reactions of the type listed above and the Boolean fbnctions NOT, AND, and OR. 

The NOT f'unction was illustrated by the following reactions, where A is a substrate 

of El, and P is a substrate of Q. Substance X is a metabolic inducer: it catalyzes the reaction 

from A to B. B acts as a metabolic repressor: the reaction from P to Q will occur only in the 

absence of B: 

In this reaction, Q will only be produced if B is no? present, and this requires the absence of 
X. 

- 
Sugita represented this situation with the logical expression Q = X. This corresponds 

to the Boolean function "NOT'. The presence of Q is dependent on the absence of X, thus, 

Q=l if and only if ~3.'' 

Sugita introduced two more elements, "gate" and "buffer", which correspond, 

respectively, to the Boolean hinctions "AND" (logical product) and "OR" (logid sum). 

Sugita illustrated the AND function with the following reaction, where X and Y are 

metabolic inducen that catalyze the reactions of A to B and B to C, respectively: 

Sugita, 'The switching cÏrcuit". pp. 737-738. 



In this reaction, the product C will be produced if and only if both X and Y are present, that 

is, if X=l and Y=l. This corresponds to the Boolean function AND, which c m  be expressed 

by the logical statement C=XY. Sugita noted that this situation is analogous to a "series" 

circuit in electronics, where "switches" occur in a senes from input to output, and both 

switches need to be "closed" in for current to flow. 

Sugita illustrated the Boolean function OR with the following reactions, where X, Y 

and C are ail metabolic repressors, controlling the reactions from A to B. B to C, and S to P. 

respectively : 

In this case, P will be produced only if C is absent, and C will be absent only if Y is present 

or if X is present. That is, as long as one of the two reactions A 3 B or B + C is blocked, C 

will be absent. Sugita represented this situation with the Iogical expression P =X+Y, 

corresponding to the Boolean OR function. Through these examples, Sugita has 

demonstrated that an arbitrary logical circuit could correspond to a system of chernical 

reactions in the cell. He extended this work in a paper that appeared in the Journal of 

Theoretical Biology of the same year. Again, Sugita restricted his analysis to the digital 

approach, approximating the availability of catalysts, substrates, and products as being 

present or absent, ignoring the transient, more continuous aspect of their behaviour. Sugita 

also linked his approach and that of McCulloch and Pitts, who made a similar idealkation in 



their connection of the dl-or-none nature of neurons to the binary nature of elements in a 

Boolean logicd function. 

Sugita's logical analysis of control systems went beyond metabolic regulation to the 

control of enzyme synthesis: molecular control at the genetic level. In 1963, he presented a 

mode1 based on the Jacob-Monod operator model for genetic induction and repression, with 

inducen and repressors rather than enzymatic catalysts, and noted their conception of 

"genetic control circuits" implied a logical basis for control mechanisms in the cell: 'Vie 

scheme of Monod and Jacob .. . has a close resemblance to a switching circuit having a 

certain logical f~nction."~~ By descnbing genetic control in logical terms, Sugita was able to 

introduce the notion of a "rnolecular automaton". Sugita's rationale for this 

conceptualization was as follows: 

Molecular systems resemble a switching circuit having input, output and a 
certain time delay. 1 cal1 such a molecular system a molecular automaton, 
which is a network of rate processes and is simulated by the equivalent 
switching circuit. Living things may be regarded as a son of automaton. A 
molecular automaton, however, may be a molecular system, having the 
character of an automaton, but smailer in size and simpler than the whole 
organism [original emphasis) ." 

Sugita began with a set of "logical equations" based on the intemal functional States of 

"elements" in the Jacob-Monod operon model. The functional state of the operator itself was 

represented in binary terms: the operator, like an electncal switch, could either be in a 

"ciosed state" - when the repressor was bound and thus transcription was inhibited - or in an 

"open state" - when an inducer prevented the action of the repressor by binding to it - and 

transcription proceeded. [Figwe 5.51. Just as in our general conception of an automaton, 

" Motoyosi Sugita, 'Tuactionai analysis of chernical systems in vivo using a logical circuit equivalent II The 
idea of a molecular automaton," Journal of 77zeoretical Biolugy (1 963) 4: 179- 1%; p. 179. 

ibid.. pp. 183-4. 



where inputs and outputs are connected by the logical relationships between different 

"internai" States, the genetic b4circuit" for induction has an input (the inducer) and an output 

(the protein produced). The open state of the operaior is logicdly equivalent to the presence 

of an inducer, which is thus logically equivalent to the output, the protein. Sugita also 

described a second molecular automaton, representing the process of repression. in which the 

input is a CO-repressor rather than an inducer. [Figure 5.4 

Sugita' s models were directly based on the Jacob-Monod models of genetic control 

circuits. He presented several examples of the correspondence between the six Jacob-Monod 

mode1 circuits, and certain "logical expressions" describing the functional relationships 

between the elements. Sugita also incorporated time delays in his analysis of the Jacob- 

Monod models, echoing the approach of McCulloch and Pitts. Recdl that in a McCulloch- 

Pins logical neural network. if neuron I (Ni) and neuron 2 (N2) both stimulate neuron 3 (N3), 

and both are required for N3 to fire, N3 will fire at time t if and only if Ni and N2 fire at time 

t- 1. This was represented by the logical expression N3(t) = N2(t- 1) + Nl (t- 1 ). illustrating the 

Boolean AND fûnction, 
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Figure 5.5 - Sugita's molecuiar automaton. From Sugita, 'Tmctional analysis of 
chemicai systems in vivo using a logical circuit equivalent II. The idea of a molecuiar 
automaton", p. 182. 
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Figure 5.6 - Sugita's '9noIecular automaton 2" ülustraüng CO-repression. From Sugita, 
b'Functional analysis of chernical systems in vivo using a logicai circuit equivalent. II. 
The idea of a molecular automatod9, p. 183. 



Recall that in the case of the Jacob-Monod model of CO-repression, the control 

mechanisms for the synthesis of two enzymes specified by two structural genes (SGi and 

SG2) are mutually dependent [see Figure 5.41. The synthesis of the fint enzyme (El) from 

SGi facilitates the formation of PI from Si.  Pl  then acts as a CO-repressor to the repressor 

formed by the regulatory gene RG2, resulting in the repression of the synthesis of E2 from 

structural gene SG2. In a similar manner, the synthesis of El from SGi is CO-repressed by the 

product of R 4  and by P2. 

Sugita presented a set of logical equations describing this model of CO-repression, and 

incorporating the time delays involved? [Figure 5.71 Figure 5.7 (a) depicts Sugita' s 

interpretation of the Jacob-Monod mode1 of CO-repression, demonstrating what he called 

"molecuIar flip-flop". Sugita's diagram is a further abstraction from the Jacob-Monod 

model, as it represents only the logical relationships between elements of the system. Sugita 

listed logical expressions corresponding to this diagram [Figure 5.7 (b)], where ri represents 

the CO-repressor for reaction 1, Pz represents the product of reaction 2 and also functions as 

the CO-repressor for reaction 1. Cl represents the repressor entity resulting from the 

"binding" of ri and P2, and El is the enzyme catalyzing reaction 1. Sirnilarly, rt is a co- 

repressor for reaction 2, PI is the product of reaction 2 and a co-repressor for reaction 2, CÎ 

represents the repressor comprised of rt and Pl,  and Ez is the enzyme cataiyzing reaction 2. 

Unlike McCulloch and Pitts, in his analysis of the logical relationships between these 

elements, Sugita did not employ the "d' symbol for logicd equivalence, rather using "=", the 

equais sign. Thus, the expression Ci = rl = Pz may not imply logical equivalence, that is, the 

idea that CI will be present if and only if ri is present, and if and only if P2 is present. Rather, 

it may be that Sugita argued for logicai implication, that is, if Ci is present, ri must be 



present, and if ri is present, pz must be present. However, with the incorporation of time 

delays, Sugita's model demonstrated an affhity with the McCulloch-Pitts models of neural 

networks, as well as becoming more closely associated with the automaton concept. To 

incorporate time delays, Sugita used the fûllowing equations: 

The first expression means that product 1 will be present at time t if enzyme 1 is present, 

which will only happen if product 2 is not present at time t- 71. Similady, the second 

expression implies that product 2 will be present at time t if enzyme 2 is present, which will 

only happen if product 1 is not present at time t-Q. With this model, Sugita has incorporated 

the two regulatory pathways in the sarne time frame. 

Sugita had modeled the regulatory systems in the ce11 as "molecular automata". With 

his incorporation of time elements. his model had a formal correspondence with the neural 

networks of McCulloch and Pitts. Although Sugita primarily dealt with the fairiy simple 

regulatory "circuits" of Jacob and Monod, the principles of his model caught the attention of 

Stuart Kauhan ,  who extended Sugita's logical analysis of simple regulatory systerns to 

large, randornly constnicted networks of formal genes, based on the d e s  of Boolean logic. 

" Ibid.. pp. 185-6. 
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5.7 The Genetic Networks of Stuart Kauffman 

5.1.1 Background: Fmm Medical School to MIT 

Stuart Kauhan  (b. L939) studied philosophy, particularly logic, as an undergraduate 

student at Dartmouth College, receiving a B.A. in 196 1. He went on to study at Magdalen 

College at Oxford, and received another B.A. in 1963. From here, Kauffman took a 

premedical course at the University of California at Berkeley, and received his M.D. from the 

University of California at San Francisco. Kauffrnan had become familiar with the Jacob- 

Monod operon mode1 while at Berkeley, and he was fascinated by their notion of "gene 

switching". His ideas about Boolean networks began to fa11 into place here (although he had 

been 'Toyhg" with network models at Oxford). Around 1967, while still a medical student at 

San Francisco, Kauffman sent his ideas to Warren McCulloch, then at the Research 

Laboratory of Electronics at MIT." As Kauffman wrote to McCulloch, the Surgery 

Department at San Francisco had been "grossly disinterested" in Kauffman's enthusiasm for 

Boolean networks." McCulloch replied with encouragement, and wrote, "al1 Cambridge 

excited about your work.'& McCulloch arranged for Kauffman to be a Visiting Scientist at 

M ï ï  for three months, beginning in September 1967, and a m g e d  for K a u h a n  and his 

wife to stay with him." 

Before his arriva1 at ha, Kauffman had been working on a specific problem in 

binary networks. As he wrote to McCulloch, his main interest was "to find out what the 

undnven behavior of a randomiy constructed, but then fixed, binary network is - in 

42 Roger Lewin, Complaity: tife at the Edge ofChaos. New York: MacmilIan, 1992, p. 32. " Stuart Kauffman to Wamn McCulloch, 28 July 1967, Wamn S. McCulloch Papers, American Philosophical 
Society Library , Philadelphia, PA. 
4 M. Mitchell Wddrop, Compiexiry: The Emerging Science at the Edge of Order and Chaos, New York: Simon 
and Schuster, 1992, p. 1 14. 
" Kauffman to McCulloch, 28 July 1967, McCulloch Papen. 



particular, as a function of the nchness of co~ect ion  within the net.'* He had two other 

related interests at this point: the connections between neural networks and gene networks, 

and the potentid for randomly constructed genetic networks to give insight into the origin of 

life and other biological phenomena. 

Kauf ian  had already looked at some materiai on mathematical treatments of genetic 

networks. He mentioned to McCulloch that he had read a book by Brian Goodwin (b. 193 l) ,  

who had done his Ph.D. under the supervision of Conrad Waddington at the University of 

Edinburgh. Goodwin had been working on "gene networks" based on the Jacob-Monod 

operon modei, but with a focus on the use of continuous functions and differential equations 

to descnbe the dynamics of control mechanisms in the cell, rather than the discrete, logical 

fùnctions of Boolean algebra." In contrast, Kauffman was primarily interested in a binary, 
b 

discrete mode1 of gene regulation. In his preliminary work in California, Kauffman had 

observed that networks with a large number of elements, although randornly constructed, 

behaved in a stable, reliable way. 

The computen Kauffman had been using to simulate these formai networks had not 

been powerful enough to handle the large networks with many elements that interested 

Kauffinan. Acting as a mentor, McCulloch introduced K a u h a n  to some of his colleagues 

at MIT, including two pioneers in the artificial intelligence movement: Marvin Minsky (b. 

1927) and Seymour Papert (b. 1928), who were both at MIT'S ArtXicial Intelligence 

Laboratory. Papert gave Kauf'fman the use of a large computer belonging to a group at ha, 

Ibid. 
" Brian C. Goodwin. Temporal Orgunization in Cefis, London and New York: Academic Press, 1963. pp. 23- 
54. Kauffman also mentioned to McCulIoch the work of 'Waker" that appeared in the June 1967 issue of  the 
Journal of Theoretical Biology, demonstrating that enzymes in biochemical conwl systems codd function as 
"switches" or binary devices. Kaufhan was probably referring to a paper by Charles Walter and colleagues: 



then known as Project MAC. Begun in the rnid-1960s, Project MAC involved efforts to 

bnng a spectnim of computer-based disciplines together, through the development of 

computational tools, designed on a time-sharing basis. "MAC" stood for "machine-aided 

cognition", although it has also been said to represent "man and computer" or "multi-access 

computer"." Here, Kauffman was able to use the PDP-6, a large, and at that time powerful, 

36-bit computer developed by Digital around 1964. 

Based on the results obtained using the PDP-6, Kauffman and McCulloch co- 

authored a paper that was technically the first report of Kauffman's Boolean network 

re~ults.4~ [Figure 5.81 The Kauffman-McCulloch paper was circulated as an intemal MIT 

document, and was highly technicai. As Kauffman went on to publish several papes based 

on their results, which will be examined below, only their general conclusions will be 

discussed here. The report concerned the connections between these large binary networks 

and the behaviour of genetic networks in the cell. "Genetic networks" in this sense were 

abstract, logically connected binary networks, with "genes" as elements in the network. 

Genes were defined as binary "switches", each receiving binary inputs from other genes. 

Recall from Chapter Two that in the McCulloch-Pitts mode1 of a neural network, the 

neuron, based on its "dl-or-none" behaviour, was modeled as a binary device - it would 

either fire or it wouldn't. This observation led McCulloch and Pitts to assign Boolean 

functions to neurons in the network. Similarly, Kauffman and McCulloch argued that the 

gene acted in a binary manner: it would either be "on" ("expressed", or activated) or "off" 

(repressed). If a repressor or some other genetic control factor was bound to the genes 

" Cornputer Science and Telecommunications Board, National Research Council (US), Funding a Revofution: 
Govemment Support for Camputing Research, Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1999, p. 103-5. 
" S.A. Kauffman and W.S. McCulloch, "Random nets of formal genes," Quarterly Progreu Report No. 88. 
Research Laboratory of Electronics, MlT, 1968, pp. 340-348. 



operator (as in the Jacob-Monod model), expression of the gene was prevented. Kauffinan 

and McCulloch described uius formai gene as having two States: 1 for "on" and O for "off". 

Because, as in the Jacob-Monod model, the expression (on-state) of a regulatory gene could 

lead to the inhibition (off-state) of a structural gene, and the inhibition (off-state) of a 

regulatory gene through an inducer could lead to the activation (on-state) of a structural gene, 

these formal genes could be seen as being connected in a logical network much Iike the 

McCulloch-Pitts neurons were connected. in light of these observations, Kauffman and 

McCulloch made the following fundamentai assumption: "genes switch each other on and 

off'.50 The activity of regulatory genes and their influence on the activity of structurai genes 

led Kauffman and McCulloch to treat them as "inputs" to the structural gene. The "output" 

was the resulting state of the structural gene - either on or off. The Boolean functions 

governed the relationship between the inputs to each gene and its outputs, "relating the next 

state of the gene to its present inputs."" As in our general definition of an automaton, the 

outputs of a gene, and its state at time t+l, was dependent on its input and its activity at time 

t. 

so Kauffman and McCulloch, "Random nets of formai genes", p. 340. 
" Harold L. Davis. "Do random logic nets provide a key to genetie contrai?" Scientijk Rescorch (1968) 3(2): 



Figure 5.8 - Kauffman and McCulloch at MIT, c i ra  1968. From Harold Davis, ' 9 0  

random nets provide a key to genetic control?", p. 36. 



Kauffinan and McCulloch performed computer simulations of large, randomly constructed 

networks of these forma1 genes. These were seen as "molecular automata", and Kauffman 

and McCulloch extended this concept by defining a gene as a binary device governed by a 

Boolean hnction, and applying the idea to large, randornly constructed networks. rather than 

the simple "mode1 circuits" of Jacob and Monod. K a u h a n  and McCulloch noted that 

estimates of the number of genes in humans (2000000 genes per cell) and bacteria (2000 

genes per cell) were so large that some kind of theos, was necessary to understand the 

behaviour of networks in general, beyond biochemical analyses. Kauffman and McCulloch 

reasoned that such a theoretical bais, that is, the study of randomly constmcted genetic 

networks, would have implications for understanding not only ce11 differentiation, but also 

the ongin of life, as control networks in proto-organisms were likely assembled at random. 

As Kauffman and McCulloch argued. "the study of randomly assembled switching nets 

should reveal the basic organization of the behaviour of living systems.. .?' Jacob and 

Monod had noted the implications of their operon model for ce11 differentiation, and as the 

Kauffman-McCuIloch model was based on the principles of the operon model, it was clear to 

K a u h a n  and McCulloch that these randomly constructed networks of binary genes could 

suggest a possible model for ce11 differentiation." Kauffman elaborated this argument in his 

Iater papers that were based on the results he obtained with McCulloch at MIT. 

Davis. "Randorn logic nets", p. 38. 
a Warren S. McCulloch, "Regenerative loop," Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseose ( 1969) 149(1): 54-58. 



5.72 Elaborating the Model: The Basics of Kauffman's Genetic Networks 

In the spring of 1968, Kaufian sent an extended version of these results for the 

Joumal of Theoretical Biology, resulting in a paper that appeared in the journal in 1969." 

Over the next five years, Kauffman published a senes of papers that elaborated on the results 

he gathered at MIT.'' Kauffman's "formal genetic net" was defined by two quantities. The 

network was a set of N elements, each of which was a binary gene that could be in one of 

two States: on (1) or off (0). Each gene had K "inputs" from other genes in the network. in a 

"totally connected net", each gene received an input from each of the formal genes in N. As 

in our general definition of a finite automaton, time in this network moved in discrete steps 

(...t-2, f-1, t, t+l, f+2 ...). The activity of each gene in the network, that is, its "state" at the 

next time moment (for example, t+l) was govemed by a Boolean function assigned to the 

gene, based on its present state and the "inputs" it received from other genes in the network. 

The number of possible Boolean hinctions for a gene was determined by its number of 

inputs, K, according to the expression 22K. For instance, a gene with two inputs (K=2) would 

have 222 = 16 possible Boolean functions goveming its next state, based on these inputs 

[Figure 5.91 ." 

Based on this framework, while at MIT, Kauffinan constructed large networks of 

such formal genes. The connections between the genes as well as the Boolean function for 

Y Stuart A. KauRman, "Metabolic stability and epigenesis in randotniy consüucted genetic nets." Journal of 
Theoreticai Biology (1969) 22: 437-467 
'"tuart A. Kauffian, "Homeostasis and differentiation in random genetic control networks," Nature (1969) 
224: 177- 178; "The organization of celIular genetic controt systems," Lecrures on Mathematics in the Life 
Sciences (1970) 3: 61-1 16; "Gene regdation networks: A theory for their giobai structure and behavior," 
Currenr Topics in Developmenral Br'ology ( 197 1) 6: 145- 1 82; "Cellular homeostasis, epigenesis, and replicaîion 
in randomly aggregated rnacromolecular systems," Joumal of  Cybemetics ( 1  97 1) 1 : 7 1-96; 'The large scaie 
structure and dynarnics of gene control circuits: An ensemble approach," Journal of Theoretical Biology (1974) 
44: 167- 190. 

Kauffman and McCulloch "Random nets of formai genes", p. 340; Kauffman, .'Kaodody constructed 
geaetic nets", p. 439; Kauffman, "Homeostasis and differentiation", p. 177. 



each gene were assigned at random. Kauffman and McCulloch had discovered that networks 

where each gene received inputs from two other genes had the shortest "cycles"." A "cycle" 

was the length of time needed for a network of genes to retum to a previous state. This 

concept can be illustrated by a simple example. 

At any discrete tirne moment, a network of three formal genes, A, B, and C may be in 

one of eight possible States: 

If, for example, at time t, the network is in the following state, 

a cycle will have occurred when , at a later time moment, the network retums to this state. A 

"stable state", for Kauhan ,  was one with a cycle length of 1, that is, its state at time t+l 

was the sarne as that at time t. Expnding this, Kauffman gave the example of 3 genes 

interacting in a network, govemed by the OR hinction. Each gene has two inputs. At time 

t+l, each gene "scans" the present value of each of its two inputs, "consults" the Boolean 

function, and "assumes the value specified by the function for that input configuration."58 

[Figure 5.101 

Kaufnnan and McCullocb. "Random nets of formal genes". pp. 341-345. 



time t t+ 1 
X Y z 
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O 1 1 
1 O 1 
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time t t+ 1 
X Y z 

Figure 5.9 - X, Y, and Z represent three formal, binary genes connecteù in a netwoi 
Genes X and Y are "inputsy' to gene 2. 'W' means that the gene is c'off", or repressed, 
and "1'' means the gene is 4cony', or expressed. The Boolean functions "OR" and 
"AND" determine the binary value of gene Z at t h e  t+1, based on the values of genes X 
and Y at t h e  t. Adapted from Kauffman, "Gene regulation networks", p. 152. 

'' ffiufnnan. "Gene regdation netwarks". p. 157. 



Figure 5.10 - (a) A switching net in which each element has inputs from the other two, 
and reaïizes an OR function on its inputs. @) Functions reaiized by A, B, and C on their 
inputs, as derived from (a). Each row is a state of the net. States are numbered 0-7. (c) 
State transitions from (b). There are two state cycles, each one state long. From 
buffman, 'Cene regdation networW9, p. 157. 



5.7.3 A Biological Implication of the Model: Ceiî Differentiation and Epigenesis 

Recall that in his simulations of randomly constructed genetic networks at M ï î ,  

K a u h a n  had observed that networks with "low connectivity", that is, with each gene 

receiving just two inputs from other genes (K=2) had short cycles. In his paper with 

McCulloch, and in his later published work, K a u h a n  argued that this situation was 

"biologically relevant", in two senses: for ce11 cycle times in bactena and for ce11 

differentiation in higher ~r~anisrns. '~ Here we will examine the implications of Kauffman's 

mode1 for ce11 differentiation. 

Kauffman connected estirnates of the number of genes in an organism to the number 

of ce11 types it can possess. He used the terni "ceil difTerentiationm in the sense generally 

accepted at the tirne: "cells are thought to differ due to differentid expression of, rather than 

the structural loss of, the genes."60 Kauffman observed that the choice of Boolean function 

assigned to each gene in the network, in addition to the condition that each element receives 

two inputs, strongly affected the "cycle" lengths in the network. Making the "idealization" 

that in genetic networks in living systems, each gene receives inputs from two other genes, 

Kauffrnan argued that each state cycle - given that in his simulations, different ones are 

isolated from each other in a network - correspond to a ce11 type, as they each represent a 

"different temporal sequence of gene activity"?l Kauffman and McCulloch had also stressed 

the importance of their work for a theoretical understanding of ce11 differentiation. Cells, at 

this time, were though to differ because "the genes that are active in them differ". Kauffhan 

and McCulloch argued that each "temporal pattern of activity" in a formal genetic net could 

59 Kaffian and McCuUoch, "Random nets of f o d  genes". p. 346. 
* Kauffman, "Randomly constructed genetic nets", p. 440. 



correspond to a ce11 type. 

Kaufhan connected the numbers of genes per ce11 (N), the number of ce11 types per 

organism, and the number of stable cycles in networks of N genes with K=2 inputs and 16 

possible Boolean functions assigned to the genes with equal probability. Kauffman had 

observed a relationship between the median number of cycles per net and the size of the 

network?' Based on the logarithms of these values, Kauhan  demonstrated that the 

logarithm of the number of independent state cycles in a network is approximately equal to 

0.5 the logarithm of the number of genes [Figure 5.111. 

In his paper with McCulloch, Kauffman had estimated that the number genes in 

humans is roughly 2000000. A network with N = 2000000 elements, Kauffman predicted, 

would have a median cycle number of 1000, which, he argued, corresponded roughly with 

the number of ce11 types in h ~ r n a n s . ~ ~  In his 1969 paper, Kauffman predicted that a network 

of 2000000 genes would have roughly 700 ce11 types. However, Kauffman cautioned that his 

results were "approximate". Note, in Figure 5.1 1, that the numbers of ceil types for 

organisms based on biological data falls short of Kauffman's estimate based on ce11 cycle 

numbers. Kauffman also warned that at this point, extremely large networks of genes, 

beyond about 10000, had not been simulated. 

61 Ibid., p. 460. 
" ffiufhan. "Randomly constructed genetic nets". p. 449. 



No. of elernents in the random net and estimuted no. of genes per cell 

Figure 5.II - The logarithm of the number of ceii types is plotted against the 
logarithm of the esümated number of gens  per cell, and the Iogarithm of the 
median number of state cycles is plotted against logarithm N o  The observed and 
theoretical slopes are about 0.5. From Stuart Kauffman, "Randody 
constructed genetic nets", p. 462. 

63 Kauffman and McCulloch, "Randorn nets of formai genes", p. 348. 



5.7.4 Automata Theory and Epigenetic Control Mechanisms 

Kauffman's model of randomly constructed genetic networks, and their implications 

for ceil differentiation and development, was consistent with the epigenetic model of 

developrnent advanced by Conrad Waddington. As Kauffman argued in 1969, his evidence 

that large, randomly constructed networks of binary "genes" behave with a stability 

comparable to that of living organisms leads to the observation that: 

like cells, a randomly constructed genetic net is capable of differentiating 
directly from any one mode of behavior to at most a few of its other modes; 
and that these restricted rransition possibilities between modes of behavior 
allow us to state a theory of differentiation which deduces the ongin, 
sequence, branching, and cessation of diferentiation as the expected behavior 
of randomly assembled genetic nets [my emphasis]." 

As was discussed in Chapter Four, "epigenesis" is a term that describes the developrnent of 

an organism from a single, fenilized egg into a complex adult, and is connected to the notion 

that differentiation of speciaiized parts is gradual, and occurs through a series of steps. The 

sequence of events in development is seen as hierarchical. where each step depends on a 

prior step, and initiates a subsequent step. The "epigenetic" view of development was 

advanced in the early part of the twentieth century by Joseph Needham (1900-1995) and 

Conrad Waddington. By no means were their views on epigenesis uniform - however, there 

were general similarities in their approaches to development. In contrast to viewing the 

complex organization of the adult as k ing  "preformed" in the fertilized egg, Needharn and 

Waddington saw the fertilized egg as having a large number of "potencies" for different 

forms and hinctions, with the epigenetic process characterized as the "restriction" of these 

developmental potencies fixed fates.6' To illustrate the idea that the "potentialities" in a 

64 Kauffman, "Randomly constructed genetic nets", p. 438- 
Joseph Neaiham. Ordcr a d  Life. New Haven: Yale University Press. 1936; Cambridge. MA: M ï ï  Press. 

1968, pp. 58-62. 



developing organism over time are "restncted" by multiple bifurcation, Needham drew an 

analogy between the developing system and the "automatic marshalling-yards" in railways. 

In the 1968 edition of his book, Order and Life, Needham added a photograph of a 

marshalling-yard to illustrate this analogy [Figure 5.121. As a railway system has branched 

tracks, with "switches" at forks in the pathways, the developing organisrn, in Needharn's 

view, began with a number of potential pathways of development. with the 'pathways" 

followed king dependent on states of equilibria in the developing system. 

As early as 1940, Waddington offered his own metaphor characterizing the 

developing organism as an epigenetic system - the "epigenetic l a n d ~ c a ~ e " . ~ ~  [Figure 5.131 

The epigenetic landscape was an abstract, diagrammatic representation of the epigenetic 

process in the developing organism. The uppermost levels in the landscape corresponded to 

early stages in the organism's development, where the potential fates are high. The lowest 

levels in the landscape represent later stages in development, where potential fates are more 

or less "fixed". The upper sections of the valleys represent "branching points" during the 

epigenetic process. 



Figure 5.12 - View of a marshalling yard (London and North Eastern Raiiroad) 
iiiustrating by analogy the concept of restriction of potenoality by multiple bifurcation. 
The photograph is taken from above the %mp". Up to this the freight wagons are 
pushed, and from it they run d o m  individuaiiy over electric retarders to a number of 
alternative sidings, where they are ready to be dispatched to a fresh destination. From 
Needham, Order and Life, 1968, Figure 45. 

66 Conrad H. Waddington, Organisers and Genes, 1940, p. 45; fkontispiece. 



Figure 5.13 - Waddington's epigenetic Iandscape. The path foilowed by the ball, as it 
rolis down towards the spectator, corresponds to the developmental history of a 
particdar part of the egg. From Waddington, The Sfrategy of the Genes, p. 29. 



As developmental biologist and historian of biology Scott Gilbert has argued, 

Waddington's use of the epigenetic landscape can be tied to his efforts to integrate the 

approaches of genetics and embryology.67 hdeed, Waddington's concept of the "epigenetic 

landscape" was also presented as a metaphor for descnbing the process of cellular 

differentiatiod8 In 1962, Waddington noted that the Jacob-Monod operon model for gene 

regdation in bacteria could exist in higher organisms, and these systems may have "Jacob- 

Monod systems" that are interlinked. [Figure 5.14 As Waddington wrote: 

if a structural gene controlled by an operator in the first such system produced 
a substance which functioned as a repressor substance for an operator in a 
second system, we would have the possibility of "cascade repression", and if 
there were a number of links of this kind, complex systems might be built up 
which exhibit some of the tendenc towards irreversibility which is commonly 
foound in embryological materials. 2 

"Cascade repression" involved the process in a hierarchically organized set of genes whereby 

a "pathway" of genetic activity is realized through the "closing off' of other pathways by 

repression. The operons in ~addington's scheme act as genetic "switches" in this process. 

In the epigenetic model, development occurs though a series of steps, and is treated as 

an historical process. As in Our definition of an automaton, subsequent states depend on 

previous states: the output, or the intemal state of an automaton at time t+l is related to its 

intemal state at time t, based on a logicaily defined "program". The notion of a logically- 

defined algorithm for developrnent. embodied in Kaufian's  genetic networks, is consistent 

with the epigenetic concept of development as advanced by Waddington: a step-by-step 

process involving genetic and embryological "branching points" or switches, restricting the 

" Scon F. Gilbert, "Epigenetic landscaping: Waddington's use of  ce11 fate bitkation diagram," Bioiogy and 
Philosophy (199 1)  6: 135-54. 
68 See C.R Waddington, Introduction to Modern Genetics, London: Allen and Unwin, 1939; CH. Waddington, 
Organirers and Genes, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1940; C.H. Waddington, The Strategy ofthe 
Genes, London: Allen and Unwin, 1957. 
69 Waddington, New Patterns, pp. 23-4. 
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Figure 5.14 - Tascade repression": One of the stmctural gens controiied by the first 
operator produces a repressor substance acting on a second operator. From 
Waddington, New Patterns in Genefics and Development, p. 24. 



differentiating cells dong a prescribed pathway. 

5.9 Conclusion 

Following his work at MIT with McCulloch, Kauffman had an Intemship and 

Postdoctoral Fellowship in genetics at the University of Cinncinati. In 1968, Waddington 

invited him to participate in the second Serbelloni symposium on theoretical biology, and 

Kauffman presented a version of his theory of binary genetic net~orks.~' At this meeting 

was Jack Cowan, a mathematical neurobiologist and head of the Department of Mathematical 

Biology at the University of Chicago. He invited Kauffman to be on the faculty there.71 

In his Serbelloni paper, citing the work of Jacob and Monod, Apter, and sugita." 

Kauffman had argued, ". . .the genome [the genetic material of the cell] embodies complex 

switching circuits which constitute a program for metabolic stability and ce11 

,973 differentiation. ... In essence, this model of a network of formal genes was a Turing 

machine, in the sarne manner as a McCulloch-Pitts neural network. Recall that a finite 

automaton operates in discrete time steps, possesses a Fînite number of internai states, and 

has a finite number of inputs and outputs connected by a logicaily-defined "table of 

behaviour" or algorithm. In Kauhan ' s  model, each gene could be in one of two states, on 

or off; and thus collectively the whole network could be in one of many states, composed of 

the states of the individual binary genes. Each gene in the network could receive "inputs" 

from other genes in the network and produced an output based on the Boolean function that 

Stuart Kauffman, "Behaviour of randomly comtnicted genetic nets: Binary element nets." in Conrad H. 
Waddington (ed.) Towards a Theoretical Biology, Volume III: Drajls, Chicago: Aldine, 1970, pp. 18-37, 
" Waldrop. Compluiry, p. 1 16. 
" Kauffman also cited the work of developmental biologist James Bonner, who incorporated the Jacob-Monod 
operon model in a piece on "Switching networks for developrnentd processes". James Bonner, The Molecuhr 
Biology of Development, New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965, pp. 133-145. 

Kaufbm. Wetabo tic stability". p. 438. 



defined its logicai relationship to other genes in the network. 

Kauffman's main departure from the work of Sugita and Apter was that rather than 

king automata that were "precisely programmed", organisms were "randomly assembled 

automata whose characteristic behavior reflects their unorderly construction.. .."74 On the 

bais of their observations, Kauffman and McCulloch had concluded, "life requires not 

preordained harmony. only the inevitable consequences of chance and n~mber."'~ 

'' Kalrffman. "Binary element nets", p. 18. 
" Ibid., p. 348. 



CONCLUSION 

Following the third Serbelloni meeting on theoretical biology in 1968, Waddington observed 

that the emphasis of the meetings had become more precise, and that the majority of 

participants had agreed that the main problem facing the theoretical biologist was to find 

methods for dealing with the "great complexity of biological systems".' While 

acknowledging the insight derived from molecular biology into the nature of the elementary 

units of organisms, Waddington argued that theory is needed "to understand how these are 

put together to fom systems which are usuaily too complicated to be anaiysed 

completely.. .." As we have seen, automata theory presented a way of doing this, for it deait 

with the interaction of elements in a dynamic system. 

Modem automata theory had its roots in the work of Alan Tunng, who saw the 

process of computation as a finite number of discrete "states of minci" connected by a logicai 

"decision procedure" or algorithm. The Tunng machine defined the complicated process of 

computation as mechanical and logicai. This focus on discrete, simple steps was inherent in 

the McCulloch-Pitts mode1 of neural networks. Through their demonstration of the "logic" 

of the functioning of neurons, McCulloch and Pitts connected Turing's notion of a "logic 

machine" to the physiology of the brain, and proposed that the process of logical reasoning 

could be "embodied" in the structure and functioning of the brain. The McCulloch-Pitts 

collaboration was facilitated by a community of mathematical biologists at the University of 

' Conrad H. Waddington, "Reface". in C.H. Waddington (ed.) Towardr a ïïieoretical Biology III: Dr@, 
Chicago: Aldine, 1970, 



Chicago, who, under Nicolas Rashevsky, saw the worth of a mathematical approach to 

complex biological phenomena. 

Both Turing's work and the McCulloch-Pitts mode1 influenced John von Neumann. 

Extending the definition of an "automaton", von Neumann searched for a definition of 

complexity in his logical analysis of the process of self-reproduction. The algorithm concept 

was key here; for von Neumann, a sufficiently elaborate "instruction" could account for both 

the complexity of the process of self-reproduction as well as the structural complexity of the 

organism itself. Von Neumann's development of a general theory of automata c m  be seen as 

an important tuming point in the development of modem theories of automata. Beyond the 

processes of computation and reasoning, automata could be used to understand the more 

general principles of biological complexity. 

By the early 1960s, theoreticians and mathematicians saw automata theory as a useful 

tool for understanding the logical organization of biological systems. Automata theory had 

potential to address two biological problems that information theory could not: process- 

onented complexity, and organized complexity. The British cybemetician Michael Apter 

argued against static measurements of "information" in the developing organism. Automata 

theory, with its notion of "instructions", could illustrate how simple rules lead to complex 

phenomena such as morphogenesis, and could frame the problern in tems of elements 

interacting in a system according to logical rules. 

The methodologica. approach inherent in automata studies, specifically, a 

mathematical, axiomatic approach to biological phenomena, fit in with the approach of many 

scientists of the late 1960s who were committed to a theoretical understanding of biological 

phenomena, and the search for general principles of complexity and organization. Many of 



these theoreticians argued that to undentand the complex. one must begin with simple. This 

was an important pnnciple in the early development of automata theory. Turing had 

simplified the seerningly complicated process of cornputation into discrete elementary steps. 

McCulloch had searched for a "least psychic event". or "psychon"; what for him was the 

simplest, most elernentary event in brain functioning. Von Neumann and Apter had 

fonnuated a logical definition of self-reproduction and morphogenesis by specifying these 

processes in terms of an algorithm. Kauffman, building on the work of Jacob and Monod, 

"idealized" genes as simple on-off devices, rerniniscent of the McCuIloch-Pitts logical 

neuron. 

In their use of mathematical logic and automata theory, these scientists wanted a way 

of simplifying complex phenomena, while at the same time acknowledging complexity. 

Elements of biological systems were axiomatized into "simple units". however, the focus was 

on how the elements interacted in a logical manner within a dynamic system. In this sense, 

complex biological phenomena were being tamed and broken down into idealized, discrete 

tems. The use of binary logic was accompanied by a search for the simplest functional 

elements of organisms. With logicd definitions in place for the behaviour of such elements, 

scientists were able to describe compiex phenomena based on these rules. 

The arguments of Waddington and others at the Serbelloni meetings can be tied to the 

early arguments of Rashevsky (as well as von Neumann) on the value of a "mathematicai" 

approach to organisrns and their complexity. As we have seen from the work of Apter, 

Arbib, and Kaufian,  automata-theoretic models of the processes of morphogenesis and ce11 

differentiation were consistent with the view of development as an epigenetic process, as 

advanced by Conrad Waddington. Kauffman' s model of gene "switches" based on Boolean 



logic, and their role in gene regdation and cell differentiation, was had conceptual 

connections to the notion of "choice" in epigenesis between different potentialities and 

pathways. 

Although the concept of an "algorithm", with the related notions of "instnictions" and 

"program" proved to be a powerhil theoretical tool in the snidy of biological phenomena, 

ambiguities existed in its meaning. The terms "information" and "instruction" were 

sometimes used interchangeably, however, "information", in the automata-theoretic sense 

played a specific role. Automata were seen as devices that transformed information: the 

"information" received as an input was processed according to the intemal States of the 

machine and its "table of behaviour" or instructions, into an output. Thus, "information" was 

incorporated in two distinct senses: as the input and output of the automaton, and as the 

"instructions" that defined the relationship between the two.' in the theoretical context, the 

emphasis was on information processing - a different agenda than cunceptualizing genetic 

matenai as "information". In contrast to the mere focus on "information" as a metaphor, 

information in this context was seen as a set of "instmctions" outlining a discrete, step-by- 

step, logicai procedure. 

For von Neumann and Apter, the concept of "instructions" was useful in developing 

theories of dynarnic, complex, phenomena such as self-reproduction and morphogenesis, and 

both likened these instructions to the genetic material of the cell. However, for Apter these 

instructions did not represent passive information. His arguments against the use of 

information theory in development reflected a cornmitment to viewing development as an 

historical, epigenetic process, with elements beyond the genetic material participating in 

rnorphogenesis. In the McCulloch-Pitts model of neural networks, and in Kauffman's model, 



these "instmctions" were embodied in the network itself, defined by the Boolean functions 

goveming the interactions of the elements in the network. In this sense, finite automata can 

be behaviouralty equivalent to a network, but not necessarily structurally equivalent.3 

Adrnittedly, the distinction between "information" and instmctions" was a product of 

a specific classification of cybemetic approaches into separate, although interacting, 

branches?. The contrast between "information" and "instruction" as metaphors, and their 

heuristic value in biology, has been an important topic of discussion for biologists and 

philosophen of biology. For some, as we have seen, the concept of a "program" had a 

positive effect on biology. For example, the eminent biologist Ernst M a y  has used the 

notion of a "program" as a way of solving the problem of devel~~rnent .~ When asked how 

such a ccmplicated process can occur, says Mayr, the bioiogist can respond 'The organism is 

programmed; the instructions for development are encoded in its DNA". However, from 

early on, the program concept was not without its critics. Brian Goodwin and Gunther Stent 

have both argued that as a metaphor, the concept of a program fails.6 The histoncal ongins 

of this debate have only been briefly explored here. The philosophical implications of the 

program concept in biology, the bais for its use on a metaphorical level, and the motivations 

behind its criticism, deserve further study. 

2 McNaughton, 'Theory of aucomata", p. 38 1, 
Ibid., p. 389. 

4 Frank H. George, Automation, Cybemetics, and Society, New York: Philosophicai Library, 1959. 
Ernst Mayr, 'Cause and effect in biology", Science (1961) 134: 1501-1506. 
Brian Goodwin. '%iologicd stability," in Waddington (ed.) Towardc a Theoreical Biology III: Drafls, pp. 1- 

17; Gunther S. Stent, "Hermeneutics and the analysis of complex systems," in David J. Depew and Bruce W. 
Weber (eds,) Evolution at a Crossroads: The New Biology and the New Philosophy of Science, Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1985, pp. 209-225. 
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